Storage and networking
Building integrated solutions

Emergency planning
Are you ready?

Hot NAB introductions
100 new products inside
A pioneer in HDTV broadcast technology, WRAL-TV was the first USA station to broadcast an HDTV signal in 1996 and is the country's first news operation to present HD local news on a continuous basis. The station is committed to delivering the highest quality signal to its viewer audience. Their audio board? A WHEATSTONE TV-80 SERIES LIVE TELEVISION CONSOLE.

"Our operators were given ample opportunity to evaluate different consoles," says Craig Turner, chief engineer at WRAL. After an extensive assessment of competitive products "they found the TV-80 easy to operate, with a convenient design that includes all the features necessary to achieve CD-quality audio."

WRAL is at the forefront of television broadcast technologies. YOUR station could be too; contact WHEATSTONE for the best in TV audio!
Contrary to popular opinion, Hell is a balmy, climate-controlled 67°.

In a business where a minute can be worth millions, you don't have a minute to spare. That's where Harris, the leader in automation solutions, can help. Our Media Asset and Content Management systems offer scalable solutions to turn a legion of tapes into a useable digital library. All of which allows you to ingest, catalog, index, archive and find what you want exactly where you expected it to be. So the last place you want to be today can become the opportunity of tomorrow.

For more information:
1.650.595.8200
broadcast.harris.com
Come test drive RPM in our easy chair at NAB, Booth #L8457

AI Quantum transmitters use solid-state power amplifiers by RÖHDE & SCHWARZ, the world's leading solid-state transmitter manufacturer.
From high power to low power, the Ai product line has it all. Featuring the Ai Quantum IOT line, available to the maximum legal power level for analog or digital applications and exclusively Rohde & Schwarz, analog or digital, solid-state, from watts to kilowatts.

“The very first time I adjusted my Quantum transmitter from my living room, I was hooked.”

— Allen Finne  Chief Engineer, KASN-TV, a Clear Channel Station

Obviously, Allen’s pretty happy. And who wouldn’t be? His new Quantum broadcast transmitter is so revolutionary, it’s hard-wired with that most elusive of features: customer satisfaction. We know what today’s broadcast engineer is up against. That’s why every single Quantum IOT transmitter we make comes complete with RPM, a Remote Parameter Monitoring and Control system that lets you check — and even adjust — your transmitter from the comfort of your living room or anywhere else. Or, if you prefer, Ai can use RPM to monitor your transmitter for you. Staffed with the Emmy award-winning engineers who invented the first IOT transmitter, Ai designs products that make your day hassle-free. Maybe you’ve never met a transmitter company that actually engineers its customer satisfaction as well as its products, but maybe it’s time you did.

Acrodyne, now known as Ai is a new organization — new philosophy — new facilities and exciting new products. Call us at 1-888-881-4447 or visit us at www.acrodyne.com.

Satisfaction. Engineered.
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"DVCPRO provides the total SD through HDTV solution."

- Rick Jordan
VP of Engineering & Technical Operations,
WBOC-TV, Salisbury, MD.

How do you stay ahead of the digital curve without hitting the budgetary wall?
For CBS affiliate WBOC in Salisbury, MD, the solution is the interoperability and scalability of Panasonic DVCPRO. "DVCPRO is very cost effective, providing exceptional value from many different perspectives: ease of use, quality, reliability and maintainability," says Rick Jordan, WBOC's VP of Engineering & Technical Operations.

From DVCPRO for news production to DVCPRO50 for program mastering to DVCPRO HD for high-definition production, DVCPRO provides the total DTV solution. "Our viewers have praised us for providing them with the future now," Jordan adds. "It's this recognition that will keep us in business in today's complex media marketplace."

For more information on the Panasonic DVCPRO format, phone 1-800-528-8601 or visit us at www.panasonic.com/broadcast.
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Name this company

What camera company made the “Polychrome” color camera? What feature made it unique? Correct entries will be eligible for a drawing of the new Broadcast Engineering T-shirts. Enter by e-mail. Title your entry “Freezeframe-April” in the subject field and send it to: bdick@primedabusiness.com. Correct answers received by May 17, 2002, are eligible to win.
What company creates advanced media for the new and emerging technologies?

Focused on advanced technology, Maxell is on the cutting edge of professional media development. Our high-definition products, HDCAM and D-5, meet the needs of even the most demanding applications. New manufacturing processes and tape formulations provide unrivaled performance both on location and in the studio.

And, in addition, our data storage products (DVD-R, DVD-RAM and DLT-IV) continue to set standards for storage capacity and archival stability. Thus, Maxell plays a leadership role throughout the recordable media industry.

To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 800-533-2836 or visit www.maxellpromedia.com.
Hit the deadlines. Keep the ratings up. Deliver the highest quality news, sports, and entertainment programming. And drive more workflow and capital efficiencies. Unfortunately, most of today’s digital broadcast solutions require so many manual workarounds that you might wonder if you’d be better off using tape. It should be easier. Now it is.

That’s because the combination of Thomson Broadcast solutions and the Grass Valley Group is the only one that can deliver a set of open, integrated digital products that work together along the entire digital video chain. And support the workflows essential to your operation.

We have a proven track record in broadcast. An award-winning, robust product portfolio that touches more high-quality content than any other — cameras, film imaging products, networked servers, shared-storage systems, switchers, routers, modular products, and facility control and automation systems. Not to mention solutions for digital news production, central casting, high-definition production, and Internet distribution.

The combination of Thomson Broadcast solutions and the Grass Valley Group offers future-proof products built around the latest chip and networking technologies, open hardware platforms, and application-driven software. Video, networking,
and systems expertise that has produced 400 patents and several industry standards. And worldwide software engineering and customer support teams second to none. Making your job a whole lot easier.

Thomson Broadcast solutions and the Grass Valley Group.
Efficiency-driven solutions for maximizing media investments.

Come see us at NAB '02, Booth #L19524 in the new South Hall of the Las Vegas Convention Center. Visit our virtual booth tour at www.grassvalleygroup.com/booth.
NAB: "A really big shew"

Unless you're over the age of 50, you probably don't remember the phrase, "A really big shew," but it was Ed Sullivan's famous pronunciation used to open his evening TV show. Every one of his shows was "a really big shew." Could this year's NAB be in that same category?

Despite this industry's quandary about market conditions, budgets and financials, the NAB "shew" actually promises to be quite upbeat. Besides, what better place to take your mind off business than in "Sin City" with 100,000 people you don't know - who probably want to have just as much fun as you do.

The most visible change in this year's convention is the addition of the two South exhibition halls. Combined, they provide an additional 300,000 square feet of new exhibition space. If your feet got tired last year, just wait!

To ensure that the new space isn't missed, several large exhibitors have moved into the new exhibition space. Avid and Apple will anchor the lower level hall. Sony, Leitch and Thomson will anchor the upper level space. The goal, of course, is to draw traffic from the familiar halls into the new spaces. Because the new halls are, shall we say, a bit removed from the main LVCC, there will even be a tram running between the Central and South halls. Come ride the train!

There are a couple of other improvements worth mentioning in the new spaces. The first is the number of restaurants. Okay, maybe I'm using the term "restaurant" loosely, but at least there are plenty of places to catch a bite to eat and something to drink. Just as important, many of these eateries provide space to sit while visiting with friends or business associates. This is a far cry from the old halls where once you pay $8 for a hot dog lunch, you end up standing like a stork because there's no place to sit.

Second, there are lots of restrooms conveniently located around the halls. In the old Central hall, you're either forced to climb stairs to the hidden potties or leave the exhibition area and wait in line near the meeting rooms. It should be easier to find relief in the new halls.

The NAB convention has never been short on sessions, and this year is no exception. With more than 150 conference sessions, seminars and special events you're sure to find something to your liking.

And, in a welcome return to the old days, NAB has arranged a special festive event to launch this year's show. Comedian Jay Leno will perform an opening show Sunday at 9 p.m. The show, to be held at the Bellagio, begins with a reception at 8 p.m. This is an extra cost, advance-ticket-required event, so don't just show up thinking you'll get in. Contact the NAB for ticket information. This should be a lot of fun!

By Tuesday, you'll be ready for some more serious stuff, so you could attend the FCC Chairman's Breakfast where ABC News anchor Sam Donaldson will interview FCC Chairman Michael Powell. The one-on-one setting could prove interesting as this chairman, unlike his two recent predecessors, seems to be focused more on issues than politics.

So, don't let the FUD factor (fear, uncertainty and doubt) get you down. Join me and 100,000 other professionals for "a really big shew."

Editorial Director

Send comments to: • direct: editor@primediabusiness.com • web site: www.broadcastengineering.com

broadcastengineering.com
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Miranda Technologies has become such a company. With recent growth through dynamic acquisitions, we have widened our scope of expertise in broadcast engineering and digital communications. By offering innovative new products and services, Miranda continues to build on its legacy of engineering excellence.

We make the effort to understand your problems better... so our solutions are better. Miranda has significantly expanded its product line and now delivers one of the most comprehensive range of targeted, application-specific solutions available. Through innovation, intelligence and clever engineering we are creating systems that work in harmony and provide solutions to complex industry problems and applications.
**Reader Feedback**

In the February Feedback column, a reader complained about his lack of success getting the local cable company to provide him with HDTV service. The letter was titled, "Is cable preventing HDTV?" Here is a response from Time Warner Cable.

Dear Editor:

Time Warner Cable has led the industry in carriage of HDTV signals in our markets as those signals became available. Additionally, we have been diligent in carrying satellite-delivered HDTV products. Although we do not believe in digital must-carry, we believe that it is in our best interests and our customers' best interests to carry any available compelling digital content. We currently are carrying available over-the-air HDTV signals in over 30 U.S. markets where we operate cable television systems.

We are aggressively pushing for digital carriage agreements with broadcasters to carry their digital programming, once it becomes available, in all of our systems that have been upgraded to the necessary bandwidth capability. At present time, we lead the cable industry with our upgrades at 98 percent completion. Our ability to complete HDTV agreements with broadcasters demonstrates that the marketplace is working and, therefore, no digital must-carry is needed or warranted.

For over three years we have been providing HDTV set-top boxes, for no incremental charge, to our customers with suitable displays. With the drop in pricing of HD displays, the demand for HD set-top boxes has greatly increased. Due to this increased demand, we are experiencing a delivery problem on HDTV set-top boxes, and we are working with our suppliers to correct the backlog. We have a tremendous incentive to eliminate the backlog as we do not want to "leave money on the table" by failing to deliver services our customers are anxious to buy from us, or to lose customers to our satellite competitors.

We stand by our policy of rapid HDTV content deployment, but apologize to the writer and other customers who have experienced frustration with the delay of delivery of HDTV set-top boxes.

**Recent Freezeframe winners**

September Freezeframe:
Name the two companies that in 1982 promoted a hybrid VTR using "attachable VCRs" mounted on standard on-recording ENG cameras.

The only correct answer received was from James Crawford, Frezzolini Electronics. He knew that the companies were Frezzolini with the FREZZI ON-Cam VTR system and PEP.

October Freezeframe:
Name this VTR. The correct answer was "RCA Hawkeye." Many readers answered the question as "M-format VTR." While it is true that the Hawkeye used the Panasonic M format recording technology, readers had to supply the manufacturer and model.

Winners:
Terry Cribbey, Leitch Canada
Brian Rosenau, USAF
George Lynn Franklin, Yahoo!

**I want my DTV station**

Dear Editor:

Your February editorial on DTV stated: “What surprised me most was the number of ‘integrated sets’ sold. Of the 1.46 million units sold, almost 100,000 were integrated sets. This represents a whopping 1455 percent increase in the integrated set sales over last year. An additional 196,564 stand-alone STBs were sold in 2001, representing a 434 percent increase over 2000.”

Are you kidding? The fact that seven percent of the sets sold included an integrated tuner is not a vote of confidence for OTA-DTV.

**BARRY BROWN**
The new DV 15 Fluid Head is the perfect combination with any digital ENG camcorder. It is yet another example of Sachtler's proven quality being used to support the new generation of cameras. With its central locking for immediate leg release, the new Hot Pod CF is the fastest tripod in the world. Its maintenance-free pneumatic gas spring effortlessly lifts the camera over six feet high. So why wait? Optimize your equipment now. With Sachtler!
The Multimedia Home Platform

BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

On Nov. 13, 2001, it was announced that Cable Television Laboratories had adopted the DVB Multimedia Home Platform (MHP) as part of the OpenCable Application Platform (OCAP). The advanced OpenCable set-top boxes will be deployed throughout North America to allow users access to both digital broadcasting and interactive digital applications.

The announcement was interpreted by some industry analysts as a bridge across historic chasms: NTSC vs. PAL; ATSC vs. DVB; cable vs. DTV broadcasting; broadcasting vs. the Internet; proprietary vs. open standards.

Have CableLabs and the Digital Video Broadcasting Project built a bridge across historical rifts as wide as the Atlantic? Or is MHP a showy exercise in futility?

As one might expect, the answer depends on who you talk to. And one cannot discount the possibility that what the industries competing for control of our digital future say may not necessarily be what they mean. A case in point: Currently, there are no plans to deploy OpenCable digital set-top boxes by any Cable MSO in the United States, nor any plans to do so by consumer electronics industry vendors who have been seeking to sell cable set-top boxes at retail, as mandated in the 1992 Cable Act.

A decade later, the cable industry continues to deploy and lease proprietary set-top boxes. CableLabs has been in the middle of a debate between the cable MSOs, the consumer electronics industry, broadcasters and Hollywood. Each time it appears that progress is being made, a new issue surfaces delaying implementation of the proposed OpenCable standard.

When this exercise began, the notion of the set-top box providing a bridge between TV and the Internet had yet to be conceived. Vice President Gore was promoting his vision of the “Information Superhighway.” AOL was just beginning to tell consumers “You have mail.” The cable industry was promoting its vision of Full-Service Networks. Charlie Ergen was talking about DBS. And the NCSA Mosaic Web browser had just been introduced, along with the concept of the World Wide Web.
One SeaChange Broadcast MediaCluster has the power to manage all of your video content, while providing boundless opportunities for its use — for thematic channels, regional broadcasts, web-casting, and more. In fact, the industry recently recognized the Broadcast MediaCluster with an Emmy for "outstanding achievement in technological advancement."

What makes this server so advanced? The Broadcast MediaCluster play-to-air system combines mind-boggling storage capacity, multichannel flexibility, and sophisticated software management with the industry's only "single copy" 100% fault-resilience. Which means that just one SeaChange MediaCluster server protects your digital content more effectively than two competitive servers. So it provides unlimited opportunities and outstanding economy for your television operation. The future of television certainly looks bright.

See us at NAB, New South Hall, Booth L19564
Standards for interactive services

IP was still an acronym for intellec-
tual property — Internet Protocol was virtually unknown outside of the ARPANET (the forerunner of the Internet). Today, the management of digital media content — specifically the protection of copyrights and patents — is the latest stumbling block to impede the critical path of OpenCable, not to mention DTV and the Internet.

The adoption of the MHP middleware gives OpenCable the appearance of supporting an international standard for the authoring of interactive applications. Yet even in Europe, where the MHP specs were developed, it is difficult to find anyone using them. Some of the most compelling examples of interactive television services have been demonstrated in Europe — BskyB’s coverage of soccer, the BBC coverage of Wimbledon and a wide range of new digital services — most notably online gambling and video games — that build upon the legacy of analog Videotext services.

All of these services ride atop proprietary middleware; the result of a hotly contested marketplace with potentially billions at stake for the companies that persevere through the initial commercial shakeout phase. At the moment, the market leader appears to be OpenTV, but CanalPlus Technologies, Liberate, Microsoft, Sun and NDS are all vying for a piece of the action.

MHP provides an open application programming interface (API) for manufacturers to develop multimedia applications, without any third-party agreement with a proprietary middleware provider. This offers an alternative to the established way digital set-top boxes are made. Historically, STBs have been custom-built by manufacturers for private (cable or satellite) service providers and network operators. These markets have historically been closed to consumer electronics manufacturers, although

ECB partners with WISC-DT for datacasting

BY VICKI WAY KIPP, CBTE, CBNT

The Wisconsin Educational Communications Board (ECB), which includes the Wisconsin Public Broadcasting network, began a project to datacast rich media content to public school students and teachers in early 2001.

ECB datacast two separate pieces of content. The first was a video called “Investigating Wisconsin History,” which had been converted from Betacam tape format to MPEG-2.m2p file format, and saved on a DVD-ROM. The second piece of content, called “Hand In Hand,” was a video with interactive enhancements including another 20 minutes of audio and video clips, maps, photographs, timelines and historical documents. “Hand In Hand” was saved as a .vob file on a CD-ROM. During the datacasting demo, ECB realized that the server had a CD drive but not a DVD drive. The DVD was transferred to two CDs for transmission.

Datacasting involves inserting data into the unused portion of a DTV signal for wireless point-to-multipoint transmission of the data to a receive card. Datacasting broadcasts data at rates significantly faster than the speed of a dial-up or cable modem.

While an 8-VSB DTV signal has a data rate of 19.39 Mbits/s, the signal’s video and audio often require less than the total data rate. A standard-definition program on a DTV signal only uses 4 Mbits/s to 5 Mbits/s of the 19.4 Mbits/s bit stream. A DTV signal could simultaneously contain four SD programs at 4 Mbits/s each or 16 Mbits/s total, and still have approximately 3.39 Mbits/s left over. Non-payload-carrying bits can be removed from this space and replaced with opportunistic data.

The ECB converted video content and enhancements from Betacam tape to MPEG-2.m2p digital files. The challenge was to get datacast content from the network headend in Madison, WI, to schools in surrounding communities since ECB lacked a DTV signal. ECB wished to datacast within months, but the expected sign-on date for its Madison PBS DTV station was a year away. ECB sought a solution and decided to partner with CBS affiliate WISC-DT Channel 3-1.

WISC-DT’s primary CBS-HD feed has 15 Mbits/s peak rate for a HD signal, while their second feed, the Warner Brothers network, has 4 Mbits/s peak rate for a SD signal, and they still have roughly 0.39 Mbits/s remaining for datacasting. However, the actual bandwidth available for datacasting is higher (up to 4 Mbits/s) dependent on the actual video content and compression from the ATSC encoder.

WISC-TV had a Harris DataPlus that hadn’t been connected to their ATSC signal path. The Harris DataPlus was manufactured by Skystream and then repackaged and sold by Harris as part of their ATSC transmission
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generationQ defines a product range that delivers unprecedented levels of scalability, affordability and capability. It's a range that everyone can buy into. It's open, IT friendly and has the sort of Quantel power that makes it totally unique in the marketplace. It's all new hardware, all new software and it's all ready to ship.

generationQ - the future of post, graphics, news & production
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The ECB has found applications for datacasting technology, including sending teacher guides to accompany educational programs. The board could also save the bulky printed catalog of educational programs in this manner instead of mailing it to each school. A commercial broadcaster might transmit either data that corresponds to their DTV programming, or consumer or business data such as the relative popularity of a show, news clips, weather, sports statistics or even ISP traffic.

**Competing standards**

As noted, however, attempts in the United States to unbundle cable STBs have been resisted. Meanwhile, European regulators are allowing operators to continue the current modus operandi indefinitely; proprietary
Trying to take video to the next level?
Remember, the world’s counting on you.

Testing Video Equipment Designs  Video—the world can’t get enough of it. And we design more tools for testing it. Tools that analyze and measure every type of video out there—analogue or digital, baseband or MPEG. Now you can quickly debug, characterize, and verify all your ingenious new product designs. Hey, the world is waiting. For information about set top box, MPEG codec, multiplexer testing, and more, call 800-426-2200 x3070 or visit www.tektronix.com/videodesign
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MPEG-LA proposes tech tax on content
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

It is clear that control over the flow of bits is a critical step in our migration to the new digital media infrastructure. And intellectual property is the main weapon that those who currently control the distribution of high-value content are using to wage war against the consumers of entertainment, news and information.

Every day we hear updates about the legal battles taking place in a futile attempt to control the flow of bits between individuals. Shutting down Napster has had little impact. While it may be possible to shut down companies trying to horn in on the lucrative business of distributing music, nothing short of shutting down the Internet is likely to prevent the use of peer-to-peer file-sharing services like Gnutella.

After the dot.com bust, a highly relevant question was raised. How can the technology of the Internet be monetized?

One variation of this question is “Will consumers pay a ‘fair and reasonable’ fee to download music, news, TV shows, movies and other forms of entertainment via the Internet?”

The prospect that subscription and streaming may soon become synonymous has not escaped the attention of a group of stakeholders middleware vendors are simply bundling MHP solutions with their own, forcing content producers to author for multiple standards.

To further complicate the situation, there are not only rival proprietary approaches, there are competing “open standards.” OpenCable specifies two operating environments for interactivity, declarative (OpenCable presentation engine) and procedural (OpenCable application engine). The presentation engine in OpenCable is similar to specifications developed by the Advanced Television Enhancement Forum (ATVEF), which has a DVB equivalent called DVB-HTML. But the DVB version is not HTML, it is a version of XML developed by DVB. It is also worth noting that the ATSC has been working to develop a middleware platform that shares many of the underpinnings of MHP. The DTV Application Software Environment (DASE) represents yet another spin on the issue of broadcast/Internet convergence.

Perhaps the strongest supporters of integrated digital television platforms using different standards for interactive television services. This means that consumers can only access the interactive content offered by one platform operator at a time. As a result, content suppliers who do not

The most dedicated proponents of MHP are struggling to define their digital future.
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who control patents related to the video compression technology that makes the delivery of streaming video possible.

For several years there has been growing interest in the next MPEG standard. MPEG-4 was envisioned as a standard for very low bit rate applications including streaming media to appliances connected to the Internet, and to wireless devices like mobile phones. Recently, interest in MPEG-4 has grown because of its improved compression efficiency, enabled by tools that build upon MPEG-2 compression concepts.

This is especially interesting for IP broadcasting applications, as MPEG-4 can improve the quality of digital media delivered at constrained bit rates. But MPEG-4 also includes object-based coding and composition techniques, which will allow content to be localized and personalized. These tools have drawn interest from every industry looking at opportunities to enhance today's current linear TV programming model, including cable, DBS and DTV broadcasters.

Many companies were hoping that MPEG-4 would become the standard for the delivery of streaming media via the Internet, bringing order to the chaos of multiple vendors pushing their own proprietary solutions. A large group of computer industry manufacturers including Apple, IBM and Sun, formed the Internet Streaming Media Alliance, advancing MPEG-4 as the standards-based solution for Internet streaming.

In early February, Apple announced QuickTime 6.0, which adds support for MPEG-2 and MPEG-4. But Apple also announced that it would not release QuickTime 6.0 because of a provision of the recently announced MPEG-LA licensing terms for the essential MPEG-4 visual patents.

The licensing provision in question is a usage fee of two cents per hour for any revenue-producing streaming activity that uses the MPEG-4 video codec. This fee is uncapped and could result in millions of dollars in additional royalty costs for anyone using MPEG-4 to deliver content for profit. MPEG-LA is also working on a MPEG-4 usage fee for broadcast distribution via cable, DBS and DTV.

The notion of a technology tax on content is not unprecedented. MPEG-LA imposed a usage fee on content delivered via DVD, which uses MPEG-2 video compression. The fee is collected by the companies that mass-produce DVD discs. And manufacturers of video game consoles have imposed steep royalties on video game titles. Nearly half of Sony’s profits are generated by the royalties on PlayStation games.

There is a growing consensus that the proposed usage fee is unworkable, and that it will kill MPEG-4. Real Networks, Microsoft, ON2 and other codec vendors do not charge a usage fee, and give away their players. But the desire of major corporations that control key technology to generate profits by taxing content distributors is not likely to dissipate. In this war, however, consumers may prevail, as they are the ultimate arbiters of the marketplace.

NBC News’ ENG audio

BY DAN DALEY

Ever since Roone Arledge crossed the streams of news and entertainment over a quarter-century ago, new concepts — both technical and in content, in either domain — have tended to come from the top down. However, one organically grown new idea at NBC News points definitively at how ENG audio will be moved around an increasingly time-sensitive news landscape in the future. It also shows how even the layers of corporate bureaucracy that accompany today’s highly consolidated broadcast business landscape can’t stop a few determined and inspired technicians.

Satellite transmission of on-location report audio has been standard for many years in the
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television news business. However, its novelty has faded while its costs remain constant.

The notion of combining a high-end pre-amp with a laptop computer simply hadn’t gained any traction yet.

Even the most modest satellite burst transmission costs at least $500. Availability at critical moments is usually a matter of timing and luck if the reporter isn’t near a bureau location.

About three years ago, simultaneously at NBC News’ Dateline operations, in Long Island City (an industrial area of Queens just across the East River from NBC’s 30 Rock headquarters), and at the technical operations center at the network’s Burbank, CA, bureau, an idea that would change that Internet and sound file technologies in ENG operations. The economic benefits were undeniable. Converting field audio into a sound file on a reporter’s laptop computer, then sending it to the program producers and editors via the Internet, could easily save millions of dollars a year on satellite and remote recording costs.

In a sense, the pieces of this puzzle were already in place — various sound file formats were becoming commonplace, laptops were ubiquitous in the news business, and the Internet was seemingly accessible from anywhere for the cost of a local phone call. But so far, no one had assembled the correct pieces.

Mike Noseworthy, a senior audio engineer for NBC in Queens; Joe De Pierro, a senior editor for broadcast network operations at 30 Rock; and Jess Bushyhead, an editor at NBC News’ Burbank operations center agreed that was just a matter of recognizing the potential of the technology in their operations and figuring out how to implement it.

According to Bushyhead, NBC often used an expensive satellite uplink truck in remote locations to get voice-over for stories. In one instance, Dateline hired a remote truck for $2500 to get a few lines of voice-over they needed from Maria Shriver while she was at her vacation home in Idaho. He said he knew then that they had to make a change.

proprietary, non-interoperable and closed technologies when they upgrade their networks to accommodate interactive digital television services: “The individual business incentives to opt for proprietary technologies that allow these stakeholders fully to control the access of their competitors to their respective platforms is much more powerful than the willingness to shape these markets in the best interest of consumers.”

Given marketplace realities, this is all an academic exercise. In the United States the cable industry has not been deploying set-top boxes capable of supporting advanced services such as those defined by MHP. For now, the industry seems content to offer digital TV tiers that keep them competitive with the premium...
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content packages and NVOD movies offered by their DBS competitors. Likewise, set-top boxes supporting interactive DBS services have been offered only as a premium option. DirecTV and DISH have taken a somewhat agnostic position about interactive services, allowing multiple competitors to offer set-top boxes and enhanced services via their networks.

This could change if the proposed merger of EchoStar and DirecTV is approved, as there would be a strong incentive for the combined entities to migrate all existing customers to a next-generation platform that would incorporate improved video compression technology, local cache storage and the resources needed to support advanced interactive services.

How does the Multimedia Home Platform enable the desired shift from proprietary vertically integrated

Over the next two years, the three audio technicians tossed around ideas not only about what to do but how to do it. With the tacit approval of their immediate managers, Bushyhead appropriated 18 IBM Thinkpad laptops, which had by then become standard issue at NBC News. He found that MusicMatch's MP3 software was truly freeware, without need of a license, as well as simple and reliable to operate in the field to convert audio to MP3 files, and loaded it on the computers.

The next step was to test the concept of sending voice-overs from one location to another on the Internet. The first time the system was tested was in Tel Aviv, using an AOL account. Any problems with sound quality had more to do with the microphone pre-amps than with MP3. The first broadcast story covered using the system was Mother Teresa's funeral, with no problems reported.

The system was still not completely standardized: Laptops had varying sound file formats on them, mostly in the form of PCMCIA sound card plug-ins creating .wav files, and there was little in the way of high-end transducers and microphone pre-amps available to get the audio quality close to broadcast standards at the time.

New interface solution

Two years ago, Noseworthy went to the NAB show in Las Vegas in search of microphones and laptop interface. He wasn't impressed with...
what he found. The notion of combining a high-end pre-amp with
a laptop computer simply hadn’t
gained any traction yet. It was a
classic instance of how many
technology-based industries,
including broadcasting,
look to the computer
industry for tools but must
make their needs known
to find ways to get
computers to adapt to
them.
That happened about six
months later, when
Noseworthy met with Joe
Prout and Jim Koomar.
Noseworthy explained
how he was trying to
increase the quality of
audio into laptops but not
increase either the
weight or the complexity
of the process for field correspon-
dents. A month later, the company
delivered the Sound Devices’ new
USBPre, a microphone pre-amp
with XLR, ¼-inch and RCA inputs
accepting either mic or line level,
and a USB computer interface, as
well as outputs for stereo head-
phones, LED gain meters and its
own software driver. Just as
important, the USBPre draws its
power from the computer, making
it completely portable. In
addition, it can accom-
mmodate condenser
microphones, which
require 48 volts phantom
power.
The package also
included a Beyer M59
dynamic microphone,
Sony MDR-7506 stereo
headphones and
appropriate cabling.

The Web site
The next step was to
set up a more perma-
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transition from the AOL e-mail-only test bed. This originated on the East Coast side. The original AOL account is still up and running as a backup in case NBC's server ever goes down.

De Pierro and his colleagues Tessa Capodice and David Ondrick at 30 Rock conceived the concept of a dedicated Web site as opposed to the e-mail-only AOL address. De Pierro had the idea to segment the Web site into what are now 10 bins, one for each NBC News location, such as New York, Los Angeles, London, Chicago, Moscow, Atlanta and so on. After a correspondent records a sound bite onto the laptop, they log on to the dedicated and password-secured Web site using any available ISP access provider and fill out a form with the name of the story, the correspondent's name, the producer and editor's names, and the approximate length of the sound clip. The MP3 sound file is then uploaded into the appropriate bureau bin. That action generates automatic e-mail to the key personnel such as the producer and editors waiting for the sound bite at that bureau.

Once the MP3 files reach their bureau destination they go to editing where they can stay in the digital domain through processing on Avid Media Composer digital workstations right up until they go out over the air. The only time it leaves the digital domain is if it needs to go to one of the Grass Valley Group tape-to-tape editing systems.

During this period, NBC became aware that something was going on. But by the time it began to reach the executive suites, the system — now officially dubbed E-Tracks — was already proving itself. Noseworthy had used it to send audio voice-overs from Afghanistan. The system fit the economic model: the microphone, USBPre, cabling, the software and the IBM ThinkPad laptops brought the whole pack at about $2000, less than the cost of booking a remote truck.

Bushyhead estimates that by eliminating the satellite uplink component alone, savings in the range of millions of dollars could occur annually. And while E-Tracks also offers qualitative benefits, such as faster and presumably more timely and accurate reporting capabilities, and sets a course that could eventually lead to integrated audio and video reports filed via the Internet, its economic advantage is much more immediately apparent. To date, approximately 1500 sound clips have been processed.

A bridge too far?
The goals of the Multimedia Home Platform are clearly admirable. The list of companies that have signed up in support of this platform is extensive; the consumer electronics industry, long shut out of the markets for cable set-top boxes is prominent.

But MHP may have overreached the window of opportunity, as its most dedicated proponents are struggling to define their digital future, even as they continue to hold onto what is still a very lucrative analog television franchise. Ultimately, the marketplace may migrate to open standards for multimedia. This is inevitable, if one believes that broadcasting and the Internet will converge, and that the Internet will remain open.

The questions that remain unanswered are "How long will this take?" and "What will the marketplace look like when we get there?"

Platforms to an open horizontal integration approach? Is it even possible to create an open platform with which multiple vendors in competing industries can build set-top boxes and integrated receivers that will interoperate with content from anyone? The experience of the Internet suggests that this is indeed possible; thus it is not surprising that many of the concepts and technologies upon which MHP has been built have their roots in the open systems world of PCs and the Internet.

What is MHP?
Detailed information about the MHP standard can be accessed via the Web links provided with this story. The MHP MarCom group — a trade association promoting the standard — provides a quick overview of the MHP specification and how it works. In a nutshell, this is where MHP fits into digital TV platforms.

MHP is an open, common software platform that provides a standardized basis for free-Tv, pay-Tv, multimedia programming and interactive services.

MHP will be installed in set-top boxes, IDTVs (Integrated Digital Television) or on multimedia PCs. There it supports media convergence — television with the Internet, for example — and the networking of digital components such as televisions, set-top boxes, PCs, telecommunications equipment or DVD players.

By means of the common API and together with the Java programming language, manufacturer-independent applications can be designed for the MHP system. The common interface provides a standard hardware interface so that MHP-capable systems can be extended by means of modules. (See Figure 1.)
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Channel 52-69 stations may have to “rent” their channels

BY HARRY C. MARTIN

TV broadcasters still operating analog facilities on channels 52-69 after 2006 may become subject to heavy spectrum fees.

By now all broadcasters are familiar with the notion of spectrum auctions and the sizeable dollars that such auctions are able to generate for the federal government through the sale of spectrum. But the proposed federal budget for FY2003 provides for $500 million in spectrum leasing fees projected to be collected starting in 2007.

There is no real mystery about why the government might want to become a rent-charging landlord. For years the government has assumed, rightly or wrongly, that it would be able to auction off channels 52-69 once the conversion to DTV and the resulting clearing out of that portion of the current TV band were completed. The projected completion date for that process is 2006.

Meanwhile, the auction of spectrum, including television channels 52-69, is predicted to raise more than $25 billion for taxpayers during the next five years.

However, the government's ability to effectively auction off the 52-69 spectrum hinges on its ability to clear that spectrum of its current users. And what better way to encourage the current tenants to vacate than by upping what it will cost them to stay put? Hence, the plan to start collecting rent from hold-over analog broadcasters on channels 52-69 starting in 2007.

Keep in mind that the federal budget competition and diversity. The 35 percent cap will remain in effect until these deliberations are concluded.

Band-clearing update

As of the end of February, a total of 12 applications had been filed with the FCC by channel 60-69 television stations proposing analog operations on their digital allotments as a means of clearing the upper-700 mHz band for auction to wireless and public safety users. All of these applications request waivers of the traditional separation rules for analog assignments.

These applications will be considered by the full Commission because they raise important public interest trade-off issues. On the one hand, channel 60-69 broadcasters are not likely to vacate their analog channels and make the upper-700 mHz band available for wireless operators unless they have an alternate analog channel to use until the DTV transition. On the other hand, the Mass Media Bureau is reluctant to waive interference protections needed to accommodate the analog proposals. This is the case even though some of the applications propose less interference than they already have been authorized to cause if they were operating on the same channel in the DTV mode.

Ownership rules bashed by Court of Appeals

In a decision handed down in February, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit ordered the FCC to repeal its cable/broadcast cross-ownership rules and to reconsider its rule capping a single company’s nationwide audience reach to 35 percent of TV households.

The court held that the FCC had failed to support its conclusion that the cable/broadcast cross-ownership ban was necessary to promote diversity and competition. A follow-up order implementing the court’s order is expected, unless the FCC decides to appeal the decision to the Supreme Court. That is unlikely.

Similarly, the court ruled that the FCC had not adequately explained why the 35 percent national cap was necessary and in the public interest. Again, the court ruled the FCC had not given sound reasons for its conclusion that the cap was necessary to preserve competition and diversity. The 35 percent cap will remain in effect until these deliberations are concluded.

The government’s ability to auction off the 52-69 spectrum hinges on its ability to clear that spectrum of its current users.

Dateline

April 10 – Deadline for electronic filing of Forms 398 (children’s programming)
April 15 – New deadline for filing comments on the FCC’s proposed EEO rules
May 1 – Deadline for commercial stations in markets below the top-30 to construct their DTV facilities
The RE-20, the RE-50 and the 635A
industry standards
for over 30 years.
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Streaming for profits
BY STEVEN M. BLUMENFELD

Come one, come all. Step right up and hear about a technology that costs an arm and a leg, has an increasing variable cost for every new user, and doesn’t generate any profits. And, oh yeah, you also need to hire PhDs to run the system. That is the state of streaming media today — not pretty.

Yet, in spite of the fact that a number of very large failures in this area have literally pockmarked the fiber pathways with darkened strands, we’re still attracted to digital distribution. Streaming, with all its faults, still commands a lot of attention across the network landscape. As more and more bandwidth and the people required to run streaming services place a heavy toll on the cost structures of today’s streaming operations. And once we start talking about scaling these operations, the issues become quite acute.

Here’s the way most media-streaming servers work in today’s unicast environment: Upon request from a client’s software, a port is requisitioned, the server allocates it, and the stream begins to flow from the server to the user. Certain small amounts of user and technical information flow back to the server.

Streaming, with all its faults, still commands a lot of attention across the network landscape.

These “media transactions” create an enormous amount of traffic along the server’s bandwidth-limited backbone. This leads to a limit on the number of ports a single server can support — usually in the low 1000s. While this is acceptable on the small scale, it creates nightmares when tens of thousands or more streams are being accessed. For every additional media transaction, bandwidth requirements increase. Some large-scale streaming operations push in excess of 2 GBytes/s. That’s a lot of data, and the cost of the bandwidth is staggering.

Many people were expecting MPEG-4 to be streaming’s savior. But they were disappointed recently when MPEG LA, the group that controls licensing and the pricing of the patents, released the costs. At approximately two cents per hour per stream with no cap on the amount, streaming seems to be the hardest hit of all the uses. The problem with this is that if a user has access to a stream for a month, as in a subscription service, the service provider owes a two-cent fee each time the user views the stream. This is not the case with download material and it may make the distribution of media in MPEG-4 less advantageous for streaming.

Add to that the administrative task of managing multiple server clusters, probably in multiple locations, and you can see that streaming in a big way is not for the faint of heart.

Is streaming worth it? Should we invest in the future of streaming? Is there any money to be made?

Well, bluntly, the answer is yes to all the above. Streaming has an immediacy services look for a place to distinguish and disseminate their ideas to a global audience, streaming seems to fit the bill.

But the economics of streaming leave a lot to be desired. Servers,
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that downloaded content just cannot duplicate. It's just like broadcast, only it's available when you want it or need it. Sure, we love our VCRs and our TiVos, but watching a football game that has been recorded just doesn't have the same impact. Immediacy ranks high on the list of reasons for streaming.

In addition, streaming, unlike broadcast, can have global reach. We are all becoming extremely aware that the market for our content needs to reach beyond the traditional borders of our geographic market. Even more importantly, our streams need to reach beyond the devices our clients typically use — the PC and the TV. It is now possible to stream content directly to new devices. In the near future, CD/radios with Ethernet ports, 802.11a wireless display devices, cell phones, and untethered gaming consoles and other devices will demand the attention of our streaming servers.

New services being developed for portable, connected and reconfigurable devices will begin to drive the use of streaming media, something that could not be accomplished with traditional broadcasting.

Bandwidth issues continue to compress as new and better codecs are introduced. Lately, we have seen video in the under-1 MB/Byte range that is dazzling. There is even some at bandwidths as low as modem speeds that would make you believe you were watching cable TV. It just keeps getting better; it's truly amazing.

Server densities are also increasing. As engineers develop more specialized server architectures, the port densities are increasing by a factor of two to three, and possibly will be much greater in the future. Increasing port density brings a number of cost savings.

Streaming has an immediacy that downloaded content just cannot duplicate.

Greater density means less co-location real estate, less power, less air conditioning, fewer pieces of hardware and, most importantly, lower administrative costs.

Streaming is here and it's making a big push forward. Now is the time to invest or reinvigorate investment in the marketplace and prepare yourself for greater revenues coming from unsuspected places.

Steven M. Blumenfeld is vice president of technology, AOL Time Warner CTO's office.
For years there have been two primary analog TV standards worldwide. Now, with DTV, there are over 18 digital delivery standards. Only film is compatible with every single one of them. And if history is a teacher, you can bet that these too will be superseded by tomorrow's new standards. The one sure way to protect your investment is to originate on film. No other medium has kept pace with broadcast changes quite like it. So your program can live happily ever after in syndication, well into the future. Which should please everyone—including the Joneses.
Audio signal distribution and level measurements

BY MICHAEL ROBIN

The unbridled development of radio broadcasting in the 1920s and 1930s demonstrated the need to standardize audio equipment, studio-to-transmitter links, and methods for measuring static and dynamic audio signal levels. Unrelated concepts and solutions developed on both sides of the Atlantic during that time, and today we still bear the consequences of these developments.

Typical signal levels and impedances

A wide variety of studio-quality audio equipment is available. In terms of signal level, there are two main categories: low-level devices (typically microphones) and high-level devices (everything else).

Microphone-sensitivity ratings, measured at 74 dB sound pressure level (SPL), are commonly expressed in open-load microvolts or dBV (decibels with respect to 1 V). The standard impedance for most professional-quality microphones is 150 Ω, although microphones with other impedances do exist. A typical moving-coil microphone with an impedance of 150 Ω generates an open-load voltage of 100 µV (80 dBV) at 74 SPL.

A pre-amplifier is used with such microphones to avoid damping and degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to excessive signal loss. Microphone pre-amps have an input impedance of 1.5 kΩ or higher.

Audio signals generated by microphones are suitably pre-amplified to line levels and distributed inside broadcast plants or to common carriers for land or satellite transmission. There are two conflicting sets of concepts for line level, interface impedance and signal level monitoring.

Power matching, dBm and the VU meter

Power matching: This concept was developed by Bell Telephone and first standardized in 1939. The main concern was to develop reliable, high-performance, studio-to-transmitter links. It seemed reasonable to have a system consisting of an impedance-matched source (studio output), a distribution link (cable) and a destination (radio transmitter input). The impedances had to be matched to tight tolerances to avoid echoes on long cable lengths. So Bell specified the impedance as 600 Ω, the reference signal power as 1 mW, and the signal-level measurement instrument as the volume-unit meter — better known as the VU meter.

Given the tube amplifier technology of the 1930s, it may have been necessary to use the power-matching concept inside a studio at that time. But contemporary audio-amplifier output impedances are typically a fraction of 1 Ω (for all intents and purposes, 0 Ω), so raising the impedance to 600 Ω represents a power loss. Figure 1 shows the distribution of a typical power-matched, 600 Ω impedance audio signal. The 600 Ω build-up impedance causes a 6 dB voltage loss between the signal source (the pre-amp output at 0 Ω) and the load (the line-level amplifier input at 600 Ω).

The dBm: One milliwatt dissipated into a 600 Ω impedance generates a 0.77459 V RMS voltage (rounded up to 0.775 V RMS). So this signal level was designated as 0 dBm. When dissipated into other load values, different voltages result. Power levels other than 1 mW are expressed in dB with respect...
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Figure 1. Typical block diagram of power matching circuit

To the reference 0 dBm power level according the formula:

\[ N(dB) = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{P}{P_{ref}} \right) \]

where \( N(dB) \) = The number of decibels
\( P \) = The measured power level
\( P_{ref} \) = The reference power level of 1 mW

The formula can be extended to the measurement of voltages as follows:

\[ N(dB) = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{V}{V_{ref}} \right) \]

where \( N(dB) \) = The number of decibels
\( V \) = The measured voltage
\( V_{ref} \) = The reference voltage of 0.775 V RMS

The assumption here is that the voltage is measured across identical impedances (e.g., 600 Ω).

A standard operating level (SOL), also called alignment level, of +8 dBm into 600 Ω was originally chosen in North America. Some authorities, including sound-recording studios, opted for a +4 dBm SOL inside the plant. The SOL represents the steady-state maximum level or peak program level as measured with a standardized audio-signal-level meter (VU meter).

The VU meter: The VU meter was developed primarily to control and monitor audio programs. The specifications of the VU meter reflect the philosophy of the 1930s. Essentially, the VU meter is a moving-coil, RMS-type audio-signal-level measuring instrument. It is fitted with two scales:
- A VU scale, extending from −20 to +3, with 0 (the reference deflection) marked at about 71 percent maximum scale reading
- A percentage scale, with 100 percent corresponding to 0 VU

The VU meter has an input impedance of 7.5 kΩ and, as such, has a minimal loading effect on the 600 Ω source impedance. Its sensitivity is adjustable such that the VU reference level (0 VU) can be made to correspond to the SOL (+4 or +8 dBm) under steady-state sinusoidal voltage conditions. Its dynamic characteristics are such that if a sinusoidal signal with certain characteristics is suddenly applied, the pointer will take 0.3 s to reach reference deflection. The signal that will produce this effect is one that has a frequency between 55 Hz and 10 kHz and an amplitude that produces a reference pointer deflection (0 VU) under steady-state conditions. This characteristic of the VU meter was chosen to approximate the assumed response of the human ear. But the 0.3 s risetime characteristic of the VU meter introduces a masking effect. Essentially, the instrument is unable to give accurate audio-signal-level indications when fed complex-wave, fast-risetime input signals. An instantaneous speech or music signal level may in reality be 10 VU or more above the readings of the VU meter. As a result, the recording and distribution elements in the system need quite a bit of headroom to avoid clipping the sudden bursts that often occur in audio signal levels. Typically, audio equipment designed to handle an SOL of +8 dBm is capable of handling output signal levels in excess of +18 dBm at a total harmonic distortion (THD) not exceeding 1 percent. Such undistorted audio peaks, unnoticed by the operator watching the VU meter, are likely to reach the audiotape recorder or transmitter and overload it. The situation is further complicated by FM audio transmitters that use high-
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frequency pre-emphasis with a time constant of 75 µsec, resulting in a 14 dB boost at 10 kHz. To avoid overmodulation and achieve an acceptable SNR, transmitters use various types of limiter/compressor combinations.

**Voltage matching, dBu and the peak-program meter**

**Voltage matching:** This concept is typical of modern studio installations. Figure 2 shows a typical voltage-matching, audio-signal distribution. The signal source has an output impedance of approximately 50 Ω and the load is approximately 20 kΩ. The signal level is expressed in dBu and the SOL in North America is +4 dBu or +8 dBu. This considerably reduces the power requirements of the signal source, since it is required to dissipate only a minute amount of power across the load. An added advantage is the improved frequency and transient response of the system, resulting from the fact that the capacitive loading of the shielded-balanced audio cable has a lesser effect across a source impedance of 50 Ω than it has across a source of 600 Ω. The interface with common carriers retains the power-matching philosophy to avoid return-loss problems with long cables, which could result in echoes.

**The dBu:** The dBu assumes a near-zero signal source impedance and a near-infinite load impedance. Under these idealized open-load conditions, the source does not dissipate any measurable power into the load and the signal source voltage is unaffected by the load. The reference signal is 0.775 V RMS. For practical purposes, the dBu concept requires signal source impedances of approximately 50 Ω and load impedances equal to or greater than 20 kΩ.

The audio signal levels are expressed according to the formula:

\[
N(\text{dB}) = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{V}{V_{\text{ref}}} \right)
\]

where \(N(\text{dB})\) = The number of decibels

\(V\) = The measured voltage level

\(V_{\text{ref}}\) = The reference voltage of 0.775 V

**The peak-program meter (PPM):**

The PPM is a peak-reading instrument capable of accurately displaying audio-signal transients. The meter's input impedance is bridging, that is, it is greater than 6 kΩ. Some current designs feature a 10 ms attack time (risetime) and a 2.65 s fallback time. This characteristic amounts to a "sample-and-hold" approach to audio signal-level monitoring. It allows the user to accurately monitor audio signal levels under steady-state as well as program conditions and reduces the need for large amounts of headroom in amplifiers. Neither the scale nor the display is universally standardized. Some type of compression is required to reduce the dynamic range of the audio signal, which otherwise would exceed the transmitter and receiver capabilities.

**Living with the two types of meters**

Unfortunately, there are two entrenched camps: one steadfastly preferring the PPM and the other preferring the VU meter. Figure 3 shows that the PPM is capable of more accurately displaying audio signal peaks than the VU meter. In an effort to satisfy all users, some contemporary equipment manufacturers offer equipment with selectable VU or PPM rise/fall times.

Figure 4 shows details of the upper part of the display scale of some audio-level meters used in various countries. This drawing clearly shows that, in addition to transit-response differences, various organizations have different reference levels (SOL) and meter display scales. This situation creates problems in international television program exchanges, and is not likely to change in the near future. The problem is complicated by digital equipment that normally references all audio levels to the maximum signal level before clipping, which is identified as 0 dBFS (zero dB full-scale). Therefore, all audio levels have a negative-dBFS value, with the SOL set normally to -20 dBFS indicating that the equipment has a 20 dB headroom. This new approach creates confusion with audio operators who have an analog background and a strong attachment to the VU meter.

Send questions and comments to: michael_robin@primediabusiness.com
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Backup systems for television facilities began to appear almost immediately after paid advertising. Loss of commercials meant loss of revenue, and it did not take people long to figure out that having a backup plan makes financial sense.

Today, almost every television facility has some sort of backup plan. But as IT-based facilities become the norm, are new backup strategies required? Video servers are now employed in approximately 70 percent of all television facilities. For critical applications, engineers frequently specify mirrored or duplicate servers. Given an IT infrastructure, are other strategies available?

**Full redundancy**

For the really big guys, full redundancy is frequently employed. If they need one server, they buy two. If they need one switcher, they buy two. The operations are driven by two completely separate automation systems, with a single ingest process used to populate the video servers (see Figure 1).

Fully redundant systems seem easy to build: design your facility and then multiply it by two. But like almost anything in life, things get a little more complicated. It takes a lot of hard work to design a fully redundant system that really is redundant. For example, you might design a completely separate transmission path, but run all the equipment from a common house sync generator. Furthermore, over time, redundant systems have a way of becoming intertwined as facilities are modified or expanded. In the end though, fully redundant systems may make sense for some people.

If you don’t have an unlimited budget, how can you backup your systems — especially as we move towards IT-based television?

**High reliability, high availability and fault tolerant**

When considering backup strategies for IT, you may run into some unfamiliar terms, or terms that are used interchangeably, but have subtly different meanings.

There are three approaches engineers can take to building bulletproof IT-based television systems: high reliability, high availability and fault tolerant.

High reliability means that the component or system has a high mean time between failures (MTBF). The system can run a long time before
Inscriber CG•FX
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failing. Using high-quality components, overrated parts and building a high-quality device usually achieves high reliability. Highly reliable devices may undergo extensive testing including “shake and bake,” in which the assembled systems are subjected to extremes of temperature and vibration. Highly reliable systems are usually built and tested by a single vendor. This is to assure that the system and all its components meet the design specifications. Needless to say, highly reliable systems can have a high price tag but, in some cases, this solution can be the most economical, depending upon the cost of outages. Furthermore, it may be that the functionality or performance you require is only available in a high-reliability device.

The second approach, high availability, uses a different strategy. The point is not to prevent failures, although high-quality components can be used. Instead, a designer uses off-the-shelf components to design a system so that a single failure has little impact. An example of a high-availability disk system might include multiple just-a-bunch-of-disks (JBOD) arrays, perhaps RAID configured, perhaps not. The costs of the arrays are low enough that the whole array can be duplicated economically. Another example might be to design a network with two completely separate Ethernet systems. The servers and clients might have two Ethernet cards in them instead of one. High availability typically takes advantage of the low price of consumer computer hardware. It might seem cumbersome to put together two completely separate Ethernet networks. But from a cost standpoint, Ethernet is practically free these days, unless you are talking about the very high-speed technology.

The effect of using this approach is impressive. If two devices are combined in a hot standby configuration, the MTBF of the total system increases by the square of the individual MTBF numbers! Furthermore, the cost of off-the-shelf equipment can be substantially lower than equipment manufactured for high reliability. But, as pointed out above, off-the-shelf equipment may not have the functionality or performance you require.

Don’t get the wrong idea — high-availability systems are typically well engineered. They can provide excellent recovery from faults, and may provide a lower overall cost than high-reliability systems.

High-reliability systems may come with 24-hour support that is geared for the IT and business world. This support can be costly, but it can really be a lifesaver in critical applications. High-availability systems may not come with this level of support (and associated cost). This can be a good thing or a bad thing, depending on your expectation.

The choice of high reliability, high availability or fault tolerance may be as much philosophical as it is economic or technical. Some users feel much more comfortable with systems that are designed as a whole, and that have IT-type support. Others feel more comfortable with systems built out of readily available components that they can easily see and understand. When considering IT-based systems and the issue of reliability, be sure to think about your own engineering philosophy and buy the appropriate solution.

**Backup the database**

Imagine getting a call to come to your facility in the middle of the night. The automation system seems to be up, but it is unable to find any
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The choice of high reliability, high availability or fault tolerance may be as much philosophical as it is economic or technical.

in a matter of minutes. But without a proper backup strategy, the first thing you should do is go put on a pot of coffee — it's going to be a long night.

How very true is the old adage that you really don't appreciate what you've got until it's gone. If you have ever lost a database in a modern television facility, you know how true this saying is. Several years ago, the author lost the database in a large, tape-based robotic system. Over 1000 tapes were spread out on the floor, and engineers and operators scrambled to locate the correct tapes and get them back in the machine before they were needed for air. It was an amazing three or four hours, but the staff managed to get the system back on the air. As that operation has moved to IT-based television, the scene described above is in the past. Pulling tapes is no longer an option.

Since the database is such a critical part of almost any on-air operation, having a backup plan and using it is critical. It may be that tape backups are the best option. There are many tape-backup systems available on the market. It almost doesn't matter what option you choose, just as long as you have something in place. Systems with tape changers now make it easy to rotate tapes on a regular basis without having to remember to physically change a tape. For critical applications, you have several options. Modern databases allow you to mirror the database onto separate disks in the same server, or even mirror entire servers. There are many choices, but the most important factor is to put a backup plan in place so that you won't have to pick up the pieces after a disaster.

Brad Gilmer is executive director of the AAF Association and technical moderator of the Video Services Forum.

Send questions and comments to: brad_gilmer@primediabusiness.com
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Mixers — smarter than ever

BY BENNETT LILES

If you were selecting a sound mixing console 10 years ago, you would have only needed to ask how much space it would occupy, how many input channels were required, and how many auxiliary outputs on each channel would be included on the board to suit the planned application.

While in the past decade there have been enormous improvements in analog audio mixers and related equipment, most of the new trends established in that time have been in the digital realm. This certainly doesn’t mean that analog is dead. Major manufacturers are still producing capable analog boards with a variety of features including a degree of snapshot storage. But with digital video upon us, computerized tools available and productions for multiple recording formats becoming common, it is inevitable that the big new trends will be digital.

**MADI**

On visiting a digital broadcast audio control room, the first big change anyone would notice is in the equipment that has been traditionally placed near the mixer. Most of it is gone. Even the ubiquitous patch panel is disappearing, replaced by digital patching and routing within the mixer or its rack-mounted electronics. The concept of having audio signals processed exclusively by physically separate units and never passing through the mixer has been around for at least thirty years but new digital interfaces have taken this concept to its ultimate end. The latest top-of-the-line (and price) digital mixers use multichannel audio digital interface (MADI) to put the routing power into electronic bits rather than pounds of copper. MADI is an international standard (AES-10) that allows 56 audio channels on a single coaxial cable or fiber-optic interface. A single pair of coaxial cables can provide 54 bi-directional channels of audio and machine control. When using fiber-optic cable as the medium, runs of up to two kilometers are possible without signal degradation. This has revolutionized the connection of multitrack recorders and the relationship between mixers and station routers.

**Metering**

On the mixer itself, the most visible modern feature is the increasing use of flat-panel displays. These have evolved from the analog VU meters, which are still abundant, to segmented bar graphs, to the all-LED display evident on the latest models. One advantage of the flat-panel displays is that changes can often be made with software upgrades rather than buying and installing new modules. Metering has always been a source of wide variance in individual operator tastes, and in response, the latest top-end digital and analog mixers may be ordered with a choice of metering module types. With the advent of internal signal processing including noise gates on each channel, many input modules now include a gain reduction meter beside each input fader. These are desirable for live sound applications using a large array of microphones. Surround sound capabilities have also made vectorscope displays and panning joysticks popular options.

**Mix-minus**

Another indication that designers have been listening to operators has been the addition of dedicated mix-minus routing. For years, broadcast sound operators have specified VCA fader control as the best way to generate post-fader, mix-minus outputs. The VCA fader option, like many other features, was originally included on mixers for other purposes but was now included in the mix-minus option to provide the best possible control of the mix-minus signal.

Now there are more choices than ever for the broadcast industry to go long: Canon’s Digi Super XJ75x9.3B with built-in image stabilization (Shift-IS System), and Digi Super XJ72x9.3B. Both lenses significantly expand unique production capabilities for HD and SD coverage of both sports and entertainment, and give directors powerful, flexible and affordable new options.

With Canon’s superior optical image stabilizer the Digi Super XJ75x9.3B, sets the standard for long lenses and represents an important addition to Canon’s groundbreaking line of XJ86xs and XJ86xs Tele lenses.

As the standard for economical long lenses, the XJ72x9.3B features the same high quality optics and dependability that are the hallmarks of Canon’s XJ line. The line, which debuted with the 86X quickly became the lenses of choice for sports/entertainment.

Canon’s XJ75X and XJ72X: Shoot for the stars.

For more info: Call 1-800-321-HDTV
(In Canada: 905-795-2012)
http://www.canonbroadcast.com

Maximize Your Camera’s Performance.
Total recall
Snapshot storage and recall has been around for a while, but the newest advance with storing setups is the scope of parameters that can be stored and the choice of internal or external storage media. With more routing and patching functions being incorporated into mixer electronics, the natural progression in snapshot storage is the ability to also store and recall routing configurations. This is a truly significant step. Every broadcast sound operator has a bag of stories about how their state-of-the-art mixer could store and recall snapshots in a flash, only to have the entire show setup trashed by someone making unannounced changes on an external router or patch panel. In stations where there are several mixers of the same make and model installed in multiple control rooms, the advantage of an external storage medium can save the day when equipment failure requires moving the operation to another control room on short notice. The least expensive answer to this situation has been to slip a Type III PC card into the mixer and download the snapshot to the card. Even with a single control room plant, external snapshot storage can be a relatively cheap hedge against total board or computer failure where the snapshots are wiped out. Combined with all-flat-panel displays, snapshot storage can also store all-important individual channel identification (until the show’s guests decide to switch seats).

Surrounded
One popular and current issue is whether or not to go with a mixer that includes surround sound monitoring. Just do it. The chances are that any top-end digital mixer that otherwise has the needed features will also have some degree of control and
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monitoring of 5.1 mixes. The driving force behind the trend to surround sound features on broadcast mixers is the increasing prevalence of multipurpose production. While being mixed for a live broadcast audience, the same show may also be recorded for later use on a DVD, Internet or as a radio feature. The consumer market is also making its demands in this area. Practically every home theater system now offers surround sound as a basic property.

HAL does sound
The basic physical source for these new capabilities is the rapidly increasing integration in digital signal processing. DSP advances have made it possible to include on one chip features that five years ago would have occupied a large slice of the entire mixer frame or several rack units of auxiliary processing equipment.

Along with this has come the true marriage of computers and mixers. Digital workstation features, including time code display and selective machine control, have been incorporated into the center section of many recent mixers. When combined with automation and snapshot storage, these boards can handle live production and then quickly convert to a post-production role.

This has a large potential in remote trucks where there are pre- and post-show packages to assemble. In fact, the primary reason that mixers have maintained their physical form with faders and separate meter sections is simply a matter of the human interface. It can all be done on a computer but few operators would seriously entertain the notion of mixing a live show with a keyboard or mouse. These tools are used to navigate the huge array of setup options and modes.

The major cost advantage of heavy computer/mixer integration is evident when upgrades are needed. Most manufacturers offer a wide range of downloadable software upgrades for the popular computer operating systems. Instead of buying more meters or adding another copper-based patch panel, a simple software upgrade can do it all.

Bennett Liles is a freelance writer and TV production engineer in the Atlanta area.
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ASCN's new HD facility

BY JON HAZELL

Portland, OR-based Action Sports Cable Network (ASCN) has quietly and quickly built a green-field, high-definition broadcast facility from the ground up. Begun as an extension of the cable company that televised the NBA's Portland Trailblazers games, ASCN has grown into a completely digital...
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sports network that provides 24-hour programming to cable-system and satellite-based viewers from northern California to southwest Washington. Its programming is a mix of the region's professional, collegiate and amateur athletics, including regular-season games.

The network facility actually got its start at a basketball game in 1999. That night, as the Portland Trail Blazers played the Houston Rockets, the contest was shot and recorded in HD. Trail Blazers executives were amazed at the results: Instead of seeing only the offense on either end of the floor, they could see the defenses setting up, action away from the ball and far greater detail in the crowd. The totality of the experience was superior to anything they had seen.

The business case for building an HD facility was straightforward. Despite a proliferation of formats, the quality of HD images is without peer — and sports programming is an unrivaled platform for showcasing that quality. So the network invested for the long haul with a two-pronged strategy for building its audience and its brand: deliver high-quality, standard-definition programming in the near term and promote and showcase its high-definition capabilities for long-term success.

Over the next two years, as the broadcast-equipment market matured, the network honed its HD broadcast center design philosophy. At the heart of that philosophy was a strong belief in flexibility — that to profitably manage its operation, it needed a flexible infrastructure that could get any signal, anywhere, any time.

**Design team**

Mike Janes, director of engineering
Jon Hazell, chief engineer
Steve Calou, project manager/lead engineer
Chris Crummet and Sandi Wolfe, engineers
General contractor: R&H Construction, Portland, OR

**Equipment list**

- Grass Valley Group Series 7500 WB wideband digital routing matrix
- Grass Valley Series 7500 NB narrowband digital routing matrix
- Profile XP Media Platform systems
- M-2100 SD master control system
- M-2100 HD master control system
- Sony HDC-750 HD cameras
- Vinten Quattro pedestals
- Fujinon 26:1 HD lenses
- QTV prompters
- Sony MVS-8000 HD production switcher
- Sony HD and SD monitors
- Sony HDW-500 HDCam VTR
- Sony DVW-A500 Digital Betacam VTR
- Sony DMX-R100 mixing console
- Sony BVE-9100 edit controller
dpsReality nonlinear edit systems
- Motorola Digicipher SD/HD encryption and compression system

ASCN uses six Grass Valley Group Profile XP Media Platform systems for playout, interfaced with the network's automation system, tape machines and other systems for easy expansion.
Behind the scenes 24/7/365: Leading broadcast organizations around the world rely on proven Ciprico storage and system solutions to quickly and efficiently manage expanding volumes of digital media.

From ingest to play-to-air, Ciprico storage solutions set the industry standard for uninterrupted performance. See how our expertise can help you architect and accelerate storage solutions throughout your broadcast workflow. Call 1-800-727-4669 or visit www.ciprico.com
**Flexible infrastructure**

High on the network's list was a high-capacity signal-management infrastructure. Instead of feeding signals into distribution amplifiers and using a small routing switcher to move them around, the network wanted a high-bandwidth solution that could handle everything from SD, HD and analog video signals to AES, embedded and analog audio. If a producer, for example, wanted to take a piece of HD video, move it to an SD nonlinear editing suite for incorporation into a feature package, then send it back to an HD server for playout — perhaps embedding or de-embedding audio along the way — the signal-management infrastructure had to provide that kind of flexibility.

In five months, the network built a fully equipped HD broadcast center that includes a four-camera studio, online HD editing facility, uplinking matrices, a 7500 NB series narrowband AES audio router and two Grass Valley Group M-2100 digital master-control systems.

For video signals, the network deployed two 128x128 7500 WB series digital routers, which can manage and distribute digital signal from 10 Mbits/s to 1.5 Gbits/s. The routers offer unrestricted, non-blocking, deterministic switching through a flat crosspoint matrix to ensure that...
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the network's input and outputs are always available. Scalable to 1024x1024, they can be configured to handle SD and HD signals in the same frame simultaneously, creating workflow and capital-equipment efficiencies as well as a cost-effective HD upgrade path.

For audio signals, the network uses a 256x256 narrowband audio router. Scalable to 1024x512, the router gives the network the infrastructural elasticity necessary to handle a range of signals, including AES/EBU digital audio, Dolby Digital, Dolby E, surround sound, 5.1, AC3 and asynchronous data rate streams.

The network also deployed six Profile XP Media Platform systems: four SD PVS 1000 systems and two HD PVS 2000 systems. There were several advantages to this approach. First, the platforms enable the network to easily expand as its operation grew. Second, the servers interfaced easily with the network's automation system, tape machines and other systems. Finally, and specific to the high-definition platform, the PVS 2000 system offered the slow-motion performance necessary for the network's high-quality sports programming.

Controlling the network's operation are Grass Valley Group master-control systems. The ability of the systems to handle 525- and 625-line, standard-definition digital formats and all leading HD signals gave the network the flexibility it needed. And their ability to interface with the network's automation system enabled them to mesh smoothly into its infrastructure.

Today and tomorrow
Since going on the air July 1, 2001, the vast majority of the network's original programming has been produced in HD, and broadcast in both HD and downconverted standard-definition formats. At the same time, the network is assiduously promoting its HD capabilities by striking agreements to place HD receivers and screens in Portland-area sports bars. The network has three screens in place and projects to have seven more by the end of the year.

Today, ASCN is part of a core group of Paul Allen-owned companies including Action Sports Entertainment Mobile and Post Up Productions.

By offering high-value, regional programming, ASCN can capture the audience necessary to be cost effective today. And by continuing to promote the quality of HD images and associate its brand with that quality, it increases the chances that these viewers will keep tuning in.

Jon Hazell is chief engineer for the Action Sports Cable Network.
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Electrical wiring 101

BY BRAD DICK, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR

What engineer out there hasn’t been called upon to replace a light switch, circuit breaker or other electrical device? Most of us have, I’ll bet. Unfortunately, as knowledgeable as we broadcast or post-production engineers think we are, the worlds of power and audio/video are vastly different. And, making a mistake at 120 V AC can have far different consequences than at audio or video levels.

Fortunately, some of the basics you learned in electricity 101 apply. Once you understand some of the terminology, you’re off in the right direction. Let’s begin with a review of some basic terms.

It’s elementary, Dr. Watson

Receptacles, switches, plates and cord connector bodies are available in a wide range of sizes, ratings and styles with specific features and characteristics to meet most design/application requirements.

Have you ever wondered what the difference is between a 48-cent light switch and one that costs three dollars? The terms “economy,” “competitive,” “intermediate” or “residential” are sometimes used to indicate that the device is economically priced or designed for light-duty applications. Terms such as “specification” or “super specification” would indicate devices that are of better quality, designed for greater reliability and usually higher priced. You favorite hardware store may use the terms “residential” for the cheap switch and “commercial” for the more expensive switch. Are the commercial versions different? Well, they certainly cost more.

None of these terms has an official status with standardizing agencies such as Underwriters Laboratories (UL), Factory-Mutual (FM), Electrical Testing Laboratories (ETL), or the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA).

Presently, UL lists wiring devices for only two grades, standard and hospital grade. All devices, whether termed intermediate, economy or specification, must meet identical UL requirements (although as mentioned above, specification grade devices are typically of better quality construction).

Select your switch

There are two basic types of snap switches - AC general use and AC-DC general use. A “T”-rated AC-DC is also available for 125 V, tungsten filament lamp loads.

The AC-DC type is designed with a quick-make/quick-break action requiring rugged springs and components to assure dependable operation. If T-rated, its contacts are designed to handle the high inrush current of incandescent lamps. The AC-only type has a somewhat slower make/break action.

For example, AC-DC general-use switches are rated 3 A, 5 A, 5 A or 6 A, 10 A, 20 A, 30 A and 40 A, and 60 A at 125 V; AC general-use switches are rated 15 A, 20 A and 30 A at 120 V. Ratings for other voltages are also provided.

All AC general-use switches are marked AC in addition to their electrical rating. AC-DC general-use switches usually are not marked AC-DC, but are always marked with their electrical rating.

Mercury switches have an AC rating of 125 V, 15 A or 20 A, but they are also T-rated at 10 A, 125 V DC.

Flush snap switches are available in the following types: single-pole; double-
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pole; three-way; four-way; two-circuit; maintained contact, SPDT, DPDT; and momentary contact SPDT, DPDT; SP normally open, SP normally closed; DP normally open and normally closed; and three-way. Most of these switches can be obtained with key-lock design and ratings vary among manufacturers.

**Use the right terminal**
How many times has someone asked you which wire goes to which terminal? The terminals on AC power devices are typically labeled “white” and “black.” Boy, does that cause the poor neophyte problems if he runs into a three-way circuit using a red wire.

Switches may also be identified for the type of wire they are rated for. Line terminals of 15 A and 20 A switches marked CO/ALR are for use with aluminum, copper and copper-clad aluminum conductors. Terminals of switches rated 30 A and above marked AL/CU also are suitable for aluminum, copper and copper-clad aluminum conductors. Also, switches furnished only with screwless pressure terminal connectors are acceptable for use with copper and copper-clad aluminum conductors, but are not suitable for use with aluminum conductors.

Switches provided with push-in screwless pressure terminal connectors have a particular advantage when they are ganged in the same box. Sec. 380-8(b) of the NE Code prohibits ganged snap switches with exposed live parts if the voltage between adjacent switches is over 300 V. Because switches with pressure-type terminals have no exposed live parts, they can be used to satisfy this Code rule.

Wall-mounted occupancy (motion) sensors can replace standard wall switches, and many of these models incorporate a switch mechanism for override capability. The area they can

---

**Road Runner**
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cover depends on several factors, including the mounting location and height, room configuration, furniture, the sensor's sensitivity setting and type of motion detection. While they may sound neat and are often recommended by architects, I've found them unreliable in my conference rooms. It's embarrassing to have the lights go off in the middle of a client demonstration.

**X10 to the rescue**

*Electronic enhanced switches* (typically using X10 technology) provide a number of features that are increasingly being used in residential and institutional occupancies. For example, fully automated lighting controls allow any indoor or outdoor light to be remotely controlled from virtually any point within the system, which consists of controllers and receivers.

Configured as wall switches and receptacles, the receivers accept command signals sent through the existing AC branch circuits. In addition, a wall-mounted programmer can be used or a pocket-sized, handheld controller can control these devices.

A word of warning from firsthand experience. These controlled circuits can be unreliable. I've found my X10 circuits turned on by lightning and children pushing the wrong buttons on universal remote controls. It may sound cool to program your coffee pot to come on automatically in the morning. But, what happens if it's accidentally turned on while you're away. Some circuits are better left to manual activation.

*Receptacles.* Receptacle ratings range from 10 A to 400 A, with some sizes available at 125, 250, 277, 480 and 600 V. Most popular are the 15 A and 20 A flush type, rated at 125 V and 250 V. These are available with several different slot configurations in grounding and nongrounding type. NE Code rules require that receptacles installed for the attachment of portable cords shall be rated at not less than 15 A, 125 V or 10 A 250 V. Sec. 210-7 states that the receptacles on 15 A or 20 A branch circuits must be of the grounding type.

Receptacles located outdoors but protected from direct contact with rain by a roof or overhang are considered to be *damp areas.* These receptacles must be protected by a closable cover when the plug cap is not being used.

In *wet areas,* the receptacles must be protected by a cover that will not be affected by rain when the plug cap is installed. Any cover acceptable for use in wet locations (outdoors without protection of roof or cover) also is acceptable in damp areas.

Grounding-type receptacles are available with special grounding means designed into their box-attachment screws that automatically ground the
grounding terminal to the box when the receptacle is installed.

Special receptacles. Split-bus receptacles are available in flush duplex types with ratings of 15 A or 20 A, 125 V or 250 V. Typical units consist of duplex assemblies with one parallel-blade receptacle (125 V) and one tandem blade receptacle (250 V), or two parallel-blade receptacles. Split bus receptacles make it possible to wire separate circuits or controls to each set of line terminals.

Many standard parallel-blade duplex receptacles contain a break-off feature that permits the connection of both receptacles on a single circuit, or a jumper can be removed on the line terminal bus to permit two-circuit operation.

GFCI devices. Receptacle-type ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCI) can, in many instances, be used in place of circuit-breaker type GFCIs to provide protection from shock hazard. A receptacle-type GFCI may be wired as a terminal device or as a feed-through unit to protect additional downstream receptacles. When properly installed, the device automatically shuts off power when it detects current leakage to ground of a few milliamps, preventing serious injury or electrocution.

These GFCI devices are available with a number of installer-friendly features. For example, one manufacturer offers a device with two back wire holes per termination to allow for a multiple of wiring options without having to pigtail and use wire connectors. It also has easy-to-read Line/Load markings. The NE Code specifies those areas where GFCIs are required. However, GFCI protection should be provided for any type of circuit where there is a danger to personnel from ground faults.

Isolated ground circuits

Isolated grounding receptacles are for use where electronic equipment can be adversely affected by pickup of transient signals, interference or RF from surrounding equipment.

Rather than relying on a mechanical ground path through the metallic housing of the raceway system, these devices use an insulated grounding conductor in the raceway to provide a separate "pure" grounding path. This separate grounding conductor is run with the circuit conductors in the same raceway and is connected with the normal equipment, but connects to ground only at the service equipment ground terminal.

So, there you have it, the basic rules for wiring the boss's office. Or not! Just remember the cardinal rule, keep one hand in your pocket and the other on your favorite beverage. That way you're sure to stay out of trouble.

Acknowledgement: This article was adapted from the original written by Joseph Kinsley for Broadcast Engineering's sister publication, Electrical Construction and Maintenance.
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The agenda at corporate board rooms is seldom published in the newspapers. But, in these times, one thing is certain. The agenda of most broadcasting CEOs is dominated by the costs of DTV conversion and operations, declining revenue, increasing cost, consolidation and centralized operations. The motivation to consider centralized operations is simple. Costs are rising, ad sales are slumping, and cash flow from operations is hurting. Broadcasters must consider anything that holds the promise of delivering a salve to the wound. At press time, a federal court had struck down the FCC's cap on multiple ownership, and sent it back to the FCC to reconsider. At the same time, the court struck down the rules against cable ownership of broadcast licenses. As a result, a new round of consolidation is
likely, increasing the pressure on broadcasters to consider centralized operations over wide geographic areas.

Pressure has a way of escaping the confines of any vessel. Engineering and operations executives are under pressure to find centralization models that can provide savings in the short term and facilitate growth. No one disputes the imperative, but the issues are complex and strike to the heart of the technology of television in fundamental ways. When viewed at the business core, the broadcast industry sells the assembly of media items into a continuous stream in such a way that the pieces sold (commercials) are enhanced by viewership by the programs that wrap them. This process of concatenation of elements in a time sequence has been developed into a mature business with largely computerized business operations, and often with automated assembly.

Today, one reason a TV station may build feature-laden control rooms is to provide for additional channel capacity. If it's not HD or SD, it could be multichannel SD or even centralized for a group of stations. WTVJ-TV, Miami, FL. Photo by Carmen Schettino Photography, Sarasota, FL. Facility by A.P. Associates.
Storage for centralized operations

There is a resemblance between this process and the factory floor in a rust-belt industry. The company buys raw materials (programs), brings them to a factory (master control), builds a product (broadcast stream) to the orders sent in by sales and operations (traffic and programming), and sends it out (transmission) before sending an invoice and packing slip (accounting stored and played out using new tools with far-reaching implications for the possibilities of centralized operations.

The distribution and tracking of programming on videotape has been with us for over 40 years. The use of servers has been with us since the early 1990s. Asset-management tools are barely five years old. Satellite distribution began in the 1960s, but digital distribution over satellite is far newer. Distribution of spots on a store-and-forward basis became a real business in the mid-90s, and now promises to expand into program distribution in the next few years. These dynamics have required a thorough review of how we store and use media in our broadcast “factories” that manage their broadcast inventory.

A large news room need not rely on a single server. However, the use of multiple servers for multiple users is not a trivial task. Translation between file formats is only now being addressed well. News department, WTVJ-TV, Miami, FL. Photo by Carmen Schettino Photography, Sarasota, FL. Facility by A.F. Associates.

Broadcasters must consider anything that holds the promise of delivering a salve to the wound.

and log reconciliation/affidavits). Each of these facets has been radically reinvented in the last generation, indeed in the last few years. The first to change was business operations, and most stations have complex software products to build the products of the new media millennium. Storage for centralized operations is uniquely different than storage for unitary station operations. By its very nature, it requires more volume of storage, the tracking of more items and effective strategies to protect the media assets related to multiple broadcast licenses. It is also clear that some parts of broadcast operations cannot be fully eliminated from the local station – most specifically, ingest of locally produced spots and programming. Strategies that will work for centralized operations must allow for that reality while pulling the maximum portion of the local operation into line with new economic reality.

Storage for centralized operations need not be entirely centralized. Asymmetric distributed storage is a powerful tool that facilitates the local storage of spots produced in each market. In any case, the management of the media must take into account the need to ingest on short notice, and then ensure that the spot is available at the right time to play back to air.

There are two methods of handling this process. One is to use appliances that compress the media, store it, and prepare it to be transmitted over data networks, and decompressed and re-stored in a broadcast server at the centralized operations center. This process can be done quite inexpensively using the Internet to send media as files via FTP and proprietary techniques. The tools use secure encryption, error correction and protection, and network-aware transmission techniques to ensure the media is delivered exactly as it was received. Tools now exist to convert the files, normally MPEG, into the correct flavor for storage on local servers at the centralized operations site with metadata transparently transferred. In the future, GFX, developed by Grass Valley Group, and MXF, developed by SMPTE, hold the promise of allowing servers from different manufacturers to interconnect directly, eliminating the translation step.

Media servers

The second method of accomplishing this is to site a network of servers, using
smaller and less costly servers at the local station to ingest media and make it available over a private network to the server(s) at the centralized operations center. Though MXF technology will eventually make it possible to use servers from multiple manufacturers, for now it is more practical to build a delivery server and pull relevant media into the air chain. Though the standards are essentially complete, implementation requires rigor on the part of the distributors, which is something they have not had to provide in the past. For instance, the start time cannot be even a frame off for effective unattended use with an automation system. Segment times must be similarly accurate, and data about the commercial content must also be complete so that the local log can be reconciled without manual entries. The technology exists, and business practices must catch up to the technical art. Storing all of this in metadata is the key to success.

Fault tolerance
In the general sense, media storage for centralcasting requires more rigor in fault tolerance and disaster recovery than that in a unitary station. The cost of make-goods in any single market is no higher. But with the increase in the number of markets potentially at risk, the financial consequences of a serious systemic failure would resemble the broadcast equivalent of a nuclear meltdown. A unitary station in a modest market might protect itself by mirroring the server (exactly duplicating the hardware and media content), or by using either a "partial" backup (sometimes called unbalanced backup) or tertiary servers.

An unbalanced backup recognizes the fact that a total failure of the primary server is unlikely, and even more unlikely to be irreparable. The assumption is that backing up the next six to 12 hours of content should be sufficient. This reduces the cost of storage, especially when only the primary server is equipped with RAID storage. In a centralized operations center, the volume of media can be an order of magnitude higher than it would be in a unitary station. This might make an unbalanced backup seem even more attractive, but the economic equation must have two factors in it: the likelihood of a failure that is not repaired when the backup is drained of relevant content, and the cost of the time lost in that event. In general, this model is too risky for centralized operations.

The tertiary model, sometimes called a library/air model, can be an effective method of reducing the total cost of storage while increasing the reliability. This approach uses two identical servers (air and protect), and a "library" server that is used for ingest and connection to any archive device. The library server transfers media to the air and protect servers sufficiently before air to meet standard operating guidelines. Instead of having perhaps 100 to 200 hours of air and protect, this allows perhaps 50 hours of duplicated storage, with a larger quantity of storage available to the

Networked storage like that provided by Omneon's networked content server can offer broadcasters a solution for meeting the unique storage requirements of centralized operations. Production control room at WWSB Channel 40, an ABC affiliate in Sarasota, FL.
library server. It would be possible, for instance, to have late-arriving spots ingested into the station’s local server and then transferred to the library server without the potential of resource conflict with the air and protect servers. The library server would transfer the media server is expanded. The air chain (air and protect) remains the same size. A third chassis also means that, in the unlikely event of a failure in either air or protect, the library server could be used directly to air. This would permit more time for repair or routine maintenance to the air chain after it has arrived, and well before air.

This strategy keeps three copies of all media, but reduces the potential for continued growth in two servers as needed. As storage needs grow, only the library of the air and protect servers. With three high-reliability devices, the laws of statistics predict a greatly enhanced reliability for the total operation.

One variety of centralized operations (called Distributed Broadcast Operations) distributes the playout of media between the central operations center and the local station. At the same time, the automation and media-management systems are similarly distributed. This type of dispersion of the load may well reduce the load in the WAN circuits and provide simple disaster recovery. Programs that can be received and switched to air easily via automation (often network programming and local programs like news and public affairs) are not sent to the central operations center for concatenation into the final emission stream, but rather kept local without interconnection impact.

System I/O must also be considered. It is quite possible today to require analog I/O for legacy videotape ingest, SDI I/O for normal operations, and network

The financial consequences of a serious systemic failure would resemble the broadcast equivalent of a nuclear meltdown.
capable of feeding the entire system after a catastrophic failure. Those who had data and video lines underneath the World Trade Center learned rapid-fire lessons in disaster recovery. While not appropriate for the majority of applications, it is possible that, as centralized operations become more important and the centers grow larger, such redundant facilities may well become important. The potential for acquisition of broadcast licenses raised in a recent federal court ruling might make for strange bedfellows in a centralized operations center for broadcast and cable origination combined. That may well lead to geographic dispersion of backup media and facilities.

**Server backup**

At the end of the day, the most important transitions in media technology are those that are deceptively simple yet far-reaching in their impact. This discussion has been largely about storage of content in servers, but the backup to servers is equally critical. At one time, that was videotape. In many stations today, it still is. And though the future seems to hold the promise of service providers delivering all content electronically, the death of linear tape is overplayed. In New York, one station refuses to take even satellite delivery of programming, preferring the reliable delivery of videotapes.

In many applications, server backup may continue to be videotapes on vault shelves for a long time to come. In others, a data-tape backup of the content is more appropriate. An increasing number of companies are choosing to install archive robots with multiple data-tape transports as the final element in the storage puzzle. In particular, this can permit modified storage strategies in centralized operations, since the failure of any media could be restored from the archive. The process would be painful, as archives are not intended to be real-time media, but it could be done in an automated process. Even in a “tapeless” playout center for many stations, one could make an effective case for keeping good old reliable videotape around just in case the shared storage network crashes and something has to be put to air quickly. While the videotape is playing, the restore process could begin and gradually return the operation to normal with all media again residing in the network and all playback proceeding from server I/O ports.

**Media management**

When one builds a complex holistic system of online, near-line and offline storage (data tapes on the shelf), the final piece of the puzzle is media management. The central media-asset management (MAM) system must be the traffic cop that knows the whereabouts of all content, as well as all of the metadata associated with it. The servers at the stations, the servers in the centralized operations center and the archive (shelf and robot, as well as videotapes) all contain critical assets from which the broadcast factory must assemble the final product. The fact that there is a large number of individual elements in the combined broadcast streams of several (or many) stations under the control of a centralized operations center means that literally hundreds of entries might be made every business day. Managing such a system without MAM would be a difficult task indeed.

John Luff is senior vice president of business development at AZCAR.
BY MICHAEL GROTICELLI

When the North Tower of the World Trade Center came crashing down on Sept. 11 of last year, it exposed the broadcast industry to the liability of not having a backup system. Only WCBS-TV New York and Univision's Spanish-language station WXTV-TV were able to stay on the air because they had backup transmitters located on the Empire State Building. The rest, except for Fox, which has digital facilities on Empire, lost their entire analog and digital broadcast operations within hours.

While horrific tragedies such as this are rare, broadcasters are vulnerable to a wide array of potential disasters such as severe weather conditions and local power outages. If not anticipated,
How much protection is necessary? This is a question broadcasters must consider as they try to implement emergency plans on limited budgets.

such events could severely affect a broadcaster’s business.

The terrorist tragedy caused virtually every station in the United States to review its safety precautions and put new emergency plans into effect. These improved plans include increased spending for additional power generators, alternative low-power transmitter sites, UPSs and power generators, and fully redundant, fail-safe systems. It also has led stations to institute different operating procedures within studios, administrative offices and even mailrooms.

Yet, the need for additional dollars for safety at a time when overall ad revenue is down and most capital is being directed at the digital television buildout has tied the hands of many chief engineers. Some of this added cost can be built into new DTV budgets. But this prospect raises two important questions: How much protection is necessary? And how much is management willing to spend to ensure the safest and most reliable operation?

Martin Faubell, vice president of engineering at Hearst-Argyle Television, acknowledges that most of the focus in broadcasting today is on revenue growth and cost reduction. He’s concerned that if broadcasters need to pay for some of the service agreements they’ve had historically, safety will suffer.

Among Hearst-Argyle’s 27 owned and/or operated stations located across the country (from Plattsburgh, NY, to Honolulu, Hawaii), there is no general safety plan. Each station is responsible for its own procedures. When Faubell is deciding how much to allocate for safety issues, he said he finds it helpful to look at all of the variables associated with a particular market and the risk of damage due to potential outside conditions.

For example, Hearst’s KMBC-TV, located in Kansas City, MO, has facilities spread out among six floors in an old downtown building. The cost to install a backup generator on every floor, given the history of power outages in that city, is not justified, Faubell said, even though there have been a few times when Kansas City lost power and parts of the station went black for several hours. But he cautions that every station should have at least one generator to keep the studio operational.

New York rebounds

After the disaster on Sept. 11, it was nearly two weeks before most New York City radio and TV stations were back on the air, with weakened signals. The outage cost them an estimated billion dollars in lost ad revenue.

Since September, all of New York’s major stations have been broadcasting
Are you sure your tower meets today's structural requirements? They've changed and your insurance company could require that, although your tower is old, it has to meet current standards.

from the Empire State Building, but have set up a backup transmit site in Alpine, NJ, several miles north of the city. However, declaring that Empire is not suitable to full-power operation, (and thus their coverage area is compromised), these broadcasters have formed a coalition to consider another, more permanent site within the surrounding metropolitan area.

The lesson here is that stations should have an alternate transmitter site, operating as a lower-power backup that could be brought into operation on short notice. Some have suggested that this alternate site could be rented to another broadcaster and/or loaned out to a local emergency service such as EMS during normal operation to help pay for its upkeep.

It's also important to develop relationships with UHF stations to share transmitters in the event of an emergency. This was the only way that stations in New York City were able to get back on the air. Aside from their fiber-optic feed to the various cable TV companies that carry their signals, WABC-TV, WNBC-TV and others relied on the lower-channel broadcasters to carry their signal. The local Fox stations (WNYW-TV and WPIX-TV) were able to get on-air from their pre-existing digital facilities on top of the Empire State Building.

The fact that all of the stations in New York City came together to help one another speaks volumes about the character of the various chief engineers, but also provides a lesson in how cooperation in an emergency benefits everyone within a market. It's become clear that discussing emergency plans with your cross-town competitor on a regular basis is smart business.

Learning from this experience, Faubell said that Hearst-Argyle management has encouraged its chief engineers to establish reciprocal deals with competing stations in their respective markets to guard against one station going off the air.

California power

Last spring and summer, when the state of California was experiencing a wave of power outages due to the rising cost of electricity, some stations were caught off guard. Some went off the air for hours at a time. It's critical to avoid any loss of power because even the slightest interruption in service might cause viewers to switch channels.

Although stations had backup generators, the power-outage problems prompted some to make significant improvements. KVEA-TV in Corona, CA installed a new generator at its transmitter site near Los Angeles.

At KTVU-TV in San Francisco, director of engineering Ken Manley uses generators ranging from 2500W for a radio repeater to 350 kW for studio equipment. The station also has diesel-powered UPSs that automatically go into operation when the local power service fails.

Caterpillar, Kohler and Onan are the brands of gasoline- and diesel-powered generators stations use most often at the transmitter; many stations use UPS protection at the studio as well.

Adam Perez, chief engineer at KION-TV in Salinas, CA, said that because of the recurring power problems, his station now places a high priority on generator maintenance. Also, if it weren't for pollution restrictions in California, he estimates it would be more cost-efficient to run a diesel generator at the station's transmitter site than a gasoline one.

The high cost of electricity (many stations are paying thousands of dollars per month) is even causing some stations to consider alternative energy sources.

Planning on a live standup in the rain? Have you checked your AF and RF cables for proper grounding and safety? A little water in a microphone or RF connector will end a live shot.

Several wind generators on a mountaintop might pay for themselves over time, but they are not a reality at this point because they haven't proven to be 24-hour reliable.
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Hurricanes and tornados

Stations located in the Midwest’s infamous “Tornado Belt” and others in areas plagued by high winds, hurricanes and stormy weather have their own set of precautions in place. System integrators building new digital facilities in these states use heavy steel, extra guy wires and underground cabling where appropriate when installing towers and antennas. This added strength also comes in handy for co-located sites from which several stations broadcast jointly.

Since Hurricane Floyd in 2000, stations have learned to stock up with food and clothing supplies when a threat is identified. Frances Harkey, general services supervisor at WBTV-TV in Charlotte, NC, who manages the building and security services, said they’ve taken to storing cots, blankets and pillows for employees to sleep at the station during the most critical hours of a storm.

Floor-to-ceiling windowed studios have become popular with the public, but they expose the station to harsh elements. They often use industrial-strength double glass, but no glass is immune to breakage. So these are now routinely boarded up with plywood in the hours leading up to a storm.

Conducting emergency drills is also important to avoid catastrophe. Florida-based Hearst-Argyle stations in West Palm Beach, Orlando and Winter conditions

WMTW-TV in Poland Spring, ME, routinely deals with adverse icing of its antenna and transmission lines. In the past, the station had been broadcasting from the area’s highest peak on Mt. Washington, NH. But it recently suspended above the transmission-line cables to prevent melting pieces of ice from falling directly onto the cables and snapping them or perhaps injuring someone on the ground.

The station’s coverage is sometimes affected by ice collecting on its 70-foot dielectric multi-panel antenna, but there’s not much the station can do about it. Connor has considered a single-channel, traveling-wave antenna inside a radome, but WMTW-TV needs the extra panel space.

The use of de-icers on antennas is pointless in the bitter cold of a Maine winter because they simply create a layer of water between the metal of the antenna and the external ice crust, which brings more problems.

In addition to heavier steel and more cross bracing for the tower, Warren Construction Group helped Connor build a two-story, reinforced-concrete transmission building in less than a year. It’s complete with several transmission rooms, two 10,000-gallon fuel tanks, and a generator room capable of generating over 800 kW of electricity per hour (which is much more than they need). The ceiling of the building relocated its transmitter to West Baldwin, ME, to avoid the harsh conditions of the New Hampshire wilderness. Broadcasting from what is now the largest tower in Maine at 1667 feet (constructed by Irving, TX-based SpectraSite Broadcast Group), the station is using dual Caterpillar diesel generators that operate in parallel and redundant transmission lines to broadcast its signal to viewers.

As is the case with many stations located in cold climates, chief engineer Jack Connor and his engineering team have designed a series of “ice bridges” Winter storm conditions can adversely affect broadcasters. Stations in northern states may find their towers are frequently iced over, not only putting them in danger of collapses like the one shown above, but also increasing the danger of falling ice to nearby areas, cars and people.

It’s critical to avoid any loss of power because even the slightest interruption in service might cause viewers to switch channels.
includes two inches of rubber tire padding to protect it from ice dropping off of the tower.

During the design stage, Connor said he overbuilt the tower to hold as much hardware as possible to suit the station's needs and to develop income from other stations that might locate there in the future.

Conducting emergency drills is important to avoid catastrophe.

WMTW-TV is now broadcasting an analog signal from West Baldwin, but they plan to go digital by May 1 if weather permits the installation of a new transmitter and antenna. If the weather doesn't cooperate, the station will ask for an extension to go digital by midsummer.

Re-sorting the mail

The threat of the U.S. mail system being used to target television stations has also caused stations to rethink how they deal with visitors and outside correspondence. As a new, general policy among New York City-based stations (as well as the local newspapers), no mail will be opened without a return address clearly written on the outside of an envelope.

At Jefferson-Pilot-Communications-owned WBTV-TV and its sister WBTV-DT, new mailroom procedures now call for all mail and overnight packages to be sorted in a ventilated area totally isolated from the studios and to be delivered to specific employees only after it has been thoroughly checked. WBTV-TV's Harkey said that her station has worked closely with the local police department to identify exposed areas. She recently had the police tour the station and report on how it could be more secure.

Other procedures suggested by police include new security gates, the cutting of lower tree limbs to provide greater vision of the station's property, and an extensive security-camera system that includes 24-hour videotaping of daily activities. A new policy also mandates that no visitor is allowed past the station's lobby without an employee escort.

Insurance policies

There's no doubt that manufacturers of transmitters and related equipment become a major factor when disaster strikes. By all accounts, Harris, Larcan, Thales Broadcast & Multimedia and others were instrumental in providing replacement transmitters to get New York City stations back on the air. Most even deferred payment and spent substantial resources to help.

Executives at these companies suggest that when a station is purchasing specific transmission equipment, it should also discuss contingency plans. Stations might also want to purchase replacement parts that have been known to fail during normal operation.

Chief engineers might also look into the new generation of low-cost, low-power transmitters that will be introduced at the NAB convention next month. These are ideally suited to be installed as backup systems.

For station management, make sure your station's insurance policy includes a wide variety of disaster situations. When the World Trade Center came down, there was some discussion about whether New York stations were protected against a building collapse. In the short term, it was acknowledged that they were covered for the physical equipment (e.g., replacement of transmitter, antennas and transmission lines), but negotiations are still pending regarding how much of the millions in installation costs used to build the analog and digital facilities on top of the North Tower will be refunded.

In the end, no emergency plan can protect against a tragedy as monumental as the Sept. 11 attack on New York City, but with careful planning and some extra expense, stations can prevent, or at least manage most emergencies. Remember the old adage, it's always better to be safe than sorry.

Michael Grotticelli has covered all aspects of the broadcast industry for over 10 years. He can be reached at AMGMedia@AOL.com.
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As the May deadline for commercial stations to have their DTV signals on the air approaches, a look at the state of the industry shows that the DTV is gaining momentum, even though all stations may not meet the deadline. Below: Maine station WMTW-TV plans to go digital on time if weather permits the installation of a new transmitter and antenna.

By Jim Boston

We are currently in the worst advertising market since World War II. The current economics make for unfortunate timing, but our path towards DTV was set long before our present business climate developed. DTV will soon be universally available, in theory. The first day of May is the deadline for all commercial stations to have their DTV signals on the air. Not all are going to make it, but the industry is showing momentum as some of the obstacles facing broadcasters in their DTV buildout are being knocked down to size. However, a couple of sizable roadblocks still stand.

Status of DTV stations
The first is the state of the DTV universe. According to the FCC, 87 percent, or 1686 television stations, have been granted a DTV construction permit or license. Currently, 179 stations are on the air with licensed facilities and 76 are on the air with special or experimental DTV authority.

There are currently 160 construction permits for commercial stations that have not been issued due to international frequency coordination problems, conflicts with each other and a network stations in markets 11-30, 95 percent of those are on the air with some type of DTV signal.

Many stations are aggressively pushing to meet the May 1 deadline, and a significant amount of construction activity is under way. The FCC did allow stations to seek extensions during the month of February by filing Form 337 and stating whether technical, legal, financial or other reasons were going to prevent them from meeting the deadline. According to a recent NAB survey, 75 percent of the stations that have yet to go on the air or apply for variety of other technical reasons.

The 40 network-affiliated stations in the top ten markets were all up and running, but the destruction of the World Trade Center has taken WNBC-DT and WABC-DT down. Of the 79 stations, 88 percent of those are on the air with some type of DTV signal. Many stations are aggressively pushing to meet the May 1 deadline, and a significant amount of construction activity is under way.
Scopus Network Technologies
is proud to be chosen by Korea Telecom to provide
their end-to-end digital video platforms for 2002
FIFA's World Cup events in Korea

World Cup events will be transmitted live, worldwide, to billions of viewers. Product quality and reliability of the Scopus product line, Scopus' flexibility of system design, professional services and on-site support, are essential for the success of this project.

Scopus is bringing the world:
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DTV plan to seek an extension (see Figure 1). Next month we will list stations requesting more time. Last year, the FCC issued a Memorandum Opinion and Order on Reconsideration in which they stated that some of the DTV rollout requirements might be hindering instead of helping the cause.

**Signal requirements**

So the FCC relaxed, at least temporarily, a few of the requirements. Probably the most significant is that it will allow stations to initially sign on with lower-power signals than originally assigned and not lose their interference protection in areas where they don't replicate their Grade B signal.

Originally, the plan was a good old-fashioned land grab where the first to cover fringe areas of service would be protected against interference when DTV stations in adjacent markets pushed their signal out to tangential coverage areas. The DTV latecomer would be the loser in any interference issues.

Now the FCC says that won't be the case. The FCC doesn't want DTV license holders to delay because of the burden of financing full-power facil-

ies or having to wait on the additional hardware a full-power vs. lower-power station would require.

Currently, the DTV station will only have to cover its city of license with a DTV service contour (35 dBu for channels 2-6, 43 dBu for channels 7-13, 48 dBu for channels 14-69). The FCC increased the signal strength to those levels a year ago by 7 dBu. The power levels go into effect at the end of 2004 for commercial stations and in 2005 for educational stations, even though they were adopted last year.

Many transmitter companies are now offering low-power transmitters (up to 1 kW TPO), which gives stations a lower-cost start-up option. Most of the transmitters can later be reused when the station increases their power. A TV station's staff can often install this transmitter by themselves. Jay Adrick, vice president of strategic business development for

The ATSC standard is extremely flexible, offering broadcasters the capability to offer HDTV, SDTV and data in a variety of combinations.
Folsom announces the newest addition to the down converter line - SmartVIEW™ - it's a computer-to-video down converter designed for professionals who require SUPERIOR IMAGE quality, reliability, and control over the down conversion process.

SmartVIEW™ automatically locks to interlaced and non-interlaced computer sources up to 1600x1280 and converts the video to broadcast quality NTSC or PAL composite, S-Video (Y/C), Betacam, and RGB output (SDI output optional). SmartVIEW™ uses digital signal processing techniques to provide high image quality. The input video is sampled at 140MHz and processed using proprietary 2D digital signal processing techniques. Multiple frame buffers are implemented to eliminate frame conversion artifacts.

SmartVIEW™ is ideal for converting computer sources to broadcast images for recording, video-conferencing, or viewing an image on an NTSC or PAL monitor. SmartVIEW™ also incorporates an optional digital (SDI) output for connecting to D-I decks or digital video editing stations...all for a SUPERIOR PRICE.

SmartVIEW features include:
- Automatically syncs to interlaced and non-interlaced input videos with resolutions up to 1600x1280
- User selectable output formats including NTSC or PAL, RGB or Betacam and S-Video (Y/C), Digital (SDI) is optional
- Image scaling features include independent horizontal and vertical scaling to support aspect ratio conversion and user-selectable underscan, and programmable digital filters with adaptive adaptive flicker filtering modes
- Multiple frame buffers eliminate frame rate artifacts
- Picture adjustments for brightness, contrast, hue and saturation
- Intuitive user interface
- RS/232 serial interface supports real-time control of all down converter functions
- Freeze frame
- Genlockable outputs for studio applications
- Loop-through with switch selectable termination on all video outputs
- Internal test pattern generator
- Adaptive flicker filters
- Rackmountable
- Backed by a full 3 year warranty on parts and labor

For more information call 1.888.414.7226 or visit www.folsom.com
Harris, and Dave Glidden, director of TV transmission products for Harris, say that they have seen a steady rate of installs, about four per week, among all transmitter vendors, and that those who need to be on the air by May 1 have generally placed orders far enough in advance to meet that requirement. The U.S. television market has placed orders for approximately 700 transmitters to date. They haven't noticed a shortage of tower crews, the required hardware past the gas-stop, or tower appurtenance delaying the buildouts.

The FCC took a couple of additional steps to lessen the financial load on DTV stations. Although it didn't extend the April 1, 2003, date at which a DTV station must simulcast 50 percent of its NTSC schedule, it did allow, in the near term, stations to be on the air only during prime-time. John Morgan of the FCC points out...
The DigiBand® DVX-6000
Uncompressed Digital Transport System.

DVX-6000
- Singlemode (1310, 1550nm) laser-based transmission
- Component Video per SMPTE 259M, 292M, ITU-R 601, CCIR 656
- Compatible with NTSC, PAL, and SECAM video signals
- 10 Bit Code Uncompressed BER 10⁻¹⁴
- SDI, HSDI & HDTV up to 1.485 Gb/s Digital
- Digital Audio AES/EBU Tech 3250E 24 bits

Model Shown: 19" Rack Mount Chassis
12 Slots/1 PS & 10 Slots/2 PS Redundant

Accept NO compromise!
Call today. (800) 8-OPTICOMM
www.opticomm.com

OPTICOMM designs and manufactures high quality baseband broadcast fiber optic video, audio and data transmission equipment. Our products offer solutions to a wide range of applications demanding high quality transparent fiber optic transmission.
that the exception are the top 30 market network affiliates, who must continue to keep their DTV on the air any time their NTSC is transmitting.

The commission is also temporarily deferring its requirement that commercial stations with NTSC and DTV assignments within the channel 2-52 DTV core decide which of the two channels they would keep when NTSC finally goes dark. This will allow broadcasters to gain more experience with their new DTV channel assignments before having to choose between the two.

One of the ongoing distractions that has been laid to rest, at least in the core channels, is the modulation debate. 8-VSB's once tenuous hold on the DTV standard is now certain, despite efforts of COFDM proponents. Still, some are now worried that COFDM has not been totally pushed off the table. In the coming auction of channels 52-59, the winning bidders for the spectrum can use the channel any way they wish. This means that successful applicants can use the channel to transmit 8-VSB, COFDM or other types of modulation. Some believe that the winning bids may be too high to justify the use of 8-VSB for TV applications.

Receiving DTV

The NAB says that at least 75 percent of U.S. households have access to at least one DTV signal. That is only if they put up an antenna to receive it. Broadcast Engineering's DTV receive antenna expert, Peter Putman, has a Web site demonstrating that in many locations DTV can be received with inexpensive antennas. DTV receivers' processing power continues to improve, especially their ability to reduce the effects of multipath. Prices for these receivers continue downward also. In June, Zenith will offer an integrated DTV receiver with 32" display that will retail for under $1500. (See Figure 2.) Many feel that the cable industry is thwarting the DTV rollout, as only a few cable systems are providing 8-VSB DTV signals to the home. Most cable systems use QAM technology for their distribution and STBs. Many believe this is the cable industry's way of controlling viewer access. Some broadcasters have wondered whether DTV stations could band together and create mini over-the-air cable-type channel lineups by integrating their PSIPs. The cable industry generally won't pass any PSIP info, and they effectively dissolve the transmitted ATSC bit stream back to a single NTSC stream.

In addition, cable systems that air both the NTSC and DTV signals of a broadcaster often put the DTV signal in their digital tier of services. Even worse, the bit rate for a channel there is often below 1 Mbit/s.

ATSC streams

Broadcasters are still not certain what to put in their ATSC streams. DTV was originally sold to Congress as HDTV. But the ATSC standard is extremely flexible, offering broadcasters the capability to offer HDTV, SDTV and data in a variety of combinations. In a bid to bring in some revenue sooner rather than later, other models besides HD are being considered. Some revolve around some form of data transmission along with an SD program. Unfortunately, the data proponents are still looking for customers, many of whom are worried that the real savior of broadcast television, HD, is not being given a fighting chance. It could be argued that SD on ATSC produces video that simply exchanges NTSC's set of transmission artifacts with a set of ATSC artifacts. The MPEG encoding process used in the ATSC DTV standard produces sharper pictures, eliminating noise and ghosting. But the spatial and temporal artifacts that can occur as a result of the broadcaster trying to fit as many signals or other data into the channel as possible can be distracting. Using

Using the full bandwidth to produce stunning pictures in HD might be the fastest way to make DTV economically worthwhile.

Figure 2. Digital reception will soon explode, and set-top box technology will drive the increase.
Source: Allied Business Intelligence, www.alliedworld.com
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More Zoom.

With Angenieux Tele Lenses.

Now you can get closer to the action than ever before. With 4G X and 26X High Resolution Series Tele Lenses. They deliver more zoom than any tele field lenses in the industry. And deliver more of the performance, reliability and features that are quickly making Angenieux the choice for high performance lenses.

Angenieux’s 4G X II Extreme Tele Zoom is the EFP lens the industry has longed for. Its lightweight design is packed with Angenieux performance. Plus a big 40X focal range. And the 26X78 HR Series Tele Lens brings every shot into range with all the features you want – less the weight.

Angenieux HR Series Tele Lenses feature more of the optical performance that Angenieux is renown for around the world. With precision crafted glass and advanced electron beam coatings for the highest levels of performance and clarity. And minimal flare and ghosting to produce vivid images with enhanced contrast and highly accurate color reproduction.

Angenieux HR Series Tele Lenses also offer more of the reliability you’ve come to expect from Angenieux. Their high quality construction assures consistent operation on the road day after day. It’s hard to believe such precision crafted lenses could be so tough.

Get more zoom – performance, reliability and features – with Angenieux HR Series Tele Lenses. More or less, only you can make the decision.

For more information call 973-812-3358, e-mail angenieux@tccus.com, or visit our web site at www.angenieux.com.

angenieux
the full bandwidth to produce stunning pictures in HD might be the fastest way to make DTV economically worthwhile.

Promoting HD

There are groups that are doing just that. The Dispatch Broadcast Group, which has stations in Columbus and Indianapolis, has been an early promoter of HD. They believe that broadcasters will have to help educate the public by reaching out into the community. Their stations did some of the earliest DTV-aired HD remotes, as far back as 1998. Marvin Born, director of engineering for the group, says their stations are committed to HDTV. Instead of merely passing the network’s HD content, they have the capability to play back HD locally as well. To do justice to HD, and to prevent the artifacts from interfering with the remarkable video quality, most of the bit stream is devoted to the HD signal. The Dispatch Broadcast group does resort to multiple SD when it serves the viewers’ interest. WBNS-DT Columbus, which serves a large college basketball market, has aired simultaneous games on their DTV channel when they were of interest locally.

The NAB is helping to push HD as well. In three markets, Houston, Indianapolis and Portland, OR, a “DTV Zone” promotional campaign is being launched in conjunction with the Antenna Cable Satellite Cannot receive HDTV signals

HD programming continues to grow, even though much was made that Fox did not offer the Super Bowl in HD this year. Virtually all of CBS’s and ABC’s entire prime-time lineups and movies are in HD. NBC’s DTV affiliates broadcast the Salt Lake Winter Games in HD, but only on a one-day delayed basis. The effort required to receive those signals decreases as the receive hardware evolves and becomes less expensive.

The DTV puzzle

With DTV we don’t have the vertical integration reach that RCA had with the introduction of color television, namely a broadcast equipment manufacturer, broadcaster, and television receiver manufacturer all rolled into one. But even then color technology took a few years to gain enough velocity to take flight. With more than 325 DTV products on the market today and more affordable receivers coming, DTV has gained some velocity. Unfortunately, DTV has one roadblock that color TV never had to overcome – cable! As the gatekeeper to almost 80 percent of American homes, all it takes is a Quam-only STB to keep broadcasters’ digital signals invisible. However, if the industry, FCC and cable can agree on some new carriage rules and common technology, the final piece of the DTV puzzle will be in place.

Jim Boston is a West Coast consultant.
A Completely New Direction in Digital Switching

With the new UTAH-400 High-Density Digital Routing Switcher we are taking the design of large routing switchers in a completely new direction. Just take a look at the features:

- **Reduced Rack Space Requirements** - a 160x160 Matrix in just 8 rack units, 320x320 in only 16 rack units, 640x640 in 48 rack units - The UTAH-400 lets you put more switcher in less space than any router in history.

- **SD/HD Compatibility** - Mix and match standard definition and high definition signals and change the mix as your needs evolve. The UTAH-400 provides complete insurance for HD compatibility.

- **Reduced Power Consumption** - The UTAH-400 uses up to 80% less power than competitive designs. In large systems, this can add up to real operational savings.

- **Full-time Monitoring of Input/Output Signals** - With the UTAH-400's unique signal monitoring features, your router can become the heart of a complete, automated management system for your signal paths.

- **Advanced Digital Audio Routing Capabilities** - The UTAH-400 digital audio matrix gives you complete flexibility in handling any digital audio format.

Utah Scientific has a full range of solutions to the most demanding requirements for audio and video routing and presentation systems. Let us help you find your way through the maze of options to the most cost-effective and future-proof digital signal management plan for your facility. Visit us at www.utahscientific.com or call (801) 575-8801 today for more information.
How can broadcast engineers take advantage of mass-produced networking technologies including Ethernet and 1394?

By Barry Ballanger

Apple Computer first introduced FireWire in the late 1980s for the consumer market. In 1995, Sony released the DCR-VX1000 digital video camcorder, the first commercial product to feature an IEEE 1394 interface.

The standard provides a way to move high-bandwidth video and audio digital traffic among peer devices — digital video recorders, DVD, camcorders, and high-speed/high-resolution printers and scanners. It supports hot-swapping and plug-and-play to improve the experience for consumers who want to use 1394-enabled products.

FireWire users can connect as many as 63 devices to a single bus with a maximum distance between devices of 4.5 meters. Greater distances are possible with repeaters. More than 1000 bus segments can be connected to bridges, and the standards organizations are currently working on extending the distance to 25 meters.

As most consumer electronic devices available on the market now support either 100 or 100/200 Mbits/s, plenty of headroom remains in the original 1394 specification. But as more devices are added to a system and improvements in the quality of the A/V signals being transmitted increase, more bandwidth is needed.
New Entry Level Digital Console

Surround Production Console
Launched at NAB 2002

All channels include:
- 4 band EQ
- Separate Filters
- Compressor/Limiter
- Expander
- Surround & Stereo panning
- Mix-Minus IFB outputs

Four Surround Outputs
- 12 Auxes
- 24 Multitrack
- 8 Groups

5.1 and Stereo Monitoring
with Dolby E integration.
PRODUCT UPDATE

New Digital Broadcast Production Console Launched At NAB

Calrec launch the new Sigma 100 medium format digital audio production console at the 2002 NAB Convention in Las Vegas, NV, USA.

The second all digital production console from Calrec, the Sigma 100 is based on the well established Alpha 100 digital system architecture. This advanced architecture, which is scaleable and provides high levels of redundancy, is already field-proven as the platform for the Alpha 100 large format production console, in service for over 18 months. Designed to offer similar specification and functionality to Calrec’s S2 console, of which nearly 100 have been sold world-wide, Sigma 100 is targeted at large news studios, medium-sized general purpose production studios and Outside Broadcast vehicles.

A Unique Range

The introduction of Sigma 100 represents a milestone in Calrec’s strategy of achieving a range of digital audio production solutions for a wide spectrum of broadcast requirements. For many years Calrec has provided a range of broadcast-specific console designs that has increasingly separated Calrec from its competitors through its breadth and comprehensive approach. Calrec is now unique in offering a full range of broadcast specific, high performance consoles. This covers small units suitable for field recording and small remote production vehicles to very large designs used in intense news, entertainment and sports productions. The introduction of the Sigma 100 console establishes Calrec’s product development program to offer a similar wide range of dedicated solutions for broadcasters in the digital domain.

Cost-effective Solutions

Sigma 100 has been carefully configured to provide a high level of facilities and a no-compromise technical specification at a very competitive cost. It is aimed at production facilities that do not require large-format consoles and the costs associated with such products, but cannot sacrifice reliability, ergonomics or technical specification in the search for the correct budgetary fit.

Sigma 100 Dual Path Faders with Wild Assign

Sigma 100 has been carefully configured to provide a high level of facilities and a no-compromise technical specification at a very competitive cost. It is aimed at production facilities that do not require large-format consoles and the costs associated with such products, but cannot sacrifice reliability, ergonomics or technical specification in the search for the correct budgetary fit.
Sigma 100 Key Features:

- Excellent Ergonomic and Mechanical Design
  - Intuitive and easy to learn control surface
  - Compact console sizes - up to 64 faders and 72 channels
  - Extremely lightweight and small footprint
- Modern purpose-designed system architecture
  - Full automatic redundancy for:
    - all system DSP cards
    - all control processors
    - all power supplies
  - All cards and panels are hot-pluggable
  - Embedded control system works independently of host computer
- High Level of Facilities
  - Up to 24 Multitrack / IFB Outputs
  - Mix-minus Output per channel
  - 12 Aux busses
  - 4 Stereo/Surround 5.1 Outputs
  - 8 Audio sub-groups
  - Unlimited VCA Groups
  - Flexible GPI switching
  - Powerful signal processing available at all times:
    - EQ and dynamics on all channels
    - Compressor / expander on Groups
    - Surround compressor on Main Outputs

V1.10 Software on Alpha 100

- The Alpha 100 is now available with v1.10 software.
- This latest upgrade provides the Alpha with the functionality of an integrated audio-matrix, allowing inputs to be fed directly to outputs independently of the console infrastructure.

Operating on both sides of the Atlantic, the Alpha 100 - on whose architecture Sigma 100 is based - is now on air 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

In the US, NBC have on-air Alpha status at New York's Rockefeller Centre, KNSD in California, KXAS in Fort Worth and WTVJ in Miami, NBC's first dedicated all digital station.

Meanwhile, Pittsburgh-based NEP have an Alpha 100-OB installed in their Supershooter 9 remote unit, and the Ackerley Group have had an Alpha on board their all digital OB unit since they acquired it from Panasonic in early 2000.

In Europe SIC in Portugal are on-air 24 hours a day in a news studio, and are also broadcasting live from a OB vehicle, while German broadcasters WDR have a truck out on the road. Channel Four in the UK are also broadcasting with a 48 channel desk at 124 Facilities in London, while Granada are broadcasting with a 52 fader desk at 124 Facilities in Manchester. The BBC have also ordered a 88 Fader desk for their CMCCR Remote unit in addition to a console in studio TC3 used for Top of the Pops and Later with Jools Holland.

In all these facilities, reliability has been a key feature.

"Calrec actively encouraged us to do anything we wanted to the demo desk, including hot swapping cards and turning the desk off," says Channel Four Senior Sound Supervisor Rob Eggelton.

"They had absolute confidence in the backup redundancy of the desk, which further convinced me of its suitability for live production.

"No other manufacturer would let us do anywhere near as much to their desks. On all our visits to the Calrec factory, my colleagues and I have all been really impressed by the dedication, commitment and enthusiasm from all of the Calrec team."

"The desk is a pure broadcasting product and has features as standard which on other consoles count as extras. The Alpha 100 has proved itself to be the perfect choice."

SIC Sound Supervisor, Daniel Bekerman
Calrec have strengthened their Customer Support team with the appointment of 33-year-old audio engineer Brian Gay. Brian, a former Mechanical Engineer, joined Calrec after a year of study for a BSc in Audio Technology and has joined Stephen Brant and Peter Walker on the support team.

With a rapidly expanding customer base Calrec are committed to maintaining their strong after-sales service, both internally and through their global network of distributors.

Support Engineer Brian Gay

"Calrec's engineering and customer support has been outstanding."

Pat Sullivan, Game Creek Video (USA)

Worldwide distributors

AUSTRALIA: SYNTHTECH SYSTEMS DESIGN PTY Contact: Paul Heaton Tel: 00 61 6973 0800 email: Paul@oconnor.com.au

BELGIUM: SER INVEST/BUDA Contact: Geert van der Bussch Tel: 00 3 866 59 20 email: geert@seri.be

DENMARK: BROADCAST SYSTEMS CONTACT: Steen Vestrup Tel: 00 3 866 59 20 email: vestrup@s-b-s.dk

FRANCE: LA COMPAGNIE DU SON Contact: Joel - Noel Kandrigi Tel: 00 33 5220 4452 email: joel@sympatec.com@wainsite.fr

GERMANY/AUSTRIA/ SWITZERLAND: FORTECII TURK Contact: Uwe Seyfert Tel: 00 49 5641 94006 email: uwe.seyfert@for- turk.de

HONG KONG AND CHINA: LA COMPAGNIE DU SON Contact: Jean - Noel Kendrigi Tel: 00 852 2191 3660 email: dsecoltd@ksc.th.com

ITALY: DARIO SCAVINO Contact: Dario Scavino Tel: 00 03 7953 8400 email: darioscavino@alice.it

JAPAN: FARLIGHT JAPAN Contact: D.E.87 Tel: 00 81 3 5420 1042 email: sales@farrighl.co.jp

KOREA: AVX TRADING CO LTD Contact: J D Lee Tel: 00 82 2 575 2665 email: trading@avxtech.co.kr

MALAYSIA: 3 CONNOR'S ENGINEERING SDN BHD Contact: Tony Choo Tel: 00 603 7953 8400 email: tchoe@msn.com

NETHERLANDS: KELOV Contact: Diederik Van Bergan Tel: 00 31 23 31 94 72 email: dieske@kelov.nl

POLAND: KONSORD AUDIO Contact: Agnieszka Pyrzychna Tel: 00 48 22 647 82 51 email: info@konsord-audio.com.pl

PO全社会: DSE CO LTD Contact: Graeme Rothwell Tel: 00 813 5490 1515 email: sales@lairlight.com

UK: REDWOOD MARKETING INC. UK: HHB HIRE & SALES Contact: Steve Angel Tel: 0818625500 email: steve.angel@hhb.co.uk

WEB: www.calrec.com

TEL: +44 (0) 1422 842159
FAX: +44 (0) 1422 845240
HELBrIDEN MILL, WEST YORKSHIRE.
HX7 8EZ UK

All desk functions are memorised to snap-shots and full control system reset is achieved without audio interruption.

The C2 is designed for mobile vehicles and studios with limited space. The C2 is a flexible system design which enables group slots to be populated with channels to provide a wide choice of console formats.

The Lip Stick' audio/video timing measurement system, removing the need for subjective estimation of sync error by providing accurate measurement over a complete range of transmission mediums.
A pending new 1394a specification offers efficiency improvements including support for low power, arbitration acceleration, fast reset and suspend/resume features. Also in development is

The intent of IEEE 1394 was as a parent/child relationship.

IEEE1394b, which will extend the original 1394-1995 and 1394a efforts in three primary ways. First, it increases the speed to 800 Mbits/s and 1.6 Gbits/s, while adding the architectural infrastructure to support 3.2 Gbits/s and beyond. It also specifies alternative media that allow 1394 products to be connected at distances of up to 100 meters. Finally, it is more efficient, lower in cost and easier to manage.

Broadcasters are taking advantage of IEEE 1394 today in low-cost editing packages such as Avid's DV Express and Apple's Final Cut Pro in their news, promo and production departments. Broadcasters are also using hardware devices to transcode DV via 1394 to SDI and back again. An example is the Miranda DV Bridge Plus, which also provides RS-422 machine control and time code.

The intent of IEEE 1394 was as a parent/child relationship (a device is connected to a host adapter to talk to an operating system), not as a full-scale network operation. In theory, however, the new 1394b standard could be implemented as a switched architecture in much the same way we route SDI, audio and machine control across an X-Y switch. This would provide the ability to literally hang a hard drive on the router as a pooled storage device.

Barry Ballenger is director of technology for Doyle Technology Consultants.

BY CARSTEN BAUMANN

Ever since new network technologies were introduced, broadcasters have been investigating and exploring the possibilities for using them in their operations. Several years ago, ATM appeared to be the future standard, not only for WAN connectivity, but also for in-house distribution. The traditional X-Y crosspoint switch seemed to become obsolete as broadcasters envisioned that device, such as VTRs, cameras, monitors and even microphones would have a built-in ATM network interface connector, and all equipment would be simply plugged into a large enough switch. A central network management system would control all signal flows and ensure smooth operation.

This was a good idea that hasn’t been realized, because it is cost prohibitive. With the exception of a few installations in the audio domain, ATM was never successfully implemented in the local broadcast environment. However, it has been well adopted in the WAN market.

Ethernet and packet switching have long been the underlying technology for computer networks and the Internet. Broadcasters are beginning to use them for voice and video communications as new and improved network technologies, such as DiffServ, MPLS and VPNS, become widely available.

Using these new technologies, the formerly unreliable and unpredictable IP networks now offer high qual-
ity of service. These new services, in combination with highly developed IP gateway technology allow broadcasters to exchange high-quality real-time and latency sensitive applications over IP networks as an alternative to conventional distribution methods. From a business perspective, using IP network limits, benefits, and performance characteristics to integrate SDI/IP gateways. At the same time, traditional network designers need to understand that broadcasters will need to move gigantic amounts of data routinely. SDI moves 270 Mb/s in real time. Every bit needs to be delivered with minimal latency on time — no packets dropped, no packets repeated.

IP networks offer great flexibility. They can start from a small installation and scale dynamically without introducing complexity. With gigabit Ethernet, there is currently sufficient bandwidth available to accommodate up to three SDI signals (810 Mb/s) via a single switched IP network path.

IEEE 1394

IEEE 1394, also known as FireWire, was originally designed as an inexpensive consumer interface to connect cameras with computers for editing, and to replace the cumbersome SCSI interface for storage devices. It appears to be attractive for certain broadcast applications and has been adopted by a few manufacturers. 1394 currently provides bandwidth of approximately 400 Mb/s, but 1394b supports up to 800 Mb/s, and future upgrades will allow up to 3.2 Gb/s via fiber interconnects. To provide equivalent networking capabilities to Ethernet, companies can use IEEE 1394.

Cost is one of the most critical factors determining whether a technology will be successful or not. Works to distribute high-quality video and audio content is becoming economically more attractive. Current installations demonstrate that broadcast engineers need to understand network architecture — its
360 Systems Announces

Say Goodbye to Sneaker-Net.

360 Systems' new Ethernet Audio system delivers audio where you want it, when you want it.

Our advanced DigiCart/E is the key part of the Ethernet Audio network. It provides both local and networked audio storage, an excellent set of production tools, and familiar operating controls. Features include record, play, edit, playlists and even programmable Hot Keys. With DigiCart/E enjoy the freedom of audio that's instantly available anywhere in your facility.

The new DigiCart/E protects your existing investment in DigiCart II recorders. It's 100% file-compatible, 100% disk-compatible, and even uses the same serial control commands.

With Ethernet Audio it's easy to attach other workstations to the network. Now you can share your important production audio, download files from the web, and move content across the room or across the country.

DigiCart/E Ethernet Audio™ Recorder

Ethernet Audio delivers big improvements in speed and convenience – all at a price that makes sense.

Interested? Visit our web site for more information on Ethernet Audio.

360 Systems 5321 Sterling Center Drive
Westlake Village, CA 91361
Tel (818) 991-0360  E-mail: info@360systems.com
FireWire switches to build larger networks. It is questionable if these networks are cost competitive with Ethernet, as the majority of network communication architectures are based upon Ethernet. Most likely IEEE 1394 will find its niche, but may be less widely adopted in broadcast applications.

As cost is one of the most critical factors in a technology's success, Ethernet might become the most dominant network architecture within the broadcast community. I believe that, in the not-too-far future, we will see a wide range of applications running on Ethernet.

BY STAN MOOTE

In today's broadcast facilities, Ethernet typically is used to control and monitor various vendors' equipment. Having a simple and low-cost common physical and data link layer allows for easy integration and scalability. Since Ethernet is the backbone of the Internet, it allows for global access. This can make a broadcast engineer's job easier because it requires almost no local presence. Remote diagnostic, control and monitoring are the key installations using Ethernet.

Does IP networking have a role in today's broadcast plant?

Using IP over Ethernet for real-time long-haul data distribution is becoming attractive as well. IP over Ethernet provides an alternative to conventional distribution methods. Connecting geographically distributed local broadcast stations using Ethernet is a key method for centralcasting.

PORTABLE. POWERFUL. PUNISHABLE.

Field production demands flexibility and performance from every piece of your gear. Which is why we've created the new FP23 and FP24 portables.

Designed for on-location use in any broadcast environment, both provide the highest quality audio for even the most critical of digital recordings. And thanks to their high-strength extruded all-aluminum construction, both are built to withstand the rigors of the field.

For full details, call 1-800-25-SHURE or visit us online at www.shure.com.

FP23 - Single Channel Mic Preamp
Portable, battery-powered microphone preamplifier with phantom power, 24 hours of battery life, and virtually "uncippable" limiter.

FP24 - Two Channel Mixer/Preamp
Portable, battery-powered microphone preamp/mixer with phantom power, premium-quality input/output transformers, virtually "uncippable" limiters, and adjustable LED brightness for readability even in direct sunlight.
Confused? Don't be ....

take a look at our latest selection of multi-format test and measurement produc

With all the current video standards and formats being used in the production environment today, it's good to know you can count on our latest groundbreaking test and measurement solutions.

We have the widest selection of multi-format capable devices available, with optional and selectable functionality to suite your requirements.

We can also guarantee you'll have no CRT problems, no service contract, no heavy service bills and no heat dissipation problems....

We cover: HDSDI, SDI, Component, Composite, YC and Firewire, Embedded, AES.EBU and analog audio, and the list just keeps on growing....

So whether you want something easy to operate, or more engineering based, you can trust Hamlet to provide the solution to your problem.

.....from the innovators of superior products at sensible prices

New Superior Test and Measurement Products at Sensible Prices

Hamlet Video International US Sales Office, PO Box 6530, Malibu, CA 90264.
Tel: 1-310-457-0881, Fax 1-310-457-4494. Toll Free: 1-866-4-hamlet
Web site www.hamlet.us.com  Email sales@hamlet.us.com
Scalability and dynamic bandwidth allocation make IP over Ethernet a powerful tool in today's fast-changing broadcast environment. Ethernet already provides the dominant network architecture when video and audio servers exchange information using FTP. It is also used in WANs, MANs and LANs. Security issues arise, but can be solved by using encryption or conditional access.

For in-house, real-time critical data distribution, from a commercial perspective, Ethernet seems to be a little bit far out. First, to use Ethernet to distribute SDI signals requires bandwidth. Even multiple 270 Mbits/s SDI signals fit nicely into gigabit Ethernet. It also needs to provide reliable QoS, and Ethernet's QoS mechanisms are maturing.

But distributing SDI signals over IP networks inside the broadcast facilities still seems to be cost prohibitive. Considering that most traditional broadcast products don't provide Ethernet NICs, an external video and audio-to-gigabit Ethernet gateway is required. In recent studies, we found that IP gateways account for 80 percent of the solution cost. Gigabit Ethernet Layer 2 switches will account for the remaining 20 percent of the solution cost.

Currently, the break-even point is somewhere around a 128x128 matrix, considering one layer of SDI, a dual layer for stereo audio, and half a layer of control. But we can see that more and more equipment vendors are implementing Ethernet NICs in their equipment for signal connectivity.

Scalability and dynamic bandwidth allocation make IP over Ethernet a powerful tool in today's fast-changing broadcast environment.
The NEW! Ross GearLite line provides "broadcast quality" solutions for conversion and distribution jobs that are too small or isolatec for the traditional "rack & card" solution but require higher quality signal processing than the products offered by the "standard brick" manufacturers.

When a "full-rack" is "over-kill", and the "standard brick solution" just "doesn't cut it"...

Reach for GearLite

Less Filling
(Zero Rack Space)

More Satisfying
(Ross Quality Engineering)

Bring this ad to NAB Booth L11429 and receive a FREE GearLite mug!
Beverage not included. Offer valid while supplies last.

www.rossvideo.com
Tel: (613) 652-4886 Fax: (613) 652-4425
the beginning, only a few equipment vendors provided SDI I/O ports, and external conversion equipment was required to take advantage of the digital signal enhancements. Now most equipment provides SDI I/Os. I believe it is fair to assume that this will happen with Ethernet and with gigabit Ethernet as well.

Stan Moote is chief technology officer for Leitch.

What are the benefits of 24p, and for what applications should it be considered?

By Michael Brinkman

The two factors driving the spread of 24 fps video acquisition into areas traditionally reserved for film origination are cost savings and convenience. In the hands of skilled practitioners, film remains a truly magnificent medium for capturing images. But the realities of today's less-time/less-money production world make it increasingly difficult to budget for the high costs of the film stock, processing, printing and telecine sessions needed to move pictures captured on film into the broadcast world. For a growing list of producers, the image quality of high-definition video, coupled with the immediacy and convenience of videotape, makes a compelling argument for switching to electronic origination. As an example, the producers of a 22-episode television series recently reported that switching to HD will save them $750,000 in production costs this year.

Of course, the basic arguments about cost savings and convenience apply to HD in general and not specifically to the 24 fps versions of HD that most closely mimic film. The debate over frame rate(s) has reached a near religious fervor. Some declare that even 60 “frames” per second is “too slow,” while others hold to the belief that some magical story-enhancing quality resides in the 24 fps cadence.

The most obvious reason to acquire video at 24 fps is to facilitate distribution of the final product on film. A one-to-one relationship of video frames to film frames simplifies much of the post-production process. The lower the budget for any given project, the greater the impact of the up-front savings over shooting film. The dollars formerly dedicated to film stock, processing and printing charges can be used to improve the final product. And, because videotape is reasonably inexpensive and reusable, the director and actors may now have the luxury of shooting multiple takes or employing creative techniques that simply can’t be done when burning budget-limited film stock. There is little question that shooting 24 fps HD can have a positive impact on a lower budget feature.

The choice of frame rate is not always so obvious if the final distribution will be via a broadcast television signal. 24 fps video is a good choice if the project calls for shooting both film and video, particularly if 24 fps film makes up a sizeable portion of the overall footage. Also 24 fps origination and mastering makes it easier for many post facilities to perform a conversion to 25 fps, 625-line (PAL) if overseas distribution is anticipated. Thus, 24 fps HD is becoming an alternative to shooting film for some episodic programs.

But what about more transitory, general-purpose programming that will not be syndicated or high motion/action programming like sports? In the case of the later, 60 fps HD is a far better choice than 24 fps. With 2.5 times more frames per second, 60 fps brings fluidity and grace to moving objects. Several notable examples — like ShowScan — exist of shooting 60 fps film and playing back at 60 fps, but the cost of such production remains prohibitive in all but the most specialized applications. We should also remember that 30 fps high-definition (1080i/60 format) remains the most affordable way to shoot and post HD. If production budgets remain depressed, there is a real possibility that 30 fps HD will be rediscovered as an affordable compromise between the drama-enhancing “look” of 24 fps and the motion-handling elegance of 60 fps.

So, while there is no doubt that the use of 24 fps HD will continue to expand as the tools become easier to use, there is equal reason to believe that creative cinematographers will discover the advantages offered by affordable, higher frame rates. Look for developments in both directions.

Others hold to the belief that some magical story-enhancing quality resides in the 24 fps cadence.

Michael Brinkman is vice president of strategic relations for Panasonic.
Plays Well With Others

HP75BNC Series:
>> *True 75 Ohm* impedance
>> 50 mi gold plated center pins
>> Nickel-plated, machined brass shells

AAA Series:
>> *Only 2 pieces* to assemble, saves assembly time
>> Quickest assembly time in the industry
>> Optional die-cast handle improves durability
>> Available in 3-7 pins, black and gold finishes

Front Access Audio Patchbay:
>> Easy slide-out tray for fast terminations from the FRONT of the rack
>> Available in both long-frame or bantam configurations
>> All jacks are nickel-plated, steel frame, with gold-plated crossbar contacts
>> Part of a complete line of audio patchbays, call for details

Video Patchbays:
>> MVP midsize High Definition version rated at 5.0Ghz
>> VPP standard High Definition version rated at 2.4Ghz
>> VPP standard Serial Digital version rated at 1.5Ghz
>> Available in 1RU, 2RU, 24, 26 or 32 jacks, terminated, non-terminated, or non-normalled

Switchcraft
www.switchcraft.com
5555 North Elston Avenue / Chicago, IL 60630
Phone: 773-792-2700 / Fax: 773-792-2129
As a further guide to the new technology being shown at this year's NAB show, the Broadcast Engineering staff has compiled a second installment of over 100 more new products. Use the following listings to find what you're looking for at the show and to get in touch with manufacturers. Issue advertisers are indicated by colored listings.

**IMAGE PROCESSOR**

**Media 100 GenesisEngine**
Features three silicon processors capable of processing 12 streams of uncompressed video simultaneously in real time; perform real-time effects operations and image processing functions with 10-bit or greater internal precision.

+44 1344 412 752; fax: +44 1344 424 936
www.media100.co.uk
Booth: L14418

**FREQUENCY CONVERTER**

**MITEQ 9700 series**
Designed for advanced satellite communications system; phase noise, amplitude flatness and spurious outputs are optimized for transparent frequency conversion for video and data applications; features prioritized chain redundancy switching.

Booth: S9622

**ANTENNA SYSTEM**

**N Systems Nupod**
Low-profile, lightweight smart antenna system with a high-gain, directional antenna and continuous rotation positioner; features embedded control for automatic path alignment.

800-SPEC-NSI; fax: 410-964-9661; www.nsystems.com
Booth: L9500

**OPTICAL TRANSPORT MODULES**

**Network Electronics HD-EQ/OE**
HD optical and electronic modules for the Flashlink optical transport platform; format-independent cards within the Flashlink frame convert 19.4 Mbits/s and 143 Mbits/s to 1.48 Mbits/s signals; capable of transporting 40-channel DWDM, two-channel WDM and point-to-point on a single strand of fiber.

866-873-7494; www.network-electronics.com
Booth: L21715

**BROADBAND APPLICATIONS**

**Nextream video/data/voice solutions**
Focus on several applications, including DSNG and fixed contribution to transport a range of multimedia services over ATM, and video over xDSL networks; services include network headends and interactive video service over cable TV networks through its DVB/DAVIC and DOCSIS return path solution.

+33 1 34 20 70 01; fax: +33 1 34 20 71 07; www.nextream.com
Booth: L19524

**RECEIVER/DECODER**

**Nucomm Newscoder 2-RX**
Portable 70 MHz COFDM receiver and MPEG-2 decoder features internal AC/DC universal power supply, front-panel controls and an integrated video/audio switch to select between analog and digital operation; will demodulate any COFDM signal that is DVB-T-compliant.

908-852-3700; fax: 908-813-0399; www.nucomm.com
Booth: L6054
smooth, powerful, and very, very FAST.

**SDR422CI** OMNI DIGITAL MPEG-2
DVB RECEIVER AND DECODER

- MPEG-2 DVB 4:2:2 P@ML and MP@ML Processing
- Full speed 50 Mbps video
- High speed ASI input processing
- Simultaneous output of analog and digital video and audio
- Dolby Digital™ AC3 capability
- Plug-in security cards
- Intuitive front panel controls
- Wide symbol rate range input
- DigiCipher™ II compatible satellite demodulation

See us at NAB Booth #S8133


Trademark are the property of their respective owners.
GRAPHICS SYSTEM
Orad CyberGraphics
On-air graphics systems; new sports, finance and news automation applications; features seamless integration of pre- and live-rendered scene portions; offers plug-ins for main authoring tools.

+972 9 767 6862; fax: +972 9 767 6861; www.orad.tv
Booth: S3944

COMPOSITING SYSTEM
Ultimatte HD
Real-time matte compositing system for digital HD and digital cinema 24p/psf image standards; compatible with Panavision and other HD cameras; available in hardware for real-time applications and plug-in software for Adobe, Avid and Discreet users.

818-993-8007; fax: 818-993-3762; www.ultimatte.com
Booth: S3914

TRANSCODER
Pixel Instruments UMAT-1200
Universal monitoring audio transcoder with voice-over option; provides reference-quality A/D and D/A conversion, digital sample rate conversion, and audio monitoring through internal speakers and external headphones.

408-871-1975; fax: 408-871-1976; www.pixelinstruments.com
Booth: L20744

TRAFFIC AUTOMATION SYSTEM
VCI Stars II+
Traffic automation system provides standard interfaces for one-way and two-way file transfer between most major switching and insertion systems, and custom interfaces.

413-272-7211; fax: 413-272-7201; www.vcisolutions.com
Booth: L9277

TOWERS
Rohn Industries Tall Towers
Superstructures rise as high as 2000 feet; enable commercial broadcasters to bring signals to wider geographical areas.

309-697-4400
fax: 309-697-5612
www.rohnnet.com
Booth: L4915

VIDEO SERVER
Sony
Electronics
VSR-2000A
Multi-access video and audio server supports 24 Mbits/s MP@HL HD video with up to eight channels of PCM audio; also supports 15 Mbits/s MPEG-2 MP@ML video; works with the 73 GByte HDD, the BKSH-272G to store and play back over 20 hours of HD video at 24 Mbits/s.

201-930-1000; fax: 201-930-4752; www.sony.com/professional
Booths: L18207, L515

WIRELESS SYSTEM
Shure ULX Wireless
Designed for live performance and systems integration applications; feature proprietary Automatic Frequency Selection circuitry; both frequency-agile models operate between 554-865 MHz; offer 1140 selectable frequencies.

847-866-2200; fax: 847-866-2279; www.shure.com
Booth: L4903

GRAPHICS SYSTEM
vizrt VIZ 3.0
Features background scene loading, new effects plug-ins, object database management and extended plug-in API.

212-560-0708; fax: 212-560-0709; www.vizrt.com
Booth: S2827

PORTABLE DIGITAL RECORDER
Sony Electronics DNW-A25WS Betacam SX
Portable digital recorder plays back pictures in 16:9 on an LCD monitor without squeezing images to handle content recorded in widescreen mode; maintains the output capability of the standard 4:3 aspect ratio.

201-930-1000; fax: 201-930-4752; www.sony.com/professional
Booths: L18207, L515

SOFTWARE UPGRADE
Telestream Version 2.0
Provides enhancements to FlipFactory Pro and FlipFactory Publish automation software; features a completely redesigned Java-based user interface; also offers monitoring to detect the arrival of new media and simplify submission of media to transcoding sessions.

530-470-1301; fax: 530-470-1301; www.telestream.net
Booth: L20658

POST-PRODUCTION SYSTEM
AMS Neve Logic 3SC
Post workstation offers high-speed editing and mixing; features the DSP toolbox with a range of advanced DSP plug-ins.

+44 1282 457011; fax: +44 1282 417282; www.ams-neve.com
Booth: L10249

CONTROL PLATFORM
DNF Controls ST500
Delivers revolutionary flexibility and operational simplicity to broadcast control applications; can grow from the smallest point solution to a sophisticated network controlling generations of video and audio devices.

818-898-3380; fax: 818-898-3360; www.dnfcontrols.com
Booth: L20800
Automation Systems Are Not Created Equal

A Little Perk
that ships with
Every System

You have enough to worry about these days without letting miscues, make-goods, down time, or operator errors disrupt your revenue stream.

As a pioneer in station automation, we've seen it all. That's why we build the most stable, high performance, real-time automation solutions in the industry. For a start, we don't use a general-purpose operating system that tries to be everything to everyone. Instead we use a robust, deterministic OS that knows a playout command when it sees one—making it a top priority for your business.

So when it comes to keeping your operation profitable, turn to the company that adds a great deal to the process—peace of mind.

THOMSON Automation. Real time. All the time.

THOMSON takes the worry out of broadcast automation. With high-performance systems, and on-going support, you're assured of every event happening when it's supposed to.

THOMSON Multimedia Broadcast Solutions
2255 N. Ontario Street, Suite 150, Burbank, CA 91504
Tel: 1-800-962-4287  Fax: 1-818-779-7710  e-mail: broadcast-info@thmulti.com
For more information and your nearest contact, please visit our website: www.thomsonbroadcast.com

NAB South Hall L19524
TRANSPORT MULTIPLEXER
Motorola, Broadband Communications
Sector TMX-2010
Modular solution for multiplexing, grooming and IP encapsulation of multiple MPEG-2 services; provides either DVB-ASI, DS3, DHEI or SMPTE 310 output transport streams.
Booth: S5412

AUDIO EQUIPMENT RENTAL
TAI Audio Lectrosonics UCR201D
TAI Audio provides sales and service rental of audio equipment, including the Lectrosonics UCR201D diversity frequency-agile receiver; unit’s display shows receiver and transmitter battery status, RF, antenna phase, audio output level, TV channel and frequency.
Booth: S283

THE AZDEN 1000 SERIES...
A QUANTUM LEAP!
The sleek all new Azden 1000 Series, featuring the 1000URX receiver, 1000BT bodypack transmitter, and 1000XT plug-in transmitter, delivers performance and features usually associated with systems costing thousands more.
• 121 UHF channels (723-735MHz) user-selectable, with LCD readout.
• True diversity system with 2 complete front-ends and high-gain antennas.
• Proprietary DLC (Diversity Logic Control) circuitry for reduced dropouts.
• State-of-the-art dielectric filters throughout, for improved image rejection and superior diversity isolation.
• 5th order filters for improved S/N ratio.
• Multi-function LCD shows channel number and frequency, battery info, AF level, and diversity operation.
• Ultra small, lightweight, switchable, Earphone-out w/level control.
• Note: Order cables specifically for your camera and battery configuration.

The 1000URX receiver shown here with the Anton Bauer "Gold Mount". The 1000URX-AB System prices start at $1350 MSRP

VIRTUAL SET
Darim Vision VS2000
Capable of broadcasting a combined 3-D virtual set that is fully interactive with multiple live video feeds; provides intuitive and interactive control of virtual cameras, objects and actors; creates localized programming and can help generate new revenues.
925-251-0178; fax: 925-2551-0184
www.darim.com
Booth: S416

VIDEO TRIPOD
Bogen Photo Manfrotto 540ART
road runner
Weighs 7.7 lbs; designed to support 33 lb ENG cameras; features a leg lock system and an integrated automatic mid-level spreader mechanism; incorporates a padded carrying handle and dual spiked feet.
201-818-9500; fax: 201-818-9177
www.bogenphoto.com
Booth: L10144

PORTABLE CAMERA
Ikegami HK-387pw
Portable campanion with performance and functionality equivalent to the HK-387w; fully compatible with the HK-388 camera series, and uses the same base station and control panels.
201-368-9171; fax: 201-569-1626
www.ikegami.com
Booth: L9711

CINEMATOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT
Band Pro film/video cinematography equipment:
Professional shooting tools and HD cinematography equipment; latest offerings are six Zeiss DigiPrime lenses in B4 mount and Sony's Cinealta 24p HDCAM cinematography-style.
818-841-9655; fax: 818-841-7649
www.bandpro.com
Booth: L11068
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Keep your cool with MT Production (MTP), the new compact digital console dedicated to large-scale multitrack mixing for television and music.

Designed to meet the needs of the world's leading production facilities, MTP incorporates powerful HS processing, to allow instant response to any changes the production demands.

Beneath the proven and familiar control surface, a host of production features provide secure, relaxed operation, even under demanding operational conditions.

+ Massive I/O capability - 192 inputs to mix within a small footprint, 48 fader frame
+ 48 multitrack busses provide clean feeds, mix-minus outputs and simultaneous 5.1 and stereo mixing
+ Discrete control surface allows instant access to the tools you need, the moment you need them
+ Wide-angle TFT screen with advanced graphics and tactile INFO faders provide outstanding information feedback
+ Redundant power supplies, hot-swappable faders and ultrafast start-up features make MTP perfect for mission-critical environments
+ Instant recall of all channel parameters and signal routing streamlines operation and allows fast turn-around
+ Unrivalled SSL quality, support and service

MTP - the perfect solution to the challenges of television and music production.

GET YOUR SHOW ON THE ROAD WITH MTP MOBILE

"The latest addition to our fleet is 'Sterling', a state-of-the-art, 53-foot Expando truck featuring the space-efficient mobile configuration of MT Production. As we consistently use the same freelance engineers, the ability to save and recall their mixes is imperative. When we cover a series of similar events, the automation can save a complete board snapshot that can be recalled in an instant. Future events become a breeze. This saves hours of preparation time and improves the quality of the mix. MTP Mobile provides the seamless integration of the best digital console technology with a sound that simply cannot be matched."

CARTER RUEHRDANZ, PRESIDENT AND CEO, CORPLEX, NORTHFIELD, ILLINOIS

Solid State Logic
INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
Begbroke Oxford OX5 1RU England Tel: +44 (0)1865 842300 Fax: +44 (0)1865 842318
Email: sales@solid-state-logic.com www.solid-state-logic.com

NEW YORK  +1 (1) 212 315 1111
LOS ANGELES  +1 (1) 323 463 4444
TOKYO  +81 (0) 3 5474 1144
PARIS  +33 (0) 1 3460 4666
MILAN  +39 039 2328 094
SINGAPORE  +65 (0) 438 2272
**SPEAKER**

Mackie Designs HR624

Two-way bi-amplified, active speaker system incorporates an elliptical wave-guide for improved dispersion; components include a 6.7-inch high-precision and an extended LF transducer; driver is magnetically shielded.

800-258-6883; fax 425-487-4337

www.mackie.com

Booth: L12855

**TELEPROMPTER**

BDL Autoscript XBOX USB

Small battery powered adapter on the modular teleprompter interfaces with laptops or desktop PCs via the USB port; optional clip-on modules provide a universal mains input and four additional composite video prompt outputs.

+44 20 7538 1427; fax: +44 1252 717 783; www.bdalautoscript.com

Booth: L11377

**HANDHELD MPEG TESTER**

Tektronix AD920

Battery-powered unit identifies faults and reduces downtime; ensures reliability in networks that distribute video, audio and data in digital formats; designed for broadcast installation, maintenance and field service.

800-835-9433; www.tektronix.com

Booth: L8411

**UNCOMPRESSED SOFTWARE SOLUTION**

Pinnacle Systems Cinewave 2.1

Upgrade features real-time support for color correction; offers support for the expansive I/O offerings; breakout box provides an all-in-one I/O solution for video.

650-526-1600; www.pinnaclesys.com

Booth: L10623

**GRAPHICS SYSTEM**

Chyron Duet PCI+

Solution for user-configured environments; includes the 32-bit PCI digital graphics card, Lyric content creation and real-time 2-D/3-D animation capabilities; playback software compatible with iNFiNiT!


Booth: L12200

**DATA MINING AND BUSINESS ANALYSIS TOOL**

Encoda Systems MART

Advanced browser-based access to centralized databases containing detailed spot information; data can be consolidated from various Encoda traffic systems.

303-237-4000; fax: 303-237-0085; www.encodasystems.com

Booth: L8416

**STAND-ALONE CG**

Compix Media VideoCG LCG8000R

Compatible with SDI video and SMPTE 259M; features built-in downstream keyer, windows interface and simultaneous create/run capability; also offers user-definable video timing and adjustment.

310-320-8937; 310-320-8938; www.compixmedia.com

Booth: S3060

**VISUAL EFFECTS SYSTEM SOFTWARE**

Discreet inferno 4.6, flame 7.6 and flint 7.6

Software upgrades offer more than 100 new features and enhancements, focusing on product design, workflow and performance, and extending the range and depth of their toolsets; offers improved performance and creative interactivity for digital artists.

415-547-2457; fax 415-547-2222; www.discreet.com

Booth: 54409

**CHARACTER GENERATOR**

Pixel Power Clarity2 SD

Features dual AMD Athlon Mp1900+ processors; supports dual-channel uncompressed clip playback with key; stores 60 minutes internally and four channels of audio clip playback per video.

+44 1223 721000; fax: +44 1223 721111; www.pixelpower.com

Booth: L19577

**2K PLUS COLOR ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM**

da Vinci 2k plus

Delivers enhancements in color processing including a faster graphical user interface; adds true gamma curve adjustment with increased gamma range; features an improved fixed-vector system; enhanced 2k plus key bus.

954-688-5604; fax 954-575-5936; www.daysys.com

Booth: L6103

**VISUAL EFFECTS SYSTEMS**

Discreet inferno 4.6, flame 7.6 and flint 7.6

Software upgrades offer more than 100 new features and enhancements, focusing on product design, workflow and performance, and extending the range and depth of their toolsets; offers improved performance and creative interactivity for digital artists.

415-547-2457; fax 415-547-2222; www.discreet.com

Booth: 54409
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Booth: L11377
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800-835-9433; www.tektronix.com
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**UNCOMPRESSED SOFTWARE SOLUTION**
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Encoda Systems MART

Advanced browser-based access to centralized databases containing detailed spot information; data can be consolidated from various Encoda traffic systems.
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**STAND-ALONE CG**

Compix Media VideoCG LCG8000R

Compatible with SDI video and SMPTE 259M; features built-in downstream keyer, windows interface and simultaneous create/run capability; also offers user-definable video timing and adjustment.

310-320-8937; 310-320-8938; www.compixmedia.com

Booth: S3060

**CHARACTER GENERATOR**

Pixel Power Clarity2 SD

Features dual AMD Athlon Mp1900+ processors; supports dual-channel uncompressed clip playback with key; stores 60 minutes internally and four channels of audio clip playback per video.

+44 1223 721000; fax: +44 1223 721111; www.pixelpower.com

Booth: L19577

**2K PLUS COLOR ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM**

da Vinci 2k plus

Delivers enhancements in color processing including a faster graphical user interface; adds true gamma curve adjustment with increased gamma range; features an improved fixed-vector system; enhanced 2k plus key bus.

954-688-5604; fax 954-575-5936; www.daysys.com

Booth: L6103

**VISUAL EFFECTS SYSTEM SOFTWARE**

Discreet inferno 4.6, flame 7.6 and flint 7.6

Software upgrades offer more than 100 new features and enhancements, focusing on product design, workflow and performance, and extending the range and depth of their toolsets; offers improved performance and creative interactivity for digital artists.

415-547-2457; fax 415-547-2222; www.discreet.com

Booth: 54409
Bring a sense of well being to your control room.

Calm. At Peace.

Reach the highest level of ergonomic enlightenment by choosing the Trinix routing switcher family, enabled with Broadlinx technology. Trinix can take you to the next step in facility discovery. In addition to our amazingly dense 128x128 in 8 RU's and 256x256 in 15 RU's, contemplate our new 512x512 Trinix router in only 28 RU's. Trinix with Broadlinx gives you the advanced status monitoring and configuration you've always envisioned, allowing you real, useful communication to and from all active modules in the Trinix frame. Reach this information via SNMP or HTTP (webpage). All front accessible I/O matrix boards, fan modules, and identical power supplies are interchangeable between the 3 Trinix chassis's, allowing for minimum upgrade and support cost of ownership. It's the kind of product performance you can expect from the same team that created the Venus2001 routing switcher.

Trinix - It's a transformational experience. Broadlinx - Empower your facility.

Visit us at NAB Booth Number L19524
GRAPHICS SYSTEM
Stardrive Solutions Stardrive desktop design
Delivers your site’s entire selection of graphics and CG templates to the user’s desktop; journalists then populate these WYSIWYG templates with text and graphics, and can preview the results on their workstations.

HD TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR
Ensemble Designs Avenue 7405:
Provides four HD serial digital outputs and genlocks to tri-level sync or composite video; offers a wide variety of test signals that are user selectable; supports 1080i, 1080p, 720p and 1080sf; modules can be updated with current software as new formats and test signals are added.

IMAGE REPAIR KIT
Options International Scratchbox
HD and SD image repair and scratch removal system designed for fast image retouching operations; combines uncompressed storage and matting operations; its internal compositor delivers immediate response.

PROFILE ENCODER/DECODER
Miranda Media Networks DV-45 MPEG 4:2:2
Profile encoder and decoder codecs with SDI and digital audio I/O; modules are compatible with existing DV-45 chassis.

THE LOOK OF KINO FLO®
Kino Flo® True Match® lighting mixes seamlessly with tungsten or daylight sources. Designed by award-winning lighting pros, Kino Flos are cool to the touch. They’re portable, energy efficient and lamps can operate outside a fixture.

Visit the Kino Flo website to find out more about True Match lighting.

Image captured with 8f1 Megas as shown.
Together, we capture history every day.

Your professional expertise and Sony Professional Media. It's the perfect partnership for recording events that shape our world. And uniquely co-engineered Sony media and recorders are the perfect partnership for delivering standard setting durability and reliability. Following a long tradition of combined recorder and media innovation, Sony develops the most demanded video formats. We continually work to enhance your ability to capture history in all its details—and preserve it for tomorrow. Trust every moment to Sony Professional Media. For more information, visit our Web site at www.mediabysony.com

Sony Professional Media. Your partner in recording and preserving history.
WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
Canon Canobeam DT-50/HD-SDI
Optical beam communications system for wireless transmission of bi-directional digital video signals including HD; used for distances up to 1.25 miles.
800-321-4388; www.canonbroadcast.com
Booth: L10600

HIGH-SPEED DATA TERMINAL
GMPCS Personal Communications TT CapSat mobile messenger
Offers rates up to 64 kbits/s; fully automatic tracking antenna with different moving options; 10-32 V DC power supply, transceiver and handset cradle plus cables; standard Mini-M voice, fax and data operation at 2.4 kbits/s.
954-973-3100; fax: 954-973-4800; www.gmpcs-us.com
Booth: S9943

WEBCASTING TOOL
Thomson/Grass Valley Group Webable
Streamlines the process of moving material from the Profile XP media platform to the Web; features a simple drag-and-drop method for creating streaming media; allows users to locate and view media assets, and encode them for online viewing.
530-478-3000; fax: 530-478-3755; www.grassvalleygroup.com
Booth: L19524

REVIEW SYSTEM
Imagine Products TEP-mail
E-mail-based collaboration and review applet for video producers to share video logs; only a Web browser is required at the recipient's end to look at video clips, comment on them, and with the click of a button send those comments back to the shooter.
317-843-0706; www.imagineproducts.com
Booth: L12803

DUALBAND ANTENNA
Dielectric Communications TUV-M and TUV-I
These new additions are ideal for the low and mid-band (channels 2-6) VHF broadcaster who has a UHF DTV channel with limited tower capacity or aperture; superturnstile antenna for VHF service.
207-655-8152; fax: 207-655-7120; www.dielectric.com
Booths: L2915, L8442

RECEIVER
Azden 1000URX
Features true diversity electronics in conjunction with removable twin high-gain antennas and Azden's proprietary diversity logic control (DLC) circuitry for superior, noise-free reception; uses dielectric filters for improved image rejection and fifth-order filters for an improved S/N ratio.
516-328-7500; fax: 516-328-7506; www.azdencorp.com
Booth: L2562

INTERNET SERVICE
Accuweather Accuweather.com Alert
Opt-in Internet-based service delivers weather forecasts and information to users' desktops or e-mail; designed to cross-promote broadcast and Web content; available in a co-branded model to provide stations with advertising revenue.
814-235-8638; fax: 814-235-8609; www.accuweather.com
Booth: L12233

TWO-ANTENNA TRUE DIVERSITY RECEIVER
Avalon RF DX502/DX602
Intended for low-weight mobile applications; the DX502 tuning frequency range is from 900 MHz to 999 MHz in steps of 1 MHz; the DX602 tuning frequency range is from 2350 MHz to 2483 MHz in steps of 1 MHz; broadcasts quality FM video signals and two FM modulated audio subcarriers; powered by an external battery or AC adapter.
Booth: S1528

DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDER BOARD
Fast Forward Video RECON
When combined with notebook hard drives or solid-state memory, provides a cost-efficient, small DVR solution; features broadcast-quality video capture and playback at 60 fps.
949-852-8404; fax: 949-852-1226; www.ffv.com
Booth: L5553

MEDIA STORAGE
Ciprico diMEDA 2400:
NAS performance levels exceeding 75 Mbits/s aggregate bandwidth is delivered through a single node; features fault-tolerant dual-node architecture.
763-551-4000; fax: 763-551-4002; www.ciprico.com
Booth: S5733
How many black dots can you see?

TANDBERG Television is ready to help you with solutions that are changing the face of broadcasting. Maximize your digital broadcast opportunities, with visionary solutions that allow business models to be flexible and successful.

Worldwide, our systems drive the contribution and distribution of materials, enable the inclusion of high quality video in the broadband triple play mix and deliver direct-to-home cable, terrestrial and satellite television.

If it’s your business to deliver television, share the vision.

www.tandberg.tv.com
**SOUND ABSORBER**

Acoustics First Cutting Wedge:

Creates seamless absorptive walls and enhances imaging by reducing unwanted reflections; “2000” design enables you to increase thickness by nesting layers instead of buying different and incompatible products; you can control energy hotspots by adding two or three nested layers.

804-342-2900; fax: 804-342-1107

www.acousticsfirst.com

Booth: L1957

**LOGO GENERATOR**

Miranda Technologies DLG series

Configured as a basic logo inserter; gradually expands to include EAS insertion, input switching, AB mixing, still store, text insertion, audio storage and insertion, automation control, and full master control panel capability.

514-333-1772; fax: 514-333-9828; www.miranda.com

Booth: L10611

**EDITING SYSTEM**

Pinnacle Systems Cinewave HD

Delivers native 24-frame film editing from acquisition to distribution; features real-time compositing, filters, and image and motion control; complete system for uncompressed SD and HD content creation.

650-526-1800; www.pinnacle.com

Booth: L10623

**PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL A/V MIXER**

Panasonic WJ-MX50A

Four sources can be switched and any two of them routed to the program buses; A/B program buses can be monitored at the A/B program outputs while the mixed picture is monitored at the preview output; compatible with a wide variety of video editing devices.

800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast

Booth: L7214

**3-D DVE OPTION**

Ross Video Squeeze & Tease 3-D

Addition to the Synergy digital production switcher; brings 3-D manipulation, perspective, sub-pixel motion and scaling to Squeeze & Tease’s ability to fly any type of key.

613-652-4886; fax: 613-652-4425; www.rossvideo.com

Booth: L11429

**Portable Media Communications**

Nera World Communicator

The Nera World Communicator is a portable 64Kbps/ISDN compatible satellite data modem enabling remote:

- LAN
- Internet and Intranet access
- E-Mail
- Live Video
- Store-and-Forward Video
- High Quality Audio Broadcast
- Transfer Large Files

from anywhere on the globe. For even faster transmission speed, dual-optional software allows transmissions at 128Kbps, using two terminals.

GMPCS Personal Communications, Inc.

1923 NW 40th Court, Pompano Beach, FL 33064, USA

P: +1-954-973-3100; F: +1-954-973-4800; In US: 888-664-6727

Shop On-Line @ www.gmpcs-us.com

Visit us at NAB Booth #S9944

APRIL 2002
You Don't Have To Tape It Any More!
Pioneer Makes DVD Recording Real Time - Real Simple

Ten DVD discs in 1/8" jewel cases occupy the same space as 1 Beta SP tape. Now, archived video on DVD frees up your valuable storage space and gives you room to get down to business.

Introducing Pioneer's new Pro DVD-Video Recorder, the PRV-9000

Once again Pioneer has developed advancements in DVD technology that improve your business.

The PRV-9000 records DVD-Video with the press of a button Real Time - Real Simple.

Search for and retrieve your DVD-Video in seconds on DVD-R or DVD-RW media.

With Pioneer's 2 Year Warranty and 24/7 Technical Support / Replacement Program, Pioneer is the right choice for DVD Recording.

For more information, contact 1-800-527-3766 • www.pioneerelectronics.com

Visit us at NAB Booth #S3320 - Sands Convention Center - April 8-11,2002
VIDEO CAPTURE CARD
AJA Video KONA:
Kona-SD is a 10-bit uncompressed SDI video capture and output card with QuickTime compatibility; Kona-HD is a high-definition video capture and output card; both capture and output video with one channel I/O; features a robust audio system with AES inputs for 6 ch asynchronous audio at 32-96 KHz.
530-274-2048; fax: 530-274-9442; www.aja.com
Booth: L12257

VIDEO/AUDIO/DATA MULTIPLEXER
Opticomm FMX-48000
Compatible with PAL, NTSC and SECAM video signals; features include multimode or single-mode operation over one fiber, 7 MHz or 10 MHz video bandwidth, true DC restoration and flat frequency response.
858-450-0143; fax: 858-450-0155; www.opticomm.com
Booth: S4833

WIDEBAND 32X32 ROUTING SWITCHERS
PESA Switching Systems Cougar

PLUG-INS FOR IQ AND NEW GRAPHICS PRODUCTS
Quantel IQ plug-ins
Suite includes a total of 17 effects and transitions; sensible defaults allow straightforward effects and transitions to be quickly set up and executed; comprehensive parameter controls are available for precision tweaking and execution.
+44 1635 482 22; fax: +44 1635 815 815; www.quantel.com
Booth: L8449

TRANSRATING AND STATISTICAL RE-MULTIPLEXING SOLUTION
Scientific-Atlanta Transis RateCompressor
Employes new Intellirate transrating technologies such as closed loop processing; can handle large bit-rate reductions; its Smartstart feature makes setup simple for operators; can be added easily to existing installation when transrating is required.
770-236-6190; fax: 770-236-6464; www.scientificatlanta.com
Booth: S4522

MOTION-COMPENSATED VIDEO ARCHIVE PROCESSOR
Snell & Wilcox Archangel Enhancements include an expanded filter set for the real-time restoration of film and video-based archives; uses Ph.c phase correlation technology, which allows the noise-reduction circuitry to differentiate between noise and motion within the footage.
+44 20 8917 4300; +44 20 8607 9466; www.snellwilcox.com
Booth: L9837

BROADBAND SOLUTIONS
TANDBERG Television broadband solutions
Designed to deliver broadcast-quality TV, interactive and video-on-demand services over IP; products include ITTV delivery platform, ITTV portal and ITTV pilot, a cost-effective, packaged solution that provides operators with all they need to deliver video over the network in one package.
+44 23 80 84 197; fax: +44 23 80 84 330; www.tandbergtv.com
Booth: S4555

IP GATEWAY
Thales Broadcast & Multimedia OPAL
Designed for high-speed Internet data broadcasting over any DVB-compliant network; dedicated to encapsulate Internet data into an MPEG-2 transport stream; supports Optimux, a technology that optimizes IP data insertion.
+33 1 34 90 31 00; fax: +33 1 34 90 30 00; www.thales-bm.com
Booth: L8700

PATCHBAYS
Switchcraft SWC MVP/SWC VAP
New line of mid-size video jacks, patchcords and patchbays.
773-792-2700; fax: 773-792-2129; www.switchcraft.com
Booth: L5649

INTERNET-ENABLED AUDIO/VIDEO SERVERS
Panasonic IDVR-100 and IDVR-200
Both models are capable of playing approximately 30 minutes of MPEG-2 HD encoded video at the nominal 19 Mbits/s data rate from a single 7.4 GByte capacity DVD-R or DVD-RAM disk; can play back 24-frame and 60-frame progressive HD images plus stereo or optional 5.1 channel surround sound.
800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: L7214
The new generation of HD production switchers

- Machine Control
- Powerful HD Chromakeyers
- 20 Aux Busses
- 90 Inputs
- 4 M/E in a 12 rack units mainframe
- Deliverable Now

Achieves the highest definition for your live and post production.
**DV DESKTOP EDITING VTR**
Panasonic AG-DV2000
Delivers digital component video quality of more than 500 lines of resolution and a high S/N ratio of 50 db; records for more than two hours with full editing capabilities; features one-touch editing keys and versatile programmed editing functions, including assemble editing for up to 40 scenes and insert editing.
800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: L7214

---

**DVC PRO CAMCORDER**
Thomson Multimedia
LDK 140
Offers 22-bit digital signal processing capabilities; designed for camera operators who are challenged by a broad range of assignments requiring frequent adaptation to the requirements of diverse customers.
818-729-7700; fax: 818-729-7710; www.thomsonbroadcast.com
Booth: L19524

---

**ROUTER**
Chyron Pro-Bel Sirius
Features built-in analog and digital signal conversion for video and audio; different formats can be mixed and matched within the same frames; supports up to 128x128.
Booth: L12200

---

**TELE ZOOM LENS**
Thales Angenieux ENG Tele 26x7.8af.hr
Combines the widest angle f7.8 mm to a 26x zoom ratio; focal range covers most applications from f7.8 mm to f203 mm, reaching f406 mm with the built-in range extender; features fast aperture of f/1.8.
+04 77 90 78 00; fax: +04 77 90 78 01
www.angenieux.com
Booth: L9332

---

**DIGITAL BATTERY**
Anton/Bauer Propac 14
Extends runtimes of up to five hours on DVC format camcorders; does not require limiting when operating both a camera and on-camera ultralight up to 85 W.
203-929-1100; fax: 203-929-9935
www.antonbauer.com
Booths: L19507, L7203

---

**BROADCAST CONSOLE**
Calrec Audio Sigma 100
Available in four processing/input configurations and three frame sizes; includes a variety of input and output interfaces; provides high levels of redundancy, with hot-swappable cards and panels; all channels include four-band EQ, separate filters and mix-minus outputs.
+44 1422 842159; fax: +44 1422 845244
www.calrec.com
Booth: L2263
Moving 5.1-channel surround sound through your DTV station is hardly child's play. Dolby E, however, offers an easy solution to automate your multichannel audio delivery. Along with eight channels of audio, Dolby E carries metadata, which automatically changes the channel configuration between stereo and 5.1, and controls the loudness at the local affiliate station.

The DP572 Dolby E Decoder allows you to pass through Dolby E from the network, mix in local audio as a voice-over, or switch over to local audio when upconverting. The DP572 also automatically delivers clean audio transitions to the downstream Dolby Digital (AC-3) encoder. With Dolby E you can forget about the audio and focus on the grownup problems—like getting your DTV station on air.
PROGRAMMABLE SOURCE-ASSIGNMENT PANEL
Clear-Com RCS-2000
Accessory to Clear-Com's party-line; main switching unit is an eight-channel by 24-station group assignment matrix; up to six RCS-2000s can be wired together; programmable via PC; offers remote controlled switching for medium to large systems.
510-496-6666; fax: 510-496-6699; www.clear-com.com
Booth: L8463

12-BIT COMPONENT DIGITIZER
Fortel DTV ADC-331
Generates three SDI outputs; input signals can be in RGB, Betacam, MII, SMPTE or EBU format; automatic scaling is controlled by front-panel selection of the input format; input luminance is accepted with or without setup.
770-806-0234; fax: 770-806-0244; www.forteldtv.com
Booth: L21306

DIGI SCOPE
Hamlet Video Digi Scope
Provides the same high level of functionality and ease of integration but without the integral screen, displaying on any external monitor (SDI, component YUV or RGB, composite or SVGA) wherever the measurement display is required.
+44 1494 793 763; fax: +44 1494 791 283; www.hamlet.co.uk
Booth: L12500

TRANSMITTER
Harris UHF solid-state ATSC transmitter
Features 460 W or 900 W from a single compact cabinet; includes an FCC mask filler built-in for ease of installation; its real-time adaptive correction (RTAC) system provides continuous and automatic correction for linear distortions; uses a 320x240 pixel color touch screen.
321-727-9207; www.harris.com
Booth: L1351

BATTERY SYSTEM
IDX Technologies Endura
Allows two E-50 direct mount batteries to be stacked together on a camera back; fits directly onto newer cameras that have the wedge style V-mount already built in; uses the lithium ion technology.
310-891-2800; fax: 310-891-3600; www.idxtek.com
Booth: L11349

WIRELESS INTERCOM
Telex Communications BTR800
Features two intercom channels, stage announce with relay closure, wireless talkaround, 1440 frequencies and all metal beltpacks.
952-884-4051; fax: 952-884-0043; www.telex.com
Booth: L8437

WIRELESS CAMERA MODULE
Broadcast Microwave Services
Carry-Coder
Module provides wireless digital transmission of audio and video signals; can be installed in a backpack or plugged directly into the back of most professional video cameras; also available in a package for helicopter applications.
800-669-6667; fax: 858-391-3049; www.bms-inc.com
Booth: L4912

GLOBAL SATELLITE SYSTEM
Intelsat global satellite services
Broadcast services support satellite news gathering; special events, such as news, sports and entertainment; studio-to-studio; television broadcasting; and direct-to-home.
+44 208 899 6035; fax: +44 208 899 6194; www.intelsat.com
Booth: S9033

NONLINEAR EDITOR
BOXX HDBOX
Editor offers variable frame rate support for Panasonic's AJ-HDC27V HD cinema camera; features 10-bit and eight-bit YUV and eight-bit RGB support; system supports all HD and SD formats, including 16:9 aspect ratios and 2k film resolution.
512-835-0400; fax: 512-835-0434; www.boxxtech.com
Booth: S2329

TRANSMITTER
Al (formerly Acrodyne Industries)
Quantum QEXD1
Remote parameter monitoring available; alternative to going low power in NTSC or DTV; offers a budget-conscious version of high-power quantum in a single-cabinet, single-tube system.
410-568-2105; fax: 410-568-1546; www.acrodyne.com
Booth: L8457

PARALLEL HD/SD DIGITAL DISK RECORDER
Leitch dpsReality HD
Work on projects for both HD and SD formats and DVD and Internet distribution; make edit decisions and preview work on SD equipment while producing HD material; HD VCRS and monitors can be used throughout the process.
757-548-2300; fax: 757-548-0019; www.leitch.com
Booth: L19511
Instant worldwide broadcast distribution

Intelsat's reliability, flexibility and global coverage make us the industry leader in video transmission. We bring the world to your viewers.

Every day, our satellites deliver cable, broadcast and direct-to-home programming to TV markets everywhere. Whether it's news, sports or entertainment, with Intelsat's global satellite fleet, programmers can uplink or downlink from virtually anywhere on earth.

Where the earth meets the sky, Intelsat inspires connections. To connect, contact us at: broadcast.services@intelsat.com

www.intelsat.com/broadcast
COMMUNITY BROADCAST FACILITY

Spectrasite Broadcast Group community broadcast facility

Allows multiple broadcasters to use a common transmission site in order to shorten project timelines and preserve capital; Spectrasite obtains the site, gets zoning approval, and builds and manages the facility.

888-468-0112; www.spectrasite.com
Booth: L6841

AUDIO RECORDER

360 Systems Digicart-E

New networkable audio recorder operates at 16 or 24 bits and at all sample rates; features a large LCD display; files are compatible with earlier Digicarts; editing tasks include trims, fades and level adjustments.

818-991-0360; fax: 818-994-1366; www.360systems.com
Booth: L2034

AUDIO MIXER

Henry Engineering Micromixer

Four-input, two-output stereo mixer for line-level sources; balanced bridging inputs accept balanced and unbalanced sources; provides adjustment from off to +10 dB of gain.

626-355-3656; fax: 626-355-0077; www.henryeng.com
Booth: L3102
Do you really think buying second best will save you money?

In the digital world, quality is no longer a luxury – it's an economic necessity.

Flawless pictures consume far less bandwidth in storage and transmission. High quality masters create more profitable repurposing opportunities.

Any signal shortcomings will be mercilessly exposed by today's high resolution digital and HD displays.

Our products are designed to be the very best at what they do – to preserve or improve the quality of your pictures. Whatever the process.

And because business is business, they're also designed to give you the very best value for money. Whatever the price point.

As our track record shows, it's a winning formula.

So if the first name you think of for quality is Snell & Wilcox, why settle for second best?

Find out more about 'The Business Case for Quality' on our booth at NAB 2002 # L8387.
CAMERA INTERCONNECTION SYSTEM
LEMO USA 3K.93C

Hybrid fiber optic HD camera interconnection system that, by using fiber optics, allows transmission over longer distances and at higher levels of definition; has a compact design with two single-mode fiber contacts, two power contacts and two signal contacts.
707-578-0811; fax: 707-578-0869; www.lemousa.com
Booth: L11262

BOOMSETS
Sennheiser HMD series

Lightweight design; 102 dB SPL headphones monitoring system attenuates ambient noise by 32 dB; features a supercardioid microphone mounted on a flexible, acoustically isolated boom.
800-434-9190; fax: 800-434-1759; www.sennheiser.com
Booth: L2923

MASTER CONTROL SYSTEM
Harris MC-PK DTV

Comparably priced to individual components that need to be integrated into a system; available in four basic models with a wide range of configurations and options; versions are available for either single-channel HD or single-channel HD/SD applications.
513-459-3400; fax: 513-701-5323; www.harris.com
Booth: L5414

SIGNAL GENERATOR
HORITA BSG-50

Multiple-output blackburst, sync pulse and audio tone generator; six user-configurable BNC video/pulse outputs; sync signals may be set individually as composite sync, composite blanking, H drive or V drive; also features a separate buffer for each output.
949-489-0240; fax: 949-489-0242; www.horita.com
Booth: L19961

TRIPOD SERIES
Miller Fluid Heads Sprinter

Features include dual, side-action Sprint-Loks, fully variable mid-level spreader, rapid setup transport clips, sprint-grip carry handle and reinforced 100 mm bowl.
973-857-8300; fax: 973-857-8188; www.miller.com
Booth: L18942

AUDIO PRODUCTION CONSOLE
Midas Broadcast 2000

Offers an eight-input pre-selector that is split into two halves; the first four inputs are set up for mic inputs, and the second set of four inputs are set up for line inputs.
+44 1562 741515; fax: +44 1562 745371; www.midasconsoles.com
Booth: L8437

LOW-DELAY MPEG-2 ENCODER
Standard Communications L1000

Features encoding delay of less than 100 ms in either 4:2:2 or 4:2:0 formats; dissipates less than 20 W of power on AC or battery operation; switchable between DVB-T or DVB-S modulation; suitable for SNG, ENG and action sports.
310-532-5300; fax: 310-532-0397; www.standardcomms.com
Booth: S8133

TIME BASE CORRECTOR/VIDEO SYNCHRONIZER
Prime Image Model Digital 50 III

TBC/synchronizer includes full proc amp control on all inputs; features freeze control for either field or a frame, and full-time or selectable composite color bar generator.
408-867-6515; fax: 408-926-7294; www.primeimageinc.com
Booth: L12253

ASPECT RATIO CONVERTER
Leitch ARC-6001

Dual standard (525/626) serial digital 270 Mbits/s aspect ratio converter supported in the Genesis platform; allows conversion from ratios such as 4:3, 14:9, 16:9, and 21:9 to 4:3, 14:9, 16:9, and 21:9, and will perform picture aspect ratio conversion on a video signal under GPI control or automatically.
800-231-9673; fax: 757-548-0019; www.leitch.com
Booth: L19511

CONSTANT EFFICIENCY AMPLIFIER
Northrop Grumman Electron Devices L-4200 series

Next generation of high-power broadcast tubes for the UHF television industry; operates at peak powers up to 130 kW; offers a 50 percent improvement in efficiency compared with a standard IOT when operated in digital service.
570-326-3561; fax: 570-326-2930; www.littonedd.com
Booth: L6256

MAGNETIC MEDIA PRODUCTS
Maxell professional media magnet media products

Media family includes digital products such as Digital Betacam, Betacam SP, Betacam SX, DVCPRO, HDCam, D-5, D-2 and D-3.
201-794-5900; fax: 201-796-8790; www.maxell.com
Booth: L8964

VIDEO SERVER
Seachange International Broadcast Mediaservers

Stand-alone video servers use RAID5 storage to scale to 490 hours of storage; handles 4:2:2/4:2:0 MPEG-2 and MPEG-1 media files.
978-897-0100; fax: 978-897-0132; www.seachange.com
Booth: L19564

730 broadcastengineering.com
Inter BEE 2002
International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition 2002
November 20-22, 2002  Nippon Convention Center (Makuhari Messe)

Ensure a prominent position in broadcast opportunities.

The International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition (Inter BEE) is a key event for professionals in broadcast, video, and audio technology. Participation as an exhibitor can help ensure your influence on new developments, and make the most of new prospects.

This year's event is expected to attract a larger turnout than ever. More than 500 exhibitors will show the latest systems and technologies, while as many as 30,000 industry experts worldwide are anticipated to attend. It's an ideal venue for conveying credentials and networking with innovators in many fields, and an important way to gain an "edge" in the future of broadcasting.

Inter BEE 2002 also offers important opportunities for insight through a wide range of symposiums and seminars. These programs will be led by prominent broadcast, audio, and software producers, as well as systems hardware developers.

Secure your exhibition space now and take your place among decision makers at Inter BEE 2002. It's the right spot to be for broadcast opportunities.

For more information on Inter BEE 2002, contact:
Japan Electronics Show Association
Sumitomo Shibadaimon Bldg. 2 Gokan, 1-12-16, Shibadaimon, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-0012, Japan
Fax.: +81-3-5402-7605  E-mail: bee@jesa.or.jp  URL: http://bee.jesa.or.jp/

Exhibition Categories
- Audio Equipment
- Cameras and Related Equipment
- Recording Equipment
- Editing and Production Equipment
- Electronic Displays
- System Conversion Equipment
- Output Systems
- Relay Systems
- Transmission Systems
- Lighting Equipment
- Measuring Equipment
- Transmission Cables
- Electric Power Units
- HDTV Systems
- Satellite Broadcasting Systems
- Virtual Systems
- CG Production Systems
- DVD Systems
- Multimedia Systems
- Software
- Multiplex Broadcasting Systems
- Others
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
Fiber Options B780G

Designed to support RGB signals for projector and plasma display screens and XVGA (1600x1200) computer systems with resolution up to 2k by 2k pixels; features both BNC and HD-15 computer interface connectors.
Booth: L11043

NONLINEAR EDITING SYSTEM
Panasonic newsBYTE50:
DVCPRO50/DVCPRO native nonlinear editing system with a dual, built-in 50 Mbits/s, 4:2:2 DVCPRO50/DVCPRO VTR; features the ability to load DVCPRO50 video at 2x real time; load DVCPRO video at 4x real time; also offers high-speed, lossless DVCPRO50/DVCPRO transfers to/from tape, direct recording to the timeline and an easy-to-use interface.
800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: L7214

LONG-PLAY STUDIO VTR
Panasonic AJ-HD 1600 VTR
Records for up to 124 minutes on a single cassette; can play back all DV-based cassettes; offers eight 16-bit PCM audio channels to accommodate 5.1 surround sound plus stereo sound mixes.
800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: L7214

OPTICAL NETWORK TESTER
Acterna Optical Network Management System (ONMS)
Offers operators significant commercial advantage through increased productivity, reduced network downtime and easier, faster network provisioning; monitors the physical and optical layers of the fiber network from a single, stand-alone remote test unit; Web-enabled.
301-353-1550; fax: 301-353-9080; www.acterna.com
Booth: S8863

LCD SCOPE
Hamlet Video LCD Scope
Multiformat CRT replacement technology for monitoring composite, component, YC and SDI video, as well as analog and embedded audio.
+44 1494 793 763; fax: +44 1494 791 283; www.hamlet.com
Booth: L12500

Arri Lighting...In Any Case.

Arri Lighting Kits combine superb performance and durability with a full range of accessories for great ready-to-shoot lighting packages. Choose from 22 different kits and find the one that's right for your production needs.

Film, tape or digital. The lighting possibilities are endless... in any case.

For more information, call 845-353-1400, or email lighting@arri.com.
MULTI-MASTER FINISHING INCREASES YOUR FLEXIBILITY (LIKE YOU AREN'T ALREADY BENDING OVER BACKWARDS FOR CLIENTS)

smoke

Speed. Power. And flexibility. Discreet’s smoke delivers them all. Taking our industry leading Multi-Master Editing technology one step further, smoke gives you a single system for creating, editing and finishing multiple masters, from 2K to HD to 601. Whatever your client needs, you can deliver. What’s more, you benefit from Discreet’s legacy of Academy Award-winning effects, 3D capabilities and OMFI imports. So let the strength of smoke help you get the job done. And be prepared to bend. But never break.

Call Discreet today at 1-800-869-3504 or visit www.discreet.com
KEYBOARD AND TRACKBALL COMBO
ERGO 2000 Stealth series S2-17
Requires the least amount of space of any 17-inch flat panel, keyboard and trackball combo; provides a large viewable area; the unit utilizes only a single 1RU space when closed.
714-992-0874; fax: 714-992-2131
www.ergo2000.com
Booth: L2169

BROADCAST APPLICATIONS
BBC Technology broadcast applications
Commercial subsidiary of BBC shows visitors practical applications in A/D conversion, media asset management and interactive TV.
+44 208 6249468; www.bbctechnology.com
Booth: S3952

FURNITURE
Solutions Custom Furnishings ready-to-assemble furniture
Accommodates dual under-bridge rack space; features two side-by-side variable-height rack space units; includes two-position folding desk leg to accommodate single- or multi-user seating.
562-906-9000; fax: 562-906-9100; www.marketec.com/solutions
Booth: S2729

PORTABLE DIGITAL AUDIO ANALYZER
Terrasonde digital audio toolbox
DSP-powered unit has four main sets of I/O connectors, two digital inputs, digital output and analog output, as well as word clock in and out and a serial port; supports AES, S/PDIF, TOSLINK and ADAT at bit depths of 24 bits and sample rates to 96 kHz.
303-545-5848; fax: 303-545-6066; www.terrasonde.com
Booth: L2103

UHF SOLID-STATE TRANSMITTER
Thales Broadcast & Multimedia Ultimate
Covers analog power from 500W to 60 kW and in digital from 125W to 15 kW rms; allows easy upgrade of transmitters from analog to digital changing the exciter.
413-569-0116; fax: 413-569-0679; www.thales-bm.com
Booth: L11068

MINI-DV CAMCORDER
Panasonic AG-DVX100
Captures cinema-style, 24-frame progressive scanned images; equipped with three 1/3-inch progressive scan CCDs; offers a high sensitivity of f1 at 2000 lux.
800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: L7214

MONITOR
Data Check Tuner Six Pack Model 26040
Built-in, cable-ready tuners; channels can be manually set or controlled through Data Check’s proprietary software; visual alarms for loss of signal, video and/or audio; monitors up to 240 channels simultaneously; enables channel communication under password protection.
858-578-0101; fax: 858-578-9215
www.datacheck.com
Booth: L2272

LENS
Thales Angenieux Tele 26x7.8 AIF HR
Combines the widest angle F7.8 mm to a 26x zoom ratio; focal range should cover most applications from F7.8 mm to F203 mm, reaching F406 mm with the built-in range extender; the f/1.8 will make this lens the fastest lens available today at equivalent focal lengths.
+04 77 90 78 00; fax: +04 77 90 78 01; www.angenieux.com
Booth: L9332

FIBER MANAGEMENT TRAYS
ADC Telecommunications FMT
Configurable slack storage tray offers bulk storage for up to 60 fibers and discrete slack storage for up to 16 fibers; the termination-only fiber management tray provides termination for 24 or 32 fibers in an all-front-access design; provides the flexibility and designs necessary for practically every application.
952-917-0306; fax: 952-917-0648; www.adc.com
Booth: L19849

SUNSHADE
16x9 DV Sunshade
4” x 4” sunshade designed for DV camcorders; facilitates professional filter effects, precision flair control and fine-tuning of lighting; system includes a full-sized rectangular shade, a housing for most DV lenses, a French flag, one rotating and one fixed 4x4 filterholder, plus a clamp adapter.
818-972-2839; fax: 818-972-2832; www.16x9inc.com
Booth: L11068

AURAL EXCITER
Aphex 204
Aural exciter with optical big bottom features two independent channels; internal power supply; XLR and ¼-inch I/O connectors; updated circuitry for improved overall sound quality and user flexibility; able to restore the natural brightness, clarity and presence that is often lost during analog/digital conversions.
818-767-2929; fax: 818-767-2641; www.aphex.com
Booth: L2434
JUST GOES TO SHOW YOU HOW IMPORTANT IT IS TO HAVE A GOOD ROLE MODEL.

The Epica-128 is the next big evolution in large I/O matrix switching. Featuring modular architecture, this box gives you serious field expandability—start as small as 16x16 and scale up to 128 x 128. And it packs a punch too, delivering a full 300 MHz of Ultra-Wideband performance. All at a price that's virtually unheard of for a matrix switcher of such stature. And best of all, the Epica-128 comes with the AutoPatch lifetime parts warranty.* If anything should need repair or replacement, we'll take care of it free, forever. To learn more about the Epica-128, call 800-622-0246 ext. 3181 or visit www.autopatch.com/epica.

All the power of the Epica-256 in a new 128 x 128 size.

Introducing the Epica-128™

**Tech-Box**

- Ultra-Wideband 300 MHz bandwidth in a fully loaded 128 x 128 configuration.
- Routes composite, Y/C, S-Video, RGB, component HDTV, analog audio, Serial Digital, and more.
- Input/Output: Both modular in increments of 16 to a maximum of 128 per signal type.
- I/O boards and power supplies are hot-swappable and feature toa-free extraction.
- Integrated self-diagnostic suite minimizes downtime.

A Division of XN Technologies, Inc.
2416 Cheney-Spokane Rd Cheney, WA 99004-0350
509-235-1036 ext. 3181 (U.S.) 800-622-0246 ext. 3181 Fax 509-235-2646
www.autopatch.com

©2001 XN Technologies, Inc.
*Subject to certain conditions. See warranty brochure for details.
LonTalk® is a trademark of Echelon Corporation.

NAB, Booth # L13748
DIGITAL VIDEO PLAYER
Adtec edje-DVD
Hard drive-based digital video player and a network appliance including a DVD drive for disconnected data management; designed for integration into global multimedia networks or disconnected locations, it facilitates dynamic MPEG and bitmap audiovisual presentations without the use of a personal computer.
615-256-6619; fax: 615-256-6593
www.adtecinc.com
Booth: S3633

ONLINE CHARACTER GENERATOR
Aston Aston Red
Combines purpose-built VLIW graphics processing power with PowerPC G4 technology to deliver an unprecedented level of speed and functionality to the broadcast user; exploits Aston’s ViVid multi-processor architecture, providing high-speed rendering and huge animation capabilities while maintaining full compatibility with Aston’s other CGs.
+44 1252 836221; fax: +44 1252 837923; www.aston.tv
Booth: L22900

HD MONITORING SOLUTION
Astro Systems DM-3000
Provides the ultimate HD monitoring solutions for field camera shot, studio monitoring and relay monitoring; supporting multiple HD formats including 1080i, 1080p24sf and 720p; provides portability and easiness of the monitoring; the video input interface is a module and you can swap between HD SDI and analog YPbPr.
818-848-7722; fax 818-848-7799
www.astro-systems.com
Booth: L20661

TWISTED PAIR ROUTING SOLUTION
AutoPatch Cat-5
Combines a Category-5 transmitter/receiver set with a high-performance matrix switcher providing all the benefits of twisted-pair signal transmission with full crosspoint control signal routing; available in multiple A-V connector configurations and features special Level Optimization Circuitry providing high-quality signal transmission.
509-235-2636; www.autopatch.com
Booth: L13748

SERVER
Avica Technology A500 FilmStore
Rugged server designed for motion picture delivery to a single Digital Cinema projector and supports content load-in from satellite, broadband or physical media; the A500's hardware is built for demanding commercial applications and offers redundant power supplies, RAID10 fully redundant disk array with hot swap spare, range of user interface control features, system monitoring and a tamper-resistant enclosure.
310-450-9090; fax: 310-450-5353
www.avicatech.com
Booth: L6149
At Winsted, we take pride in the products we produce, and this new vertical rack is one of our favorites. The PRO SERIES II offers all the quality features you want and its strength and durability are unsurpassed so we can back it with our reputation and guarantee of satisfaction.

This new 78-3/4" PRO SERIES II rack will accommodate 30" deep electronics, and it complies with EIA standards. It is designed for quick and easy set-up with removable sides — allowing instant access to mounted electronics.

The PRO SERIES II can be easily added to your existing racks and has a wide array of accessories such as pedestal risers and both solid and Plexiglas® removable doors. Best of all, its competitively priced.

For more information about these racks visit our web site at www.winsted.com or call toll free at 800-447-2257.

- Heavy-duty welded frame
- Durable powder coat paint
- Adjustable threaded plated rack rails
- Three horizontal struts
- Open top & bottom with rack mount rails
- Lift-off side panels

Preferred by Professionals Worldwide®
SERVER
Omneon Video Networks networked content server

Maximizes transport of video over high-speed IP networks; channel density has been leveraged through additional interface ports; uses the Extended File System and multiple Directors (servers); configurations provide fault tolerant systems for redundancy.

408-585-5000; fax: 408-585-5099; www.omneon.com
Booth: S20402

EDITING SYSTEM
Avid Technology NewsCutter XP

Integrates with linear acquisition systems; fits into any existing linear or nonlinear news production environment; when connected to Avid Unity for News, allows editors and reporters unlimited access to all media; links directly to Avid iNEWS so you can view rundown, write scripts and drag-and-drop stories directly into the NewsCutter bin, eliminating retyping errors and streamlining the production process.

978-640-6789; fax: 978-640-1366; www.avid.com
Booth: L13200

MODULAR MEDIA SYSTEM
Axon Digital Design SYNAPSE

Cost-effective system with a continually expanding product range; features the high-density of the frames, flexible remote control capabilities and an Ethernet-based remote control system; the system is Internet-enabled and also provides the ability to get remote firmware updates through the Internet; does not require external fan units and does away with unpopular card dip switches.

+31 13 511 6666; +31 13 511 4151; www.axon.tv
Booth: L19277

AUDIO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Benchmark Media Systems System 1000

Offers over 15 different modules and four power supply options, numerous controllers and accessories; cost-effective mono, stereo and microphone pre-amp power DAs and router-switcher, mix and control modules.

315-437-6300; fax: 315-437-8119; www.benchmarkmedia.com
Booth: L2208

DIGITAL COMPONENT SWITCHER
Brick House Video VTB-1D

SDI 10-bit digital component switcher that is available as a portable stand-alone (12 V powered) or rack-mounted unit with separate remote panel; integrates all the necessary features for effective field and in-house vision mixing; the combination of portability, low power consumption and realistic pricing.

+44 23 8067 6026; fax: +44 23 8058 3426; www.brickhousevideo.com
Booth: L18238

MINIATURE BNC Connector
Trompeter Electronics 250

Allows for 40 percent greater connector density in a given area; designed for high-frequency digital applications; features 75 Ω impedance throughout the entire HD frequency range.

800-982-2629; www.trompeter.com
Booth: L6731

COFDM DEMODULATOR
Broadcast Technology DTMD 1000

Designed to meet the needs of set-top box software houses and hardware manufacturers; optionally available with data rate monitoring on the incoming transport stream; null packets are added automatically when the data rate is below the correct rate, thus ensuring a corrected rate at the IF output; offers a 70 MHz IF output in addition to UHF output.

+44 1264 332 633; fax: +44 1264 334 509; www.btl.uk.com
Booth: L9844

INSTANT REPLAY CONTROL PANEL
BUF Technology Sport

Has an internal video server and consumes only eight square inches of console space and no rack space; comes complete with rear-panel connections for composite video, stereo audio, time code and reference video; menus allow easy adjustment of horizontal and subcarrier timing for connection to a composite switcher; can be installed and ready for use in minutes in a fully packed video truck, adding instant replay capability.

858-451-1350; fax: 858-451-6589; www.buftech.com
Booth: L8408
Harmonic

let's get digital

From Salt Lake City to Moscow, Russia. From commercial to public and government broadcasters. The move to digital is accelerating.

Broadcasters around the world depend on Harmonic's industry leading compression and multiplexing to enable standard and high definition digital television, data and new revenue generating services. Our award winning DiviCom® MPEG-2 encoders, third generation DiviTrackXE™ video and data statistical multiplexing system, and scalable network management deliver superior picture quality while maximizing transmission efficiency.

Getting there is fast and easy. Choose one of Harmonic's pre-packaged digital television solutions, designed to meet the needs of virtually all Broadcast environments. Or, architect your own using our system building blocks. Whichever the route there's always room to grow. Harmonic's open scalable systems allow you to cost-effectively add capacity and services as your business dictates.

Call the broadcast solutions line at 1.800.472.3934 x2700 or visit harmonicinc.com to get digital with Harmonic.

See Harmonic’s broadcast solutions at NAB2002 Sands Expo Center Booth #S5527.

Harmonic Inc. / 549 Baltic Way / Sunnyvale, CA 94089 / Te: 1.800.788.1330 Fax: 1.408.542.2510 © 2002 Harmonic Inc. All rights reserved.
TRANSMITTER CONTROL SOFTWARE
Burk Technology AutoPilot 2
Designed to enable station engineers to monitor and control multiple Burk ARC-16s transmitter remote control systems; can monitor and control an unlimited number of transmission sites and record all activity; offers an intuitive interface and easy navigation; ARC-16s are easily configured with AutoPilot 2's step-by-step setup wizard; features scripting technology for automation and unattended control.
800-255-8090; fax: 978-486-0081; www.burk.com
Booth: L1923

PEDESTAL
Cartoni SPA P50
Lightweight portable system features a redesigned square column enhancing the extreme stability of the central post with an absolute lack of torsion, even when using high drags in pan movements; includes a safety system inside the pneumatic column to avoid any accident when removing the camera; special gauge prevents sudden uncontrolled extension making the column expand gently at no risk to the operator.
+39 06 4382002; fax: +39 06 43588293; www.cartoni.com
Booth: L11975

EDITING WORKSTATION
Canopus CSW-100
High-performance hybrid linear-nonlinear editing system; has frame-accurate edit control and EDL input/output capabilities; provides a smooth transition from linear editing to nonlinear editing while maintaining the functionality familiar to operators of professional broadcast and production equipment.
408-954-4500; fax: 408-954-4502; www.canopuscorp.com
Booth: S6844

PRO-VIDEO LENS
Canon USA 19X
Features 30 percent faster zoom motor and Canon's exclusive Shuttle Shot technology, which allows operators to zoom back and forth instantly between two positions at the touch of a button.
800-321-4388; www.canon.com
Booth: L10600

SIGNAL MONITORING SYSTEM
Videoframe VTECS
Event logging stores signal problems in a database of log messages; flexible configuration allows each customer to decide which parameters to monitor; offers high-speed data connection via Ethernet; features video, audio and GPI signal interfaces.
530-477-2000; www.videoframesystems.com
Booth: L20377

AUDIO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER
Burst Electronics ADA-4
Stereo in, four-output audio distribution amplifier with high-speed, monolithic operational amplifier technology; results in wide bandwidth, low noise and low distortion; all units contain internal regulated bipolar power supplies and are powered by external 12 V DC.
505-898-1455; fax: 505-898-0159; www.burstelectronics.com
Booth: L11668

OUTLOOK ON OPTICS online
FREE registration: Fujinon.com/BE
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Sundance Digital advances the digital newsroom revolution with **NewsLink**!

**NewsLink™** streamlines on-air newsroom operations with full integration of your newsroom computer, still store, and CG to best-of-breed video servers and editors.

*Sundance Digital offers a full range of scalable automation for Master Control, Satellite Recording, Spot Insertion, Content Browsing, Archive Management and Timed Events.*

**Sundance Digital, Inc.**
Broadcast Automation Solutions
4500 Fuller Dr., Suite 205  Irving, TX 75038  USA
972.444.8442 Voice  972.444.8450 Fax
Sales@sundig.com  www.SundanceDigital.com

NAB 2002  South Hall  Booth L19958
**TOWER CAMERA**
Tron-Tek TOWER CAM
Designed as a cost-effective alternative to airborne video systems; features a ½-inch color video camera and a 1-inch format 16 to 160 mm lens; yields an overall zoom capacity of 32 to 320 mm; downlinked to the studio via S-band video link.
918-663-4877; fax: 918-664-0309; [www.tron-tek.com](http://www.tron-tek.com)
Booth: L5353

**HIGH-DENSITY DIGITAL ROUTING SWITCHER**
Utah Scientific Utah-400
Expands seamlessly from 64x64 to 1000x1000 and beyond; product line includes HD and SD digital video switchers and a digital audio switcher; all SD switchers are fully upgradable to HD operation by means of an I/O board exchange.
801-575-8801; fax: 801-537-3099; [www.utahscientific.com](http://www.utahscientific.com)
Booth: L15254

**SOUND ISOLATION ROOMS**
WhisperRoom sound isolation rooms
Portable rooms are available in 17 sizes and two levels of isolation; immediate shipping; standard features include door window, ventilation system(s), cable passages and acoustical foam; optional features include wall window, caster plate, ventilation silencing system(s) and SoundWave Deflection System.
423-585-5827; fax: 423-585-5831; [www.whisperroom.com](http://www.whisperroom.com)
Booth: L19557

**TELEVISION CONSOLE**
Wheatstone SP-8
Fast mix-minus system allows individual foldbacks to talent, anchors and technical crew; also features four auxiliary pre- or post-send controls for more foldback options; channel group muting feature lets users energize and de-energize banks of channels with the push of a single button for break/live transitions.
252-638-7000; fax: 252-635-4857; [www.wheatstone.com](http://www.wheatstone.com)
Booth: L2515

**DISPLAY PRODUCT**
Zandar FusionPro
HiResolution Multiviewer
Multi-image display technology and image processing; modular, flexible multi-window display processors for large-scale audio-visual display applications in broadcast monitoring; 3RU frame that can accept a variety of two-channel cards to allow for input formats including NTSC/PAL, digital video and computer sources.
+3531 2808945; fax: +3531 2808956; [www.zandar.com](http://www.zandar.com)
Booth: L12141

**HD ON-SCREEN MONITOR**
Videotek VTM-420HD/SD
Monitors and measures picture, waveform, vector and audio on a single high-resolution XGA monitor; adds 601 processing to the existing inputs, Ethernet connectivity, closed-caption monitoring, autodetect of HD or SDI and expandability of up to 24 inputs.
610-327-2292; fax: 610-327-9295; [www.videotek.com](http://www.videotek.com)
Booth: L10631

**MULTIPLEXER**
Harmonic DataTrack
Data multiplexing solution works with the DiviTrackXE system; video and data are multiplexed to optimize total available bandwidth; DataTrack option allows data to fully participate in the statistical multiplex; features scheduled data delivery with guaranteed average data rate; supports streaming and/or carousel ed data.
408-542-2500; fax: 408-542-2511; [www.harmonicinc.com](http://www.harmonicinc.com)
Booth: S5527

**FIBER OPTIC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM**
Communications Specialties Pure Digital Fiberlink 4040 Series
Offers all digital transmission of four independent audio channels over single-mode or multimode fiber; sturdy, compact and adjustment-free; may be installed in a wide range of professional A/V and broadcast applications; offers all the advantages of a digital system; features 20-20 kHz bandwidth and is compatible with all line-level audio sources.
631-273-0404; fax: 631-273-1638; [www.commspecial.com](http://www.commspecial.com)
Booth: L14424
The difference between success and failure is in the details.

LEMO® Hybrid Fiber Optic Connectors for HDTV Cameras
- 2 single mode fibers + 2 power pins
- 2 signal pins
- Exceeds ANSI/SMPTE, ARIB and EBU Standards
- Plug/socket designs permits daisy-chaining without adapters
- IP 68 seal rating
- Robust, over 5,000 mating cycles

LEMO® Triax Connectors
- Original industry standard in the USA
- Excellent contact resistance

Expect success. Spec LEMO®.

Because when it comes to details, no one pays more attention than LEMO. We offer connector solutions ideally suited for a broad range of audio video applications. Our products are engineered and tested under demanding conditions. LEMO’s A/V connectors are designed with a unique combination of features:
- Coaxial/tri axial versions in 50 and 75 ohms
- Various triax stancards in industry worldwide
- Moisture sealed versions, allowing outdoor use
- Excellent repeatable electrical performance
- Patch panels available with all connector types

Sometimes succeeding is as simple as your connection. You want the highest quality connector to get the job done. And the best way to get there is with a connector from LEMO. We’re paying attention to the details and it shows.

Want to see just how committed we are to your success? Just call us, or visit our web site.
Connections with a focus on details. That’s LEMO.

NAB Booth # L11262
NEWSROOM AUTOMATION
Comprompter NewsKing
Combines Microsoft Windows 2000, SQL and Word into a powerful newsroom structure with easy point-and-click operation to provide quick access to scripts, wires, newscast rundowns and archives; requires Windows NT or 2000 workstations and network.
608-785-7766; fax: 608-784-5013; www.comprompter.com
Booth: L11657

CAPTIONING SOFTWARE
Computer Prompting and Captioning CaptionMaker
Works in conjunction with captioning hardware and a time code reader in two easy steps; first, the software automatically retrieves the captions and timing information; second, the software reinserts the captions synchronized with the video as it is Webcast; CaptionMaker software is also capable of producing captions for Webcasts which have not been previously captioned; the software runs on Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XE.
301-738-8487; fax: 8488-TTY-8489; www.cpcweb.com
Booth: L11768

NONLINEAR/LINEAR HYBRID EDITING SYSTEM
Editware Fastrack VS
Specifically designed to interface with and control disk-based video servers, with the added benefit to control VTRs, mixers, switchers, character generators and other peripheral devices; true hybrid system; gives the editor flexibility and connectivity of a Windows platform, as well as the linear editing ability to utilize a video switcher, digital video effects device and audio mixer along with additional equipment such as VTRs in a nonlinear environment.
530-477-4300; fax: 530-477-4304; www.editware.com
Booth: L8368

SILICON STORAGE APPLIANCE
DataDirect Networks s2A 3000
Allows IT professionals to easily create highly scalable, simple-to-deploy and easy-to-manage storage area networks for broadcast, post and digital media facilities, based on the company’s enterprise-class Silicon Storage Appliance technology.
818-700-7600; www.datadirect.net.com
Booth: S5744

OUR NEW WEB SITE IS EASY TO NAVIGATE
Throw away the compass - we’ve made your search easier! That’s right. Simply click, and you’re there! Miss a past issue? Locate it in the archives.
Click reader resources and find this year’s calendar of industry events, subscription information...and more! For online product demonstrations access the Demo Room.
Or conduct a search of your own by clicking on our search page. Click...you’re there. It’s that easy! There’s so much to discover, so explore Broadcast Engineering online.
www.broadcastengineering.com
Introducing AVALONidm™.

It brings a higher level of intelligence to data management.

AVALONidm™ is the next generation in intelligent data management that delivers a new level of cost-effective access and control of your data.

Going far beyond the capabilities of other storage management software offerings, AVALONidm features a revolutionary policy-based design that allows you to create highly customized data storage management workflow models that meet your unique business needs.

AVALONidm is a suite of software products that work together seamlessly in your facility. Avalon’s AAMidm™ data manager, AAMtape™ and AAMdisk™ storage managers can be combined to meet and satisfy a wide range of data requirements. Supporting leading data tape, magnetic disk, video server, automation and asset management systems, AVALONidm is the perfect solution for a new environment or as an upgrade to an existing Avalon system. What’s more, it’s all backed by Avalon’s worldwide customer service and support.

Apply a higher level of intelligence to your data management system today. Experience the genius of AVALONidm.
STREAMING MEDIA SOFTWARE
Digigram NXC Suite
Enables rapid configuration and management of multi-zone audio installations using standard Ethernet; provides software tools for easy system design and monitoring, scheduling, playing pre-recorded content, and making live announcements using Digigram NXC networked audio terminals; automated and live events can be administered from virtually anywhere via TCP/IP.
703-875-9100; fax: 703-875-9161; www.digigram.com
Booth: L13362

GRAPHICS SOLUTION
FOR-A Corporation of America digiStorm
Turnkey 3-D on-air graphics solution that leverages the best-of-breed components of FOR-A’s lines of real-time graphics and virtual studio systems; real-time, high-quality 3-D CG graphics animation for sports, weather, mapping and statistics box applications.
Booth: L10019

VIRTUAL SET
FOR-A Corporation of America digiWarp
2-D virtual set that can be operated by one person; backgrounds can be created from 2-D and 3-D computer graphics, photo library CD images or images taken from digital cameras; current users of digiWarp can upgrade to digiStorm for increased productivity, flexibility and 3-D camera movements.
Booth: L10019

WIDE-ANGLE ENG LENSES
Fujinon A13x6.3E/A13x6.3
Provides cost-effective, high-end program production; feature the widest focal length (6.3 mm) and highest magnification of 13x (82 mm focal length at telephoto end and 164 mm with a 2x extender) among all professional lenses; both lenses are designed for 2/3-inch cameras.
973-633-5600; www.fujinon.com
Booth: L18241

MODULAR FRAME SYSTEM
Videotek SQM Signal Quality Manager
Provides 24-hour signal quality monitoring concerns and real-time alarms with logging; multiple card and frame-based design with a variety of input cards to measure and analyze video and audio from multiple sources and instantly report any errors to a master control point.
610-327-2292; fax: 610-327-9295; www.videotek.com
Booth: L10631

DISK RECORDER
Doremi Labs v1-u.hd
Designed as a drop-in replacement for any HD videotape recorder; uncompressed recording removes generation loss from the processing chain; provides higher resolution than tape-based solution at a lower cost.
818-562-1101; fax: 818-562-1109; www.doremilabs.com
Booth: L12539

MPEG RECORDER/PLAYER
Tektronix MTX100
Captures and plays out MPEG-2 data streams at the high data rates needed to verify and troubleshoot designs for high-performance consumer and professional video products and systems.
800-835-9433; www.tektronix.com
Booth: L8411

SDI/HD MULTIPLEXER
Telecast Fiber Systems Python Plus4
Format-independent digital distribution unit that transports four channels of serial digital video on a single optical fiber; capable of handling all standard digital formats from 19.4 Mbits/s up to uncompressed high-definition television at 1.5 Gbits/s; applications include studio-transmitter links, connections in and between production and post-production facilities, and SD/HD traffic between metropolitan switching centers.
508-754-4858; fax: 508-752-1520; www.telecast-fiber.com
Booth: L18859

CAMERA ROBOTICS CONTROL PANEL
Telemetrics CP-D-3A
Features a modular design that can be easily expanded and upgraded; the basic panel includes a high quality three-axis joystick for pan, tilt and zoom functions; these functions have speed select knobs to adjust for joystick sensitivity; options include camera ROP control, iris master black control, and a rocker switch for variable speed control of the Televisor Elevating Pedestal or camera track left and right.
201-848-9818; fax: 201-848-9819; www.telemetries.com
Booth: L18853

1 KW DAB COMBINER
Teracom Components 1 kW DAB combiner
Family of DAB combiners has established a record of proven service throughout Europe; these DAB requirements have met all the requirements of the Eureka 147 specification and individual broadcasters specifications; filters with up to eight sections in constant impedance or reflective configurations have been supplied for systems requiring stable group delay and rejection characteristics.
207-627-7474; fax: 207-627-7473; www.teracom-c.com
Booth: L1515
SATISFYING YOUR REQUIREMENTS,
EXCEEDING YOUR EXPECTATIONS.

DIGITAL PRODUCTION CONSOLE

SIGMA 100

- Intuitive and easy to learn control surface
- Compact console sizes - up to 64 faders and 72 channels
- Extremely lightweight and small footprint
- Full automatic redundancy for all system DSP cards, control processors and power supplies
- All cards and panels are hot-pluggable
- Embedded control system works independently of host computer
- Up to 24 Multitrack / IFB Outputs
- Mix-minus Output per channel
- 12 Aux busses
- 4 Stereo/Surround 5.1 Outputs
- 8 audio sub-groups
- Powerful signal processing available at all times

Scalable and providing high levels of redundancy with hot-swappable cards and panels throughout, Sigma 100 is aimed at production facilities that do not require large-format consoles but cannot sacrifice reliability or technical specification. Sigma 100 is available in four cost-effective processing configurations and three frame sizes with a variety of I/O interfaces.
SD/HD NOISE REDUCTION PRODUCT
Teranex StarFilm
Incorporates advanced algorithms for grain removal, dirt concealment and noise reduction for SD and HD material; allows the user to work with either NTSC or PAL material, or HD 1080p 23-, 24- or 25-frame film-based material in the same platform; both the SD and HD modes will share the same user interface and control architecture; runs on the Teranex real-time digital video platform with a unique processor-per-pixel technology that yields compute power in the trillions of operations-per-second (TeraOps).
407-858-6000; fax: 407-858-6001; www.teranex.com
Booth: L5847

ROUTING SWITCHER
Leitch Integrator series
Routing switchers provide medium-to large-scale routing of most signal formats; modular design provides hot-swappable modules, optional redundant power supplies and logic cards; user can mix different signal formats in the same 4RU, 6RU or 8RU frame.
800-231-9673; fax: 757-548-0019; www.leitch.com
Booth: L19511

SAP/STEREO/VIDEO RECEIVER
Modulation Sciences MSI 189
Provides simultaneous all-mode reception for SAP, stereo and monaural audio via balanced, line-level KLR connectors; features a stable synthesized tuner; uses dual antennas inputs; operating channel is selected by jumpers inside the receiver.
800-826-2603; fax: 732-302-2060; www.modssci.com
Booth: L5210

NEWSROOM SYSTEM
ParkerVision PTV NEWS CR4000 system
Features advanced software that simplifies the user interface for single operator control; improves upon the Transition Macro timeline management and workflow processes of previous PTV systems while expanding its automation functionality; capabilities of the CR4000 bolster the profile of the PTV News line to provide true live production automation solution.
904-737-1367; fax: 904-731-0958; www.parkervision.com
Booth: L5503

SOLUTIONS ON DEMAND
SignaSys Solutions on Demand
Range of engineering, consulting, project management, design, installation and procurement services designed to fit the needs of network affiliates, independents and noncommercial stations looking for an inexpensive way to update their facilities; literally an "engineering department on call" by allowing TV stations to supplement their staff by adding SignaSys engineers and installers to complete projects.
408-998-8037; fax: 408-998-8064; www.signasys.com
Booth: L9132

AUTOMATION SYSTEM
Inscriber Technology AutoCG Max
Fills tagged data fields of Inscriber layouts with live data from popular news vendors; uses the CII message protocol for maximum connectivity to link compatible news vendors.
519-570-9111; fax: 519-570-9140; www.inscriber.com
Booth: S3937

HDTV ENABLED SET-TOP BOX
Pioneer New Media Voyager series
Offers viewers the ability to decode various HDTV formats and enjoy maximum picture quality from both analog television sources and HDTV broadcasts; features a built-in ATSC digital decoder with video outputs that can pass native 1080i signals or downconvert those signals based on display limitations.
818-295-6656; fax: 818-295-6658; www.pioneerelectronics.com
Booth: S3320

ROUTER
Quartz Q256
For users whose current needs are met with SDI bandwidth the Q256 is cost-effective, without carrying the overhead of HD I/O components; newly released HD input and output modules extend the versatility of the system; packs a 256x256 matrix into only 16RU, including redundant power supplies, redundant controllers, and input and expansion capabilities.
888-638-8745; fax: 530-839-2207; www.quartzus.com
Booth: L22419

CAMERA
ARRI ARRIFLEX 435 Advanced
Offers comprehensive accessories and new interfaces for applications including motion control to in-camera effects with speed ramps; features an electronically adjustable mirror shutter; new minimum frame rate has been reduced to 0.1 fps.
845-353-1400; fax: 845-425-1250; www.arri.com
Booth: L11437
Introducing CWS-100, a high-performance editing workstation that combines the linear workflow used by newsroom-style editors with a non-linear feature set suited for creative minds.

Come see us at NAB Booth #56944
DIGITAL MEDIA SERVICES
AT&T digital media services
Help broadcasters to create, manage and deliver content; offers include both broadcast content management and distribution, as well as streaming media for the Web; single-source storage, hosting and content collection/distribution networking.
800-288-3199; www.att.com/business
Booth: S5523

GRAPHICS SYSTEM
Radamec Scenario XR
Gives producers real studio image quality and ease-of-use in one package; renders sets in real time including reflections of live inserted elements; running under the Windows NT operating system, Scenario XR imports 3-D set designs from industry standard packages and uses Radamec’s new 436VR camera sensor head and lens encoders to provide accurate camera position information.
Booth: L12266

MULTICHANNEL AUDIO TOOL
Dolby Laboratories DP570
Accepts up to eight audio channels configured as four pairs and, regardless of their original order, outputs them in the SMPTE-recommended order using a built-in router.
415-558-0200; fax: 415-863-1373; www.dolby.com
Booth: L19535

HD DISK RECORDER
Accom WSD/HD
HD disk recorder allows users to record longitudinal time code with the original material; users may choose whether to preserve discontinuities or replace them with internally generated time code.
650-328-3818; fax: 650-327-2511
www.accom.com
Booth: S904

DOWNCONVERTER
Folsom Research SmartVIEW
Computer-to-video downconverter automatically locks to interlaced and non-interlaced computer sources up to 1600x1280 and converts video to NTSC or PAL composite, S-video (Y/C), Betacam and RGB output.
916-859-2505; fax: 916-859-2515
www.folsom.com
Booth: L14824

PRODUCTION SERVER
Avid AirSPACE
Available in either DVCPRO25/50 Mbits/s or IMX 50 Mbits/s MPEG formats; capacities range from 12 hours to 244 hours; 6RU chassis; provides streaming of broadcast-quality video; any of the AirSPACE capacities and I/O configurations can be upgraded at any time.
978-640-6789; fax: 978-640-1366
www.avid.com
Booth: L13200

VIDEO ROUTER
Evertz X1200 series
Twelve-input video routers for 270, 360 and 540 Mbits/s standard-definition, serial digital signals and 1.5 Gbits/s HD serial digital signals; available in video-only or video with AES versions.
903-335-3700; fax: 903-335-3573
www.evertz.com
Booth: L11443
Truth in Broadcasting.

Truth: The JVC DV500 costs less to buy—and own—than any other broadcast camera.

Truth: Virtually no downtime. JVC's unique pre-aligned transport module can be replaced in minutes—even in the field. That keeps your DV500s on the street, not on the bench.

Truth: You don't have to wait to begin saving. By delivering the features, performance and image quality of cameras costing 2 to 3 times more, JVC's DV500 saves money the moment you buy it. You can afford to put more cameras in the field.

Truth: You can recoup your initial investment in tape savings alone. The DV500 uses proven, reliable 63-minute DV tape, available everywhere for a fraction of the cost of Beta SP, SX, DVCPRO or DVCAM. In typical broadcast use, tape savings could exceed the purchase price! And tapes recorded on the DV500 can be played back on DVCPRO and DVCAM systems.

Truth: You don't sacrifice quality to save money. Despite its modest cost, everything from the DV500's die-cast magnesium housing to its advanced 14-bit DSP ensures truly professional durability, reliability and performance.

Compare the DV500 with any other broadcast camcorder—the truth will set you free of the illusion that you need to spend more for an amazing digital camera.

To find out more about the DV500, visit our Web site or call 1-800-532-5825.

All critical VTR components and electronics are packed into a single, inexpensive modular chassis, replaceable in minutes, even in the field.

The power to take you further.

www.jvc.com/pro
SOFTWARE APPLICATION
Scopus Network Technologies SI-3050
Powerful, yet easy-to-use, PSI/SI generation, editing and injection software application for broadcast headend systems; based on a client/server architecture, it provides a graphical user interface for all DVB-SI and MPEG-2 PSI tables, as well as EPG generation.
858-618-1600; www.scopus.net
Booth: S3927

RECEIVER/DEMODULATOR
Rohde & Schwarz EFA 93
New analog NTSC System M demodulation for the EFA family of receivers/demodulators; it can be added to the successful Digital EFA-53 (8-VSB) to give the terrestrial broadcaster a dual-format precision demodulator with a full suite of measurements; allows the addition of a QAM demodulator for U.S. cable compliant to ITU-J83.b specifications, creating one receiver/demodulator that covers all three broadcast/cable modulation formats.
410-910-7832; fax: 410-910-7801; www.rsa.rohde-schwarz.com
Booth: L5510

MEDIA SERVER
SGI Media Server
Completely integrated solution for serving video, audio and data that is based on open video, data networking, file transfer format and storage technology; the high throughput of the server facilitates simultaneous ingest, data network-based file transfers to the server, and playout to air of multiple video channels; solution for centralcasting architectures that require acquisition, commercial insertion spot playback and facilities distribution.
650-960-1980; wwwsgi.com
Booth: S5418

DIGITAL BROADCAST CONSOLE
Solid State Logic Aysis Air Plus 'SC'
Designed specifically for the daily broadcast tasks of owned and operated stations, affiliates and other broadcasters looking for a smooth, cost-effective transition to digital broadcast; has built-in redundancy and security features such as hot-swappable faders and is capable of expansion as station challenges grow; comprehensive reset capabilities allow greater capacity and thus studio efficiency.
+44 186 584 2300; fax: +44 186 585 2212; wwwsolid-state-logic.com
Booth: L2731
IBC2002 leads the world in electronic media

With a vigorous demand for exhibition space and an overwhelming response to the call for conference participation, IBC2002 is well on track to be another informative, stimulating and above all relevant event.

By constantly adapting to the changes in the industry, IBC remains unquestionably the world’s electronic media event. Whether your interest is in broadband or digital cinema, acquisition or post, creative or technology, IBC is the only truly international convention.

Peter Owen IBC Exhibition Chair says, “IBC2002 looks forward to an event well supported by exhibitors and visitors alike. In the generally less volatile business climate of the European broadcast scene, IBC will bring together 800+ exhibiting companies and 45000+ visitors from over 120 countries. IBC’s exhibition formula of diverse but relevant products, technologies and services will this year be supported by new free customer briefing sessions.

Whether supplier to customer or business to business, all relationships enjoy the vibrant, efficient nature of IBC’s high quality environment. IBC2002 will maintain the tradition of quality and will also point to a new confident future for our industry”.

A five-day exhibition and conference allows the visitor or delegate enough time to investigate their subject in depth. With everything located on a single, compact site all of that time is productive, with none wasted travelling between centres. And the layout of the RAI Centre ensures there are plenty of places to meet and talk for the all-important networking.

The exhibition continues to grow in strength and stature. This year it will occupy all eleven halls of the RAI Centre. The team has taken a completely fresh look at the layout of the exhibition, again to assist visitors by grouping products more logically. It gives added focus to some of the new areas of the industry, too: digital asset management has its own themed area in hall 9, for instance, and consultancy and added value service companies can be found in halls 9 and 10.

Over recent years the structure of the conference programme has grown into a number of cohesive streams. Last year supersessions were introduced, tackling a number of key topics from all angles with papers, workshops, discussions and demonstrations. Most important, it gave an opportunity for people from the production and business worlds as well as technologists to share knowledge.

This year the streaming is further refined, with each day of the conference focussing on one of the hot topics of the day: mega-supersessions, if you like. These six topics – radio, digital cinema, interactivity, content management and exploitation, delivery and news – will each have a range of sessions for a comprehensive analysis of the state of the art.

That is IBC2002: a conference bringing together creative and technical thinkers from around the world and a comprehensive exhibition of over 800 stands. Whatever your role in the electronic media industry, you cannot afford not to be there.

IBC AT NAB

The IBC team will once again have a stand at NAB. Why not come and visit us and pick up a copy of our IBC Preview? Also on the booth you will find the latest floor plan and conference programme. September is approaching fast so why not stay ahead of the game and plan your trip now. The IBC team will be delighted to help. We look forward to meeting old friends and making new ones.

You can find us at stand L10720 (next to Pinnacle).
IBC tackles key management technical & creative issues.

IBC has always been seen as the leading international forum for the exchange of technical ideas, and that certainly remains the cornerstone of the conference. But the nature of today's electronic media is that creative talents are keen to exploit the latest technology, whether it is a post production tool, interactivity or the latest in broadband delivery mechanisms. IBC has met this need by attracting artists and producers to the event, and drawing them in to the conference programme through sessions aimed at their needs and guaranteed technical jargon free.

This year's innovation is to add to the usual mix of papers and panels five day-long sessions, each looking at one of the topics driving developments in the industry. Over the coming issues of IBC Update each will be introduced by their executive producers. Here Norman Green talks about d-cinema day and Neil Dormand discusses the news day.

Changing Goliath – how and when will the d-cinema revolution arrive?

How far is it from implementation to acceptance on a large scale? How does it work and is it future proof? Where are we on standardisation, and are out proposals standards just a fit to today's technology or the result of innovative thinking? How have producers and directors found the d-cinema quality, particularly when making “non-computer-special-effects” productions?

Who is going to pay for it? The studios, the distributors, the laboratories, the cinema chains? How will independents pay for d-cinema in the world of multiplexes? Does it open the door to new kinds of content? Join the d-cinema theme day and find out the answers to these questions and many more. There will be a tutorial, panel and papers sessions on the leading edge of the media business.

Taming technology – boosting creativity & the bottom line

We've banned technobabble from these free sessions designed to help the international creative community harness technology and so make better and more cost effective programmes. At the end of each session we will provide you with links to relevant kit on the show floor. Our overall aim is to introduce programme makers to kit that enables them to take their audiences into stimulating new territory. We plan to cover the following topics:-

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL? In these days of cricket stump cameras, DV Cams, disposable cams, laptop editing and satellite phones; we ask Is Small really beautiful?

SOUNDS AMAZING! With wrap-around sound, and digital audio quality that reaches parts never dreamed of; we devote a full session to the staggering advances in this area of programme making.

CG: AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD. In this session we will look to the future and ask whether the technology gets in the way of the journalistic process.

Finally, we will look to the future. Will all news be on-demand broadband? Over the air interactive? How will the systems cope with access demands to the big story? Will traditional broadcasting techniques, even over broadband, be the best method of mass delivery?

With the help of prominent news people the day will answer these and other issues arising from the business of news.

Awards Trio at IBC2002

IBC now has 3 Awards; The International Honour for Excellence (John Tucker Award) awarded in recognition of an internationally significant contribution to any innovative aspect of electronic media. Previous winners include Roderick Snell, Dr Ray Dolby and Dr Leonardo Chiariglione; The IBC Exhibition Design Awards (John Etheridge Awards) are presented to those exhibitors who show outstanding flair and innovation in presenting and demonstrating their products or services. All exhibitors are automatically entered as a team of judges visits every stand on the show floor;

The President's Award recognizes the best paper published at the conference. All papers printed in the conference proceedings are automatically considered for the award and the winner is selected by the paper assessors, the paper session convenors and the session chairmen.

News – broadcast, broadband or both?

Against a background of dwindling conventional news viewing we ask what will be the dominant delivery system in the future. In the fight to get on air first, is the technology getting in the way of the story? How can a broadcaster cope with the many delivery methods now available.

Ever since the introduction of ENG, competing news providers have sought ways of getting the story to air the fastest. With more live on the spot reporting, we will start the day by looking at the latest communication methods and ask whether the technology gets in the way of the journalistic process.

Many news organisations now have a multitude of delivering methods, from conventional bulletins, 24 hour channels with interactivity, the internet and mobile systems. How can news providers generate the different content and formats cost effectively?

Finally, we will look to the future. Will all news be on-demand broadband? Over the air interactive? How will the systems cope with access demands to the big story? Will traditional broadcasting techniques, even over broadband, be the best method of mass delivery?

With the help of prominent news people the day will answer these and other issues arising from the business of news.
On the floor

The IBC2002 exhibition is already set to make a major impact. With acquisitions and mergers joining some big names companies together on a single stand, and most manufacturers aiming for tightly focused demonstrations for their visitors, the exhibition will occupy the eleven halls of the RA centre without the need for the temporary pavilion constructed for IBC2001.

"IBC has always aimed for a logical layout of its exhibition, with product groups kept together and a good balance of large and small exhibitors in each hall. This year we have taken the opportunity to reflect the changing balance of the industry in our themed areas," said IBC Exhibition manager Robin Lince.

Halls 1, 4 and 5 now focus on all aspects of delivery: cable, satellite, broadband and transmitters. Hall 7 remains the post production and graphics area: Apple, now a major platform for high quality finishing, is in hall 7. Linked to it we have dedicated part of hall 8, just across the bridge, to audio for video, a natural business flow matched by the natural traffic flow around IBC.

Halls 9 and 10 will have an overall theme of added value and consultancy. Systems are getting more complex, embracing computer and telecommunications technology as well as digital broadcast hardware. Broadcasters and facilities are increasingly turning to consultants to help them define and design their projects, systems integrators (in hall 10) to help build them, and digital asset management (in hall 9) to track material through these multi-layer systems.

One final innovation in IBC2002 is an acknowledgement that it often rains in Amsterdam in September! Some of the smaller outside broadcast vehicles will be displayed indoors, by request, in hall 11 and adjacent to the established outdoor exhibit area.

With a record number of visitors targeted, IBC2002 will be a bustling and busy exhibition. Manufacturers and service providers who have not yet booked their space should contact the IBC office immediately, as we are close to capacity.

Looking forward to IBC

IBC Exhibition Chairman, Peter Owen

IBC Exhibition Chairman, Peter Owen, reflects upon the ever changing nature of broadcasting and looks forward to IBC2002.

I write this note exactly six months from a horrific event, which almost every member of the human race was soon made aware of. Such is the power of global broadcasting. Formerly delivered by analogue only, today by digital and additionally now broadcast to our PCs and mobile communications devices.

This ever changing definition of broadcasting continues to challenge IBC, on the one hand to widen its offerings whilst on the other to maintain its relevance to our visitors who not only face the strategic and business issues of broadcasting but also technology choices and content creation for the wider audience.

It's a challenge that IBC is happy to accept and through its links with exhibitors and visitors IBC feels the pulse and senses the changes taking place in this vibrant business that we call broadcast.

In a well themed 11 hall exhibition, quality buyers and quality exhibitors meet, network and assess products, services, technologies and techniques necessary to maintain a lead in this increasingly competitive world. And for the creative and non technical visitors free conference sessions and networking groups will make technology accessible and understandable such that the creators of that most important end product, the content, can better influence the choice of technology that suits their requirements. Such is the scope of the IBC exhibition.

At IBC2001 exhibitors and visitors demonstrated their resolve and determination to overcome the most difficult of circumstances. Since then a post show survey revealed a satisfaction with the event to which they will return in 2002.

Exhibitors have already demonstrated their confidence by booking their space for September.

In an age when time in one of the most precious commodities, the choice of show for exhibitor and visitor alike is key to a successful business. IBC2002 will bring together quality exhibitors with quality visitors sharing quality time.

We look forward to seeing you there.
IBC Update asked a range of manufacturers why IBC2002 is so important to them.

"We are located in South Korea, and specialise in DTV/HDTV receivers, MPEG stream stations and DTV modulators. We recently expanded our product range to cover DVB. Through IBC we will introduce these new products and establish marketing channels in Europe." Jaewon Yim, Teleview, a first time exhibitor.

"IBC is the largest and most important broadcast show in Europe, and attracts broadcasters from all over the world. As an exhibitor, it is our chance to demonstrate our products – especially recent developments – and to show the progress that we have made. It is also a chance to initiate and progress discussions with partner companies, and to meet business acquaintances and old friends from across the industry." Peter Hajittofi, Pebble Beach Systems.

"Why we will be at IBC2002"

IBC will be launching their new-look website at the start of April. The new design is up to date and easy to use and has general information about the show, all the latest conference news, details of the themed days and speakers and information on how to exhibit as well as the popular product locator, which gives information regarding all the exhibiting companies and their products. Visitors to the website will also be able to register for IBC2002 and find details on how to book accommodation. Visit www.ibc.org

"The reason that we decided to exhibit at IBC was to get closer to our customers. Many people use our products – like the special cable drums we make for outside broadcast vans - but do not know they are made by us. The second reason is to win new customers, for standard products as well as for special drums." Ingo Schill, Otto Schill GmbH.

"We feel that IBC is a good forum for meeting the industry. In a way a show like IBC is more important for smaller companies who specialise in glue than it is for the big boys who manufacture boxes." Andrew Winter, IBIS.

"During IBC our customers have the chance to get hands on experience of our whole product range, enabling them to choose the precise device for their environment. It is an important opportunity to launch new products, and the variety of visitors from the current and new areas of the business enables us to obtain excellent market research from our ever-changing marketplace." Steve Nunney, Hamlet.

"We have chosen IBC as a premier venue for the introduction of our new product line to the worldwide market, as it gives us a unique opportunity to showcase our streaming technology on an international stage." Clive Vickery, Digital Rapids Corporation.

"IBC continues to demonstrate that it is the single show that reaches a significant number of decision makers within the broadcast community. We anticipate launching new product innovations across our range at this critical event." Eduard Schlauch, Harris Broadcast Europe.

IBC2002 dates
13-17 September
RAI Centre
Amsterdam
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The concept of centralcasting is certainly receiving attention from broadcasters, but what exactly is the attraction? Most broadcasters envision the technology as a centrally located master control system with high-bandwidth IP or other networks from the central location to the local transmission site. Additionally, most think of centralcasting as a technology employed to broadcast long-form content or an entire stream of content, with operations differing geographically, but not in the concept, of live content streaming to air from a centrally located facility.

France Télévision Publicité, however, is proving that centralcasting can do much more. The advertising-production subsidiary of France Télévision recently migrated to a centralcasting model and uses the technology to centrally ingest commercial spot content and edit specific commercial break sequences, which are determined by broadcast slots as well as factors such as sports or news events, weather conditions, or peak-audience programs. The broadcaster then distributes the content as video files to remote broadcast locations via a private network.

Based on a hub-and-spoke model, France Télévision Publicité employs an SGI Media Server for broadcast systems providing MPEG-2 ingest capabilities at the central facility in Paris and a smaller SGI Media Server for broadcast systems providing playout services for the spots at the local transmission facilities. Connection to the server systems is via a private ATM network. This approach is similar to an edge server architecture and provides several benefits for France Télévision Publicité, including quality, cost, flexibility in distribution and improved access to content.

Under a file-based distribution model of centralcasting, the quality of the video is not related to the bandwidth of the network. Because network-based distribution is file-based rather than real-time stream-based, the quality of the video is determined when ingested or recorded. All clips ingested at 50 Mbits/s MPEG-2 will have the same characteristics unless otherwise acted upon by further decoding, compression or transcoding. Simply transferring a file has no effect on its quality.

Because of the open networking capabilities of the media server for broadcast, France Télévision Publicité was able to use an existing network without purchasing hardware to convert physical interfaces. Employing standard IT infrastructure unlocking a world of flexibility and lowers costs. Open-system file servers, the latest high-speed networking, high-performance operating systems and file systems all are examples of technologies employed by forward-thinking broadcasters.

What exactly is the attraction of centralcasting?
THINK MULTIVIEWER, THINK ZANDAR

Zandar offer a wide range of proven MultiViewer solutions, with numerous input formats, output display resolutions, and control options.

Think Zandar for:
- Command & Control
- Master Control Rooms
- Broadcast multi-video & audio monitoring
- AV Presentations
- Video-conferencing
- Mosaic & Interactive Channels
- Security & Surveillance

Zandor offer a wide range of proven MultiViewer solutions, with numerous input formats, output display resolutions, and control options.

Think Zandar for:
- Command & Control
- Master Control Rooms
- Broadcast multi-video & audio monitoring
- AV Presentations
- Video-conferencing
- Mosaic & Interactive Channels
- Security & Surveillance

Why choose the AVENUE system for Conversion Distribution Synchronization Test Signal Generation Routing Embedding and more?

Because...
- HD video, SD video, and audio modules can all be used in the same frame.
- AVENUE's Control System has multiple control points, is easy to use and provides control over all parameters.
- AVENUE offers a complete line of standard and unique modules. All field upgradable.

For information on the full range of AVENUE modules, call us today.

AVENUE

Avenue+ signal integration system

Why choose the AVENUE system for Conversion Distribution Synchronization Test Signal Generation Routing Embedding and more?

Because...
- HD video, SD video, and audio modules can all be used in the same frame.
- AVENUE's Control System has multiple control points, is easy to use and provides control over all parameters.
- AVENUE offers a complete line of standard and unique modules. All field upgradable.

For information on the full range of AVENUE modules, call us today.

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

broadcasters managing and delivering their content as data. As such, they enjoy reduced capital outlay, ease of repair, and greater access to parts and service — all economies of scale.

Prior to implementing the centralcasting model, France Télévision Publicité created videotapes of commercial spot segments, made dubs and transported these dubs via motorcycle or car to the remote broadcast locations. Once these tapes were loaded in the playback machines, the only way to make changes was to repeat the entire process.

Since employing the distribute data, view video approach to centralcasting, France Télévision Publicité has enjoyed the ability to make dynamic changes to schedules. Content can be sent directly from the central location to the transmission servers allowing for last-minute schedule changes, and greatly enhancing revenue. In addition to adding new content to the schedule, the schedule itself can be changed for administrative reasons.

With more than 30,000 commercial spots now in online or near-line storage, the staff at France Télévision Publicité has access to the spots as data, rather than as a library of videotapes. When each of the spots was originally ingested, metadata describing key attributes was entered into the asset management system. Staff members have access to each of these spots via a high-speed Ethernet network. When requests are made for these files, local editing distribution is accomplished in the same manner as wide-area spot distribution.

There are two associated actions — distribution and viewing — that one can do with video. Rather than keep these as a unified process, using this concept removes the bind between the two. Distribution can be accomplished without viewing the video and can be done without time reference. The file that was transferred is identical in all characteristics to the original.

Additionally, as transfers now are not bound to real-time references, characteristics of high-speed data networks can be exploited. It is now common to have 1000 Mbits/s data networks within facilities. File transfer times on these networks are several times faster than real time. For example, a 30-second file of 25 Mbits/s MPEG-2 would transfer via gigabit Ethernet at approximately 30 times faster than real time, including protocol overhead, resulting in a news story with a total running time of one minute transferring in approximately two seconds. Total time for access to content is reduced from more than 10 minutes to less than 15 seconds.

Removing the requirement of real time from its centralcasting architecture and migrating to a central file server and edge-server architecture now allows France Télévision Publicité to enjoy the efficiency of its operations and revolutionize the process of acquiring content.

C. Jason Mancebo is a senior technology manager for the Media Industries division at SGI in Mountain View, CA.
Television broadcasting already has enough challenges. Finding an affordable path to digital compliance doesn’t have to be one of them. Our Affinity low-power transmitters provide broadcasters with the most cost-effective and reliable transition to digital. And our DCX Beachhead offers a flexible upgrade path to high power in case your needs change. We bring the most competitive high-power advantages to low-power solutions, including DAP™ (Digital Adaptive Pre-correction). With Thales, low power means high performance at a low cost! Great people. Great solutions. A great partner in digital broadcasting.

- **Affinity** - (50 W to 1 kW) - Easy and affordable migration to digital
- **DCX Beachhead** - (400 W or 800 W) - Scalable and easily upgradable to IOT
- **Compact Ultimate** - (400 W to 3.2 kW) - Low-power version of industry-recognized Solid State solution

**“Thales, the perfect solution when you want it all!”**

Please visit us at NAB Booth # L-8700

Great people behind great solutions
People in broadcast are talking about workflow. Workflow improvements mean productivity gains. And, in these competitive times, any significant advantage in cost or capability can have an immediate impact on the bottom line. However, news production has been slow to move from linear, tape-based processes toward nonlinear technology, which provides improved workflow. While digital video servers and nonlinear editing systems have undeniably made playout and editing operations more efficient, the promise of nonlinear technology won't be truly fulfilled until these applications are networked together, that is, until there is an optimal nonlinear workflow. When this happens, everyone in the facility will be able to see, access and use all current and archived media instantly and simultaneously.

To support nonlinear media workflow, a digital infrastructure had to be invented. It had to be capable of supporting dozens of simultaneous high-resolution media streams in real time, and it had to have several other attributes required by broadcasters to support news production. What was needed was a "media network" — a network designed to move, manage and create digital media.

**Essential characteristics**

For over eight years, Avid Technology produced and delivered shared-media networks to support the workflow of nonlinear content creation. With accumulated experience and substantial customer input, Avid began developing the media network five years ago, and defined it as having the following essential characteristics:

- **Efficient shared storage** — Work flows more efficiently and easily if media appears everywhere but actually exists in only one place, with the possible exception of a dedicated cache for ingested material, program or spot playout.
- **Ample bandwidth** — The term "media network" implies connection. Handling multiple, high-resolution media streams simultaneously and reliably requires an extraordinary amount of bandwidth.
- **Integrated media asset management** — With news production, media comes in, goes out, and expires with tremendous volume and velocity. How can you find and use what you're looking for most efficiently?
- **Flexibility** — Things change. A media network should not be rigid, proprietary or impose awkward organization. Entire volumes should not have to be locked when one person needs to record. A network should accommodate new applications and technology while supporting legacy components. It should operate with systems from multiple vendors. And it should preserve your investments, growing and adapting with you.
- **Scalability** — As users are added to the network, can bandwidth expand to ensure real-time access by all? If not, media access will become limited or awkward, and will no longer be in real time.
- **Reliability** — It goes without saying, but there shouldn't be an active single point of failure. Reduced service may be acceptable, but essential operations must continue in event of component failure.
- **Usable** — The system should be transparent, and administration should be complete but straightforward.

Most importantly, to deliver all of the above attributes, the data architecture must support all of the above criteria. The architecture should be independent of the base networking technology and, ideally, should allow the use of Fibre Channel, Ethernet, etc.

Today's technology advancements address the above customer-defined criteria. Now, broadcasters have a central storage resource with simultaneous access to any media. Such systems can be configured to support over 100 simultaneous DV25 streams and 200 tracks of 48 kHz audio. Fundamental to these systems is the use of a media-optimized file system (akin to an open media file system), and a server-assisted architecture. To use the media, clients reference the location of media on storage...
arrays through a controlling server. The actual transfer of the media, however, does not go through the server. Instead, leading industry vendors have engineered an open-media framework that provides high throughput by efficiently striping across every drive in the system using a media-protection scheme that is a proprietary, advanced version of a RAID. Unlike the commonly used RAID3, the newest versions use

**The first practical application of such open media frameworks is “virtual storage.”**

block-level mirroring and striping, which actually adds bandwidth and the flexibility to switch media protection on and off per virtual partition. In such instances, the client automatically selects the media chunk from the drive that can deliver it the fastest. If one drive fails, the media will still be available. High aggregate bandwidth also provides the margin for reliable operation with multiple, high-resolution streams, so that the system has no active single points of failure.

The first practical application of such open media frameworks is “virtual storage.” This means that storage is treated as an abstract, elastic and transparent “property.” It is seen as virtual partitions or workspaces that can be created and changed at any time without destroying media or interrupting work. If more storage is needed to record a feed, it can be added from the available storage pool.

Browser-based applications address the ability to find and use media. They have the ability to automatically register media metadata when recorded into the system. An advantage of using a Web browser for such a system is that anyone anywhere can find and use the media. In conjunction with dedicated media-transfer clients, users in remote sites can easily search each other’s materials and transfer media via existing IP networks. To transfer or edit selected material, users simply drag it into the bin in their application.

To understand what a media network is, it helps to understand what it isn’t. A media network is not a storage-area network (SAN). SANs were developed for general-purpose transaction-processing environments, and optimized to consolidate diverse storage arrays and deliver small chunks of data reliably over conventional networks. Digital video is a far different data type, and dealing with it effectively affects every aspect of a system’s software and hardware. If you look at the defining characteristics of the media network, it’s easy to judge whether these systems are your best long-term investment.

Another thing to look at is the role of digital video servers. These purpose-built computers are great at the dedicated applications for which they were designed, such as program and spot playout. Networking servers together and touting them as “environments” that handle ingest, editing and play-to-air, however, falls well short of creating a true media network for two principal reasons. First, digital video servers were never designed to handle large amounts of storage or streams. Second, the file pushing required is inefficient, creating access bottlenecks and/or forcing wasteful media-file replication across servers. In the end, video-server-based networks don’t deliver much value for their considerable cost.

Media networks are a new kind of productivity tool; one that comes in many sizes but has several common and essential aspects. Most importantly, the media network is the fundamental digital infrastructure that can provide the workflow improvements that will drive the next revolution in news production.

Jim Frantzreb is a senior product marketing manager at Avid Technology.
How should we use the bandwidth? This is perhaps the toughest question in DTV programming. That is because DTV programming includes traditional video program content as well as non-program data applications within the 6 MHz bandwidth.

One pioneering DTV application that maximizes bandwidth will be New Jersey Network (NJN) Public Television and Radio's interactive weather channel — a service that does not require a back channel for the viewer to request additional information. The Advanced Television Enhancement Forum (ATVEF) Transport B specification makes this possible.

NJN teamed up with AccuWeather, the main challenge was formatting and embedding the weather information within the ATSC transport stream. The solution uses an innovative architecture. Triveni Digital formats the AccuWeather data into a visual presentation form and then embeds it within the NJN DTV signal using Triveni's SkyScraper interactive DTV broadcast system. Specially designed Zenith set-top boxes then receive the signal throughout New Jersey. (See Figure 1.)

This architecture permits rich stores all data, which is available for interactive retrieval by way of the viewer's remote control. The viewer can bring up various screens of weather information related to cities in New Jersey as well as other selected cities on the menu. The main benefit for viewers is speed and convenience. Compared to other means of accessing weather data, DTV-based interactive weather information is compelling in that it provides immediate access and frequent updates, as well as ease of use. Rather than having to download a Web site or wait for local weather information from a cable weather channel broadcast, DTV-based interactive weather information is always available to the viewer because all up-to-date information is stored within the STB. Taking advantage of the ATSC DTV standard that provides a flexible, broadband 19.4 Mbits pipeline, NJN plans to expand the portal offering to include local traffic, news and other innovative localized channels.

These benefits are important to NJN because it is a test site for national weather content to be sent to large numbers of receiving devices simultaneously, giving each viewer the freedom to interact instantaneously with the received content on an individual basis. And it doesn't require a back channel of any type — such as a telephone line or an Internet connection to a central server.

This application uses the ATVEF Transport B specification to send interactive TV data over the DTV spectrum. As such, the STB's memory

Zenith Electronics and Triveni Digital to implement this data virtual channel.

With AccuWeather's highly localized weather-data service and NJN's statewide DTV transmission infrastructure,
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   1A  Audio consoles/ mixers
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   2F  Editing controllers, systems
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   2L  Robotic camera controls
   2M  Signal processing
   2N  Signal routing, distribution
   2W  Standards, format & scan converters
   2P  Still store systems
   2Q  Switchers, production/ master control
   2R  Storage/video servers
   2S  HDTV Equipment
   2V  Virtual Sets
   2X  MPEG compression/ encoding systems
   2Y  Projection systems
   2Z  DVD systems

3. Test & Measurement Products
   3A  Analyzers, audio, video, RF
   3B  Audio, video signal generators
   3C  Waveform, vectorscope monitors
   3D  Digital signal testing

4. Miscellaneous Products
   4A  Battery packs, chargers
   4B  Cabinets, racks, consoles
   4C  Cables, connectors
   4D  Carts, cases (equipment, shipping), tools

5. RF Products
   5B  Exciters
   5C  Fiber optics
   5E  Power amplifiers, cavities
   5F  Receivers
   5G  Remote production vehicles, program relays
   5H  Satellite T/R components, electronics
   5P  STL/ENG components, electronics
   5J  Switches, RF coaxial
   5K  Transmitters
   5L  Antenna systems, towers
   5M  Transmitter, remote controls
   5N  Tubes
   5Q  Weather, radar RF products
   5R  Cable/set top/CA systems

6. Automation & Computer Products
   6A  Accessories/peripherals
   6E  Automation systems
   6H  Business automation
   6I  Commercial insertion systems
   6K  Machine control
   6L  Newsroom automation
   6P  Record/playback automation
   6Q  Software, engineering
   6R  Software, production, planning
   6X  Video interface cards
   6Y  Networking products
   6Z  Digital asset management

7. New Media/Internet
   7A  Encoding products
   7B  Internet service providers
   7C  e-commerce technology
   7D  Content creation systems

8. System integration/ engineering services
   9. None of the Above

5. Which of the following types of equipment will you be evaluating for purchase in the next 12 months? (Check ALL that apply.)

6. What is the budget for equipment and services you are evaluating for purchase in the next 12 months? (Check only ONE box.)

   1. Less than $24,999
   2. $25,000 - $49,999
   3. $50,000 - $99,999
   4. $100,000 - $299,999
   5. $300,000 - $499,999
   6. $500,000 - $999,999
   7. $1,000,000 - $1,999,999
   8. $2,000,000 and up
demonstration projects to broadcast data, text, graphics and audio and visual information, along with high-definition and multiple-program materials. NJN's goal is to offer New Jersey viewers an expanded, interactive and enriched world of learning in their homes, schools and workplaces. In the case of interactive weather, the goal is to provide viewers with the exact weather information they desire — when they need it.

Triveni Digital's SkyScraper Interactive and their custom solutions team serve as the enabling components between the information provider (AccuWeather) and the broadcaster (NJN). The system includes headend servers to manage the data flow from the information provider to broadcaster, and it lets broadcasters create new ways to reach viewers and generate potential revenue streams. It is a flexible solution that makes it easy to insert interactive material either during program development for program-specific interactions or as stand-alone interactive data blocks. Interactive content can be added to live programming on the fly for sporting events or breaking news coverage, making additional information available to viewers for interaction.

Each station's DTV bandwidth-scheduling conditions are unique. Some stations may broadcast multiple programs simultaneously, each with its own data enhancements. Insertion of enhanced commercials may affect bandwidth for regular program enhancements. SkyScraper Interactive takes many factors affecting bandwidth use into account in real time, and optimizes the insertion timing of interactive data into the broadcast stream.

Broadcasters can integrate the system into almost any DTV station environment without the cost of re-training personnel. The system is interoperable with major data-enhancement authoring systems, traffic and automation systems, multiplexers or IP-to-MPEG-2 gateways. It also has built-in support for Triveni Digital's GuideBuilder metadata-generation system, allowing broadcasters to rapidly enable and automate the inclusion of data enhancements in their PSIP and electronic program guide data.

Interactive local information accessible via television is an attractive way of using the vast DTV bandwidth while providing local viewers with something they can use easily and quickly as they go about their daily lives.

Jonathan Schembor is vice president of customer services for Triveni Digital.
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Merv Griffin Productions (MGP) needed a virtual studio technically capable and rugged enough to survive a month-long road trip for its MTV Campus Invasion tour this past March. The company wanted a portable television studio solution in a box. The tour stopped at universities all over the country to promote MTV's show lineup. One of the tour displays was a virtual stage where students were interviewed by an MTV personality live from Times Square. On campus, the students stepped up to the virtual "stage" area in front of a DV camera and answered questions while standing in front of a monitor with a microphone. Behind the scenes, a Beta VTR provided the looped footage of the host in Times Square, which was inserted behind the students using a chroma-key process. The students could see themselves with the MTV personality as if they were engaged in face-to-face conversation.

A virtual studio
To perform these virtual interviews, Merv Griffin Productions had to find a portable tool to perform live chroma key in the field. The company chose GlobalStreams' Globecaster as a production/compositing tool because of the system's technical versatility, which includes multicamera switching, real-time 3-D digital video special effects, titling, graphics, keying and animation capabilities. Unfortunately, keeping the sensitive system in one piece and operational on the road was a trial. A way was needed to protect the system on the road. A solution was developed and a trial run showed exactly what the optimal specifications would be for a practical portable unit.

The issues were twofold: how to transport the system without damaging it and how to make it easy for the operator to use. The system had to be simple enough to be set up and run by an operator with limited knowledge of the components and configuration. This was a budget concern because the tour traveled with two complete systems, and operators with specialized training and experience would have been expensive to employ. MGP needed a solution without a steep technical learning curve.

The Journeyman
About two months before MTV was to depart on their collegiate tour, Moviola conceptualized what was to become the Journeyman as a solution to the issues at hand. Rather than transport the system in standard anvil cases, constantly being packed and unpacked and subsequently banged around, Moviola decided to build the Globecaster into its own special transport case. This case would double as the durable transport solution and as the production console. Moviola called on Amalgamated Video International (AVI) in Sacramento, CA, to design and manufacture the mobile solution. AVI came back with a unit complete with a 17" flat-panel LCD control monitor; eight individually assignable, 5.6" LCD monitors; and a control PC, keyboard and mouse all built into a sturdy metal containers. At the heart of the unit was the Globecaster, snug and secure.

Field setup for these units was a simple and quick process. Once they were off-loaded from the transport trucks, the operators simply had to roll the units up to the stages, open the lids, plug them in and go. This eliminated the need to have expensive technical engineers present. The designers at Moviola also made some improvements in their approach to the compositing. Rather than use the green screen, they felt it would be better to shoot against a beaded glass surface and use a Holoset Ring that attaches to the front of the lens. The product works like a typical chroma key, but in reverse. The ring, outfitted with numerous blue LEDs, emits a blue light in front of the lens, allowing the Globecaster to add the looped video to the background.

Ron Mencer is a business-development executive at Moviola in Hollywood, CA.

The company wanted a portable television studio solution in a box.
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Alabama Public Television upgrades with MRC DAR radios

BY WINDELL WOOD AND CHARLIE GRANTHAM

Alabama Public Television (APT) is a statewide network consisting of nine television broadcast stations and 30 microwave relay sites constituting 2200 miles of microwave relay. Network operations are located at the APTV studios in Birmingham, AL.

Upgrade requirements

The network had two major requirements for this upgrade. First, the radios had to be digital-ready because APT had to continue to transport analog audio and video during this buildout. Second, APT had to be able to add equipment without discarding any gear purchased for the initial upgrades. The DAR radio from Microwave Radio Communications (MRC) met these requirements and offered additional features. The DAR is digital ready, is capable of transporting NTSC video and audio, and is easily field upgradeable to digital DS-3 (45 Mbits/s). It is also a basic heterodyne design, necessary for long-haul and multi-hop applications. Characteristics such as network management, high stability and low phase noise, local, and remote monitoring capabilities played a role in APT's decision to use the system. Another strong selling point was MRC's ability to engineer a multi-hop analog and digital microwave network.

Because the DAR radios are easily upgradeable, APT was able to significantly limit the time each station would not be receiving the microwave signal. The feed during this cutover came from a temporary satellite feed. APT can send two compressed NTSC analog signals simultaneously to receive a live interconnect from any of APT's remote sites for news programs. One of the NTSC signals is coupled and fed to the NTSC analog transmitter. The transport stream is fed to equipment that inserts the virtual channel table and converts it from ASI to a SMPTE 310M composite signal. That signal is then connected directly to the digital transmitter.

With the 45 Mbits/s (DS-3) bandwidth capability, APT multiplexes an addition to monitoring off-air signals, APT will have security monitoring at each transmitter site. System operators will also be able to turn the transmitters on or off from network master control as an additional backup to controlling these sites via remote dial-up telephone control circuits. The system also continuously monitors all fault reporting for the entire network via the MRC site-monitoring, alarm-reporting terminal (SMART) system manufactured by Ardax. Network operations in Birmingham has complete control and monitoring capability of all microwave relay and terminal site locations. The network is displayed on a computer video monitor as a map overlay in a user-friendly graphical fashion. Each site and piece of equipment in the system can be interrogated down to the most minute detail to ensure proper operation. This is a great troubleshooting aid that will minimize downtime. A hot spot, or trouble location will be easily identified. Getting back on-air will be quick and hopefully painless.

APT is currently monitoring its transmitter via a 10baseT Ethernet connection over the digital microwave network, which is a portion of the DS3 circuit. But monitoring will eventually be accomplished using T1 circuits, again a portion of the DS3 45 Mbits/s digital microwave.

Getting back on-air will be quick and hopefully painless.
Most shared-storage solutions force you to choose. High-quality video or the tools needed to manipulate it. Proprietary shared storage or workflow efficiency. A shared storage solution, or an easy HD migration. Oh, and most shared storage products are limited to playout applications. Nevermind play to air, production, and streaming.
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NBC installs
Calrec’s Alpha 100 digital console

BY DAN DALEY

The installation of a Calrec Alpha 100 digital console at NBC's new control room 3A at its New York headquarters provides a glimpse of the processes of evaluation and coordination taking place during the transition from analog to digital.

Planning for the future

The new Studio 3A is part of NBC News’ operations. It is intended to service all of the news operations, including the flagship "NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw," as well as news specials. The decision to make the new Studio 3A an all-digital room was the first step in an extended conversion process for much of the rest of the complex’s technical infrastructure, and will serve as a template for future digital console upgrades.

The ability of the Calrec Alpha 100 console to handle 5.1 surround sound will become increasingly important as NBC expands Studio 3A's use to entertainment and sports.

The dictates of technology, not just the FCC, were at work. Even though the need for 5.1 surround audio mixes is implicitly limited in a news broadcast application (stereo audio is usually more than enough), the inevitability of multichannel audio in broadcast means that it must be considered in any current decision.

NBC always equips a facility for more than one type of production. Studio 3A can be assigned for entertainment or sports, and surround-sound monitoring equipment is already in place. For these applications, 5.1 capability will become more important as the network expands DTV projects. NBC was able to get a usable deliver date and still maintain all of the features necessary for future projects, like 5.1, by selecting a console with functionality that could be expanded.

Required features

The NBC staff needed easy access to function controls, and a maximum of one layer in addition to the active console layer. NBC is currently using 64 input paths in a combination of mono and stereo in most control rooms. Another important criterion was a mix-minus capability of at least 48 separate dedicated paths. The staff also specified a PFL section that engages by backstop fader control or with a dedicated button on the strip. In addition, they wanted a primary and secondary program path originating from separate electronic outputs to establish system redundancy at the console output. The console needed to integrate with various compressed audio formats and with routing systems planned for the room. Perhaps most important was the need for a clear upgrade path. Software upgrades will be the only cost-effective way to keep up with changing technical demands.

The implementation of the Calrec Alpha 100 took just over two years to complete, a reasonable window considering the comprehensiveness of the entire new digital suite. While Calrec was completing the Alpha 100's design, NBC used a Calrec S2 analog console as an interim platform. The studio was pre-wired for digital and operated in the analog domain during this period.

The Alpha 100 sets up quickly and can be programmed from a user-saved memory in seconds. It gives NBC News a platform that is a generation ahead of the manual recall available on its analog consoles. Operational training has gone smoothly. As might be expected in a fast-moving news operation, some training was reduced to trial by fire at the onset of a month of "unyielding nightlies" originating from all over the country.

Dan Daley covers the pro audio industry and writes for Broadcast Engineering’s sister magazine, Mix.
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Newsroom automation systems

BY JOHN LUFF

When college students attend classes in broadcast journalism today they are pretty unlikely to be exposed to manual typewriters, paper roll teleprompters and news distributed on teletype machines. The tools of every trade change and broadcast news has been truly transformed by technology in the last two decades.

In this second in a series on station automation and asset management, we explore the changes technology has brought to the process of writing, editing and approving the content of newscasts. Television is much more than just images, for the content is the message of television. Broadcast newsroom automation systems demonstrate the best in technology, where complex tools have evolved to allow the journalists to concentrate on the content instead of the process. A well-implemented newsroom automation system can speed the creation and editing of the content and manage the flow of the broadcast in the control room and studio during the few minutes when the work of the journalist is featured live, hopefully without warts. Production and management strategies which would have been simply impossible are facilitated. Without new tools for new approaches to content, the immediacy of television news would be diminished.

Newsroom automation systems are a complex database and communication system at their root. They provide links between video, audio, graphics and text, and allow the sorting of the media objects into a sequence for eventual play to air. The first (widely available) such system, devoid of many of the features of the current crop of products, was developed by a British company in the 1980s and 1990s (BASYS, which was absorbed into Avid in the 1990s). BASYS was a character mode application. It provided the ability to pull wire copy (AP, UPI, Reuters) into a database, sort the stories into directories, and allow the journalist to create scripts for stories and send them to an editor for insertion in a running order. Control over peripheral devices was not initially provided, and as with any new market, once a product class is defined by one innovator, other inventors look for ways to improve it and extend its capabilities.

One of the innovators was in fact one of the providers of news wire services, AP, who clearly saw integrating their service offering completely into a newsroom automation system as facilitating their long-term service business. These such products are all about features. Some things you should look for are the ability to keep accurate timings in the assembled program and facilitate changes in show rundown at any point up to and even during an event on air. Control over hardware is an important function in modern systems. The ability to call up stillstore pages, set running order on video servers playing back finished stories, load and call up character generator pages, and provide teleprompter outputs (or interface to third party teleprompting systems) are very important.

Interfacing complex software products developed with proprietary feature sets is not for the faint of heart. A common software interface specification, Media Object Server Communication Protocol, or MOS for short, has been developed by a consortium of companies concerned about finding effective ways to manage the interfaces. By implementing MOS, manufacturers facilitate the extension of the hardware and software solutions in the newsroom. Ingest, storage, archive, browse and editing software and hardware need to communicate effectively with each other and MOS is one standardized element of the landscape of communication necessary to harmonize the entire electronic newsroom.

Browsing and editing have moved from the very large station to a much more affordable price range. In a nutshell, a low bit rate "proxy" of the full bandwidth video is stored on a server and it can be the same server as where the full bit rate resides. Clients to the browse server application gain access to a shared library of media and metadata and provide low bandwidth usually less than full screen copies of the content on conventional unmodified workstations running Windows. Once the story has been cut and conformed it is made available to the playout server system, which the newsroom computer system can then sequence into the playlist.

Next month this series concludes with a review of MAM, Media Asset Management systems.

John Luff is senior vice president of business development for AZCAR.
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www.rossvideo.com

OUR NEW WEB SITE IS EASY TO NAVIGATE

Throw away the compass - we’ve made your search easier! That’s right. Simply click, and you’re there! Miss a past issue? Locate it in the archives.

Click reader resources and find this year’s calendar of industry events, subscription information...and more! For online product demonstrations access the Demo Room.

Or conduct a search of your own by clicking on our search page. Click...you’re there. It’s that easy! There’s so much to discover, so explore Broadcast Engineering online.

www.broadcastengineering.com
Professional Services

Classifieds

Services

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
Service & calibration of broadcast test & measurement equipment, analog & digital. For information call our toll free number: 1-877-438-2880

FIND YOUR MISSING LINK.

GE SATCOM C3

- Full Time Digital DigiCipher II Channels
- Fully Protected & Non-Preamptable
- Prestigious Cable Neighborhood at a Down-To-Earth Price.

Contact: Doug Greene at 303.784.8809 or dgreene@jonescorp.com

Invest your advertising dollars where your prospects invest their time...

Pre-Owned Equipment
Broadcast - Production - Satellite
Digital - Analog
(210) 363-7800 www.staffel.net

Rack Screws – Standard phillips truss head screws, hex and round head thumb screws and unique "quick mount" rack equipment fasteners. All are heat treated and black oxide coated. Wholesale prices. Same day shipping. Order online or call (800) 475-7711. Rack Release Systems - www.rackrelease.com

The NLE Buyers Guide
A buyers guide to nonlinear video editing systems and disk recorders / servers for editing with a searchable database of over 200 products
http://NLEguide.com

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
TECHNOLOGY / MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

BRAD GILMER
PRESIDENT
2207 RINGSMITH DR
ATLANTA, GA 30345
TEL 770-1414-9952
FAX (770) 1493-7421
EMAIL: ogilmereallnetcom

AcousticsFirst
Full product line for sound control and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

WEB SITE: www.whisperroom.com
PH: 423-586-5827
FAX: 423-586-5831
E-MAIL: whisper@ics.com

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
Service & calibration of broadcast test & measurement equipment, analog & digital. For information call our toll free number: 1-877-438-2880

FIND YOUR MISSING LINK.

GE SATCOM C3

- Full Time Digital DigiCipher II Channels
- Fully Protected & Non-Preamptable
- Prestigious Cable Neighborhood at a Down-To-Earth Price.

Contact: Doug Greene at 303.784.8809 or dgreene@jonescorp.com

Invest your advertising dollars where your prospects invest their time...

Pre-Owned Equipment
Broadcast - Production - Satellite
Digital - Analog
(210) 363-7800 www.staffel.net

Rack Screws – Standard phillips truss head screws, hex and round head thumb screws and unique "quick mount" rack equipment fasteners. All are heat treated and black oxide coated. Wholesale prices. Same day shipping. Order online or call (800) 475-7711. Rack Release Systems - www.rackrelease.com

Contact: Doug Greene at 303.784.8809 or dgreene@jonescorp.com
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Advertising rates in Broadcast Engineering are 152% per column inch, per insertion, with frequency discounts available. There is a one inch minimum.

Ads may also be purchased by The-Word for $2.35 per word per insertion. Initials and abbreviations count as full words. Minimum charge is $50 per insertion. Frequency discounts and reader service numbers not available by-the-word classified space.

One additional color is available at $110 per insertion. Color is determined by publisher at time of imposition.

Broadcast Engineering will reproduce business cards in a special advertising section of professional services for the broadcast industry. Cost is $172 per insertion, black and white reproduction only.

Blind Box ads (replies sent to Broadcast Engineering for forwarding) are an additional $50. In addition, company will be listed in the Advertisers’ Index.

No agency commission will be paid on classified place. No prepayment is required.

To reserve your classified ad space, call Jennifer Shafer at 1-800-896-9939 or 913-967-1732
Fax: 913-967-1735

e-mail: jshafer@primediabusiness.com

Let us help you in the job

Check out www.dmnclassifieds.com for more career

BROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEER:
Team Video Services provides operational and engineering support to CNN and is seeking Broadcast Engineers to work at CNN’s news bureau in Washington DC and New York City. Extensive background in broadcast equipment troubleshooting and installations is required. Position requires a well-organized team leader, with minimal supervision, and good communication skills, min 5 yrs experience. Digital knowledge a plus. Competitive salary and excellent Benefits. Email resume, cover letter Attn: TVSNY or TVSDC, Jobs@teamgroup.tv

NEWSROOM ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN
Seeking versatile technician with blend of experience in component level maintenance and RF signal coordination. Responsibilities include repair of entire range of ENG equipment from cameras, recorders and transmitters, to van electronics, as well as coordination of live microwave signals for newscasts. Successful candidate will have several years experience in broadcast engineering environment. Experience in TV news and technical degree preferred. Shift will encompass nights and weekends. Mail resume and cover letter (no calls/faxes) to Brian C. Smith, Director of News Engineering & Technology, WPVI-TV, 4100 City Ave, Suite 800, Philadelphia, PA 19131 EOE

DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ENGINEER: WNYC Radio seeks audio engineer to operate various computer-based digital audio network/ storage systems & train and oversee users. Requires: 3 years experience with LAN-based digital audio systems in broadcast environment; proficient with PC hardware, server & LAN architecture; knowledge of digital audio, editing, mixing, storage & redundancy; excellent comm & interpersonal skills. If interested email cvr ltr & res to employment@wnyc.org or Traci Jackson, HR Associate, WNYC Radio, 135 East 53rd Street, New York, NY 10022. Only candidates selected for interview will be contacted.

"KOMO-TV, the ABC affiliate in Seattle, is seeking to fill the position of Broadcast Maint. Engineer in its’ world-class communications company. The position is accountable for installation, repair and service of all broadcast related systems within Fisher Plaza. Looking for qualified applicants to fill the needs in our two year old all-digital facility. Please view details of the position and the building at our web-site fsci.com. Send resumes to KOMO TV, 140 4th Ave. North, Seattle, WA 98109. Email warren@komotv.com."
The digital landscape is changing.
Stay informed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertiser Name</th>
<th>Page #</th>
<th>Advertiser Hotline</th>
<th>Web site Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>360 Systems</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>818-991-0360</td>
<td>360systems.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrodyne Communications</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>888-881-4447</td>
<td>acrodyne.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJA Video</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>530-274-2048</td>
<td>aja.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angenieux</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>973-812-3858</td>
<td>angenieux.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anton Bauer</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>203-929-1100</td>
<td>antonbauer.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arriflex</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>845-353-1400</td>
<td><a href="mailto:lighting@arri.com">lighting@arri.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autopatch</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>509-235-2636</td>
<td>autopatch.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avalon</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>303-293-9331</td>
<td>ava.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avid Technology</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>800-949-AVID</td>
<td>avid.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axon Digital Design</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>888-919-9379</td>
<td>axon.tv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azden</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>516-328-7500</td>
<td>azden.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogen Photo Corp</td>
<td>70-71</td>
<td>201-818-9500</td>
<td>bogenphoto.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boxx Technologies</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>877-877-boxx</td>
<td>HDBOXX.com/be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast Microwave Services</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>800-669-9667</td>
<td>bms-ins.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calrec Audio LTD</td>
<td>A-F,147</td>
<td>44-4-142284-2159</td>
<td>calrec.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannon USA Broadcast</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canopus</td>
<td>149</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciprico</td>
<td>63,173</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear-Com Intercom</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper Development</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Interface</td>
<td>161</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric</td>
<td>30-31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discreet Logic</td>
<td>133</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby Labs</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble Designs</td>
<td>158</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evertz Microsystems LTD</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florical Systems INC</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folsom Research</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortel DTV</td>
<td>47,173</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujinon Broadcast &amp; Comm</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMPCS Personal Communication</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass Valley</td>
<td>169</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamlet</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic</td>
<td>139</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris Corp./Broadcast Division</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Engineering</td>
<td>174</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horita</td>
<td>173</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBC</td>
<td>153-156</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDX Technologies</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inscriber Technology</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelsat</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interbee/JESA</td>
<td>131</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones Earth Segment</td>
<td>176</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC Professional Products Co</td>
<td>151</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kino Flo Inc</td>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodak</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leitch</td>
<td>BC,36-37.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemo USA INC</td>
<td>143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxell Corp of America</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midas/EVI Audio Co</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Get the information you need to make informed decisions.
www.broadcastengineering.com
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Hotline</th>
<th>Web site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sennheiser Elec. Corp</td>
<td>814-333-1772</td>
<td>miranda.com/densite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Electronics</td>
<td>800-826-3629</td>
<td>modsec.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netgear</td>
<td>631-928-4433</td>
<td>network-electronics.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northrop Grumman Elec. Sys.</td>
<td>800-961-1843</td>
<td>northropgrumman.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omneon</td>
<td>408-885-5156</td>
<td>omneon.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optcom</td>
<td>888-450-0143</td>
<td>optcom.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otl</td>
<td>800-647-5110</td>
<td>otlighting.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic Broadcast &amp; Digital</td>
<td>800-528-8601</td>
<td>panasonic.com/broadcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Vision</td>
<td>800-532-8034</td>
<td>ptv.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PESA Switching Systems</td>
<td>631-845-5020</td>
<td>pesa.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer New Media Technology</td>
<td>800-527-3767</td>
<td>pioneerelectronics.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime Image</td>
<td>408-867-6519</td>
<td>primeimageinc.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primedia Business New Media</td>
<td>212-204-2622</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rsshare@primediabusiness.com">rsshare@primediabusiness.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuantumLTD</td>
<td>202-21</td>
<td>sachtler.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radamec</td>
<td>877-radamec</td>
<td>radamecbroadcast.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohde &amp; Schwarz</td>
<td>410-910-7600</td>
<td>rohde-schwarz.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Video LTD</td>
<td>613-652-4866</td>
<td>rossvideo.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachtler</td>
<td>516-867-4900</td>
<td>sachtler.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Atlanta</td>
<td>770-236-6190</td>
<td>scientificatlanta.com/2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scopus Network Technologies</td>
<td>858-618-1600</td>
<td>scopus.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeaChange</td>
<td>978-887-0100</td>
<td>seaexchangeinternational.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sennheiser Elec. Corp</td>
<td>860-434-9190</td>
<td>sennheiserusa.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shure Inc</td>
<td>847-353-3100</td>
<td>shure.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Sys</td>
<td>408-998-8053</td>
<td>signasys.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snell &amp; Wilcox</td>
<td>408-260-1000</td>
<td>snellwilcox.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid State Logic</td>
<td>414-186442300</td>
<td>solid-state-logic.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Recording Media</td>
<td>201-595-3501</td>
<td>mediaslony.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpectraSite</td>
<td>972-550-9500</td>
<td>spectrasite.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Communications</td>
<td>310-532-5300</td>
<td>standardcomm.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio Exchange</td>
<td>818-840-1351</td>
<td>studioexchange.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundance Digital</td>
<td>912-443-8442</td>
<td>sundancedigital.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switchcraft</td>
<td>773-799-2700</td>
<td>switchcraft.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sypha</td>
<td>800-270-7050</td>
<td>szone.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2 One</td>
<td>407-380-7055</td>
<td>tandbergtv.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tandberg Television</td>
<td>800-426-2200</td>
<td>tdk.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix</td>
<td>508-754-4858</td>
<td>telecast-fiber.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecast Fiber Systems INC</td>
<td>201-848-9818</td>
<td>telemetricsinc.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemetrics</td>
<td>800-392-3497</td>
<td>telex.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telex</td>
<td>207-627-7474</td>
<td>terracom.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teracom</td>
<td>407-856-6000</td>
<td>teracon.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tlies Broadcast &amp; Multimedia</td>
<td>800-962-4287</td>
<td>thales-bm.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomson Automation</td>
<td>800-862-5099</td>
<td>thomsonbroadcast.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomson Multimedia</td>
<td>800-862-4287</td>
<td>thomsonbroadcast.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trompeter Electronics</td>
<td>888-882-2629</td>
<td>trompeter.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropon, Inc.</td>
<td>888-882-4877</td>
<td>tropon-tek.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah Scientific</td>
<td>804-575-8801</td>
<td>utahsci.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videoframe</td>
<td>530-477-2000</td>
<td>videoframesystems.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoTek, INC</td>
<td>800-800-5719</td>
<td>videotech.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheatstone Corporation</td>
<td>252-358-7000</td>
<td>wheatstone.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winstead Corporation</td>
<td>800-477-2257</td>
<td>winstead.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zendar</td>
<td>321-339-0457</td>
<td>zandar.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ad Index**

Broadcast Engineering is not responsible for errors in the Advertisers Index.

**Classified Advertising**

**Overland Park, KS**

Jennifer Shafer
(800) 896-9939; (913) 967-1732
Fax: (913) 967-1735

**Customer Service:** 913-967-1707 or 800-441-0294

**Broadcast Engineering - World Edition**

The day in 1980 when CNN went on the air on cable systems should have been the day the ownership rules for television were rethought. From that quiet start, when most people thought a 24-hour news operation was neither feasible nor wanted, the world of broadcast television in the United States was changed. There was even more change in 1985 when — at the personal suggestion of Fidel Castro to Ted Turner — CNN International was created. These changes resulted in a single entity being capable of broadcasting information directly into the nation's homes.

The ownership rules were created by government out of fear: Fear that a medium could dominate nationally, as happened for the moguls of the print industry. But as soon as there were more than three sources of news beyond ABC, CBS and NBC — an arbitrary percentage of viewers that an owner could address became unnecessary. Three judges in a federal appeals court described the 35 percent rule recently as "arbitrary and capricious and contrary to law." They were ruling in the case of News Corp. and Viacom, who both ended up addressing about 37 percent of the nation's population through acquisitions.

The appeals court did not, unfortunately, throw out the rule, even though it had found it unlawful — it remanded it back to the FCC to justify its existence. Given that the new chairman of the FCC, Michael Powell, has already been heard to wonder aloud about the rule we can only hope that the consumer groups that are already whining about the court's decisions will not get the taxpayers' money tied up in the Supreme Court.

The negative thing (I think it's negative, at least) about this court decision is in the long term it will assist in facilitating a trend that I have already forecast. The amalgamation of the television industry is following what has already happened in several cycles in the radio industry. The networks are already in strained relationships with their affiliates. The affiliates, in many cases, are financially strained, and the conversion to DTV is not a happy prospect for many of them. If this appeals court decision holds, you can be sure that many of them are going to be gobbled up for a small fraction of their street worth today because they can be literally squeezed out of business by the networks or groups.

This is akin to the travel industry: Travel agents were created by the industry to facilitate growth and offer convenience for the traveler. Travel agents are being crushed by the industry that created them because there are now easier and more profitable distribution methods — i.e. the Web. So with the affiliates, who were created by the industry to distribute product to people the government wouldn't allow networks to cover. When that need disappears — as it seems to have done — the affiliates will disappear. Instead of the local studio in small cities, we will begin to see the modern radio station's look, but to save money the equipment location will probably be right at the terrestrial broadcasting site. If there is any local programming — and there won't be at the lower DMA cities — it will be minor and upconverted.

One particular example involves Emmis, a corporation centered in Indiana with viewers in Portland, OR, and Orlando, FL. In addition to radio, it has TV properties, print publications and international radio properties, but it's in the Portland and Orlando markets where the company is showing its ignorance of its own existence.

TV broadcasting makes its money from advertising. Maybe somebody will come up with a way of making money from datacasting in this digital age — maybe — but until then broadcasters need to be able to tell advertisers how many people are watching and charge accordingly. You don't, therefore, prevent people from watching your station, do you?

Well, Emmis believes it needs to. In fact, the man who runs the show has failed to come to terms with DirecTV for re-broadcasting the KION signal in Portland and the WKCF signal in Orlando for those cities' DirecTV subscribers. Emmis believes it needs a better deal than any of the other stations have agreed to. That is arbitrary, indeed, and unfair to everyone involved.

The moral must be that any person or body that tries to control the delivery of information in this era is doomed to failure.
That's up to you. But whatever your needs, Videotek's new Tandem system for UNIFRAME™ will help you rest comfortably.

One of many UNIFRAME™ options, the new Tandem system is the world's first dual audio embedder/de-embedder system. Plug-in modules can embed analog or AES/EBU audio into SDI or de-embed the same. Tandem can also be a single, dual or mixed embedder/de-embedder. Used where space is at a premium, the Tandem for UNIFRAME™ is flexible, sophisticated and cost effective.

UNIFRAME™, the Intelligent, plug and play, Modular System is the only flexible, total system solution that handles all your critical audio and video requirements. Easily expandable to meet your system needs, the UNIFRAME™ architecture automatically reconfigures when new modules are added. With a choice of three frames and card sizes, the UNIFRAME™ is the only system that allows mixing of analog/digital and audio modules all in one convenient frame, offering unparalleled flexibility for growing environments.

So find out for yourself what hundreds of leading broadcast facilities already know - when you need dependable, reliable broadcast signal solutions - WE ARE HERE.

Call Videotek today!
Talk to Leitch.
The people who invented the shared-storage news server.

Going digital is the buzz of the industry. Everywhere you hear promises of simultaneous access, content sharing and instant playout. It’s true that an all-digital newsroom will help you beat the competition to air, tighten your on-air look, and at the same time lower your costs. But what are the risks?

With Leitch integrated news solutions, there aren’t any. We pioneered Fibre Channel shared storage. And while the other guys are moving to adopt this architecture, we’ve been refining its integration for years. So when we say “simultaneous instant access to all your news content, by your entire team”, we’re not kidding. No waiting to cut. No file transfers just before air. Ever. None.

Add our NEWSFlash™ playout-ready nonlinear editor and integrated BrowseCutter™ desktop editing to the news server — that is also the most easily scalable for future interconnectivity — and taking your newsroom digital is no longer a leap of faith.

Leitch Integrated News Solutions. The way broadcast news should work.

Witness innovation in integrated solutions by visiting Leitch NAB booth #L19511.

Canada +1 (800) 387 0233 USA East +1 (800) 231 9673 USA West +1 (888) 843 7004 Brazil +55 (11) 3151 5093 Latin America +1 (305) 512 0045